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INTRODUCTION
For healthy individuals, movement is trivial. Thoughtlessly and effortlessly, we coordinate 
muscle contractions to get from uncomfortable situations (a thesis defense), to places with 
more agreeable conditions (the dinner afterwards). Movement allows us to interact with 
our direct environment, manipulate objects and communicate with each other. Moreover, 
we can adjust our movements to fit a remarkable range of situations and circumstances, 
responding to changes in the environment and task demands. In contrast, individuals 
with cerebellar dysfunction often suffer from a host of symptoms which makes movement 
anything but trivial. The clinical manifestation of cerebellar dysfunction, commonly referred 
to as cerebellar ataxia, typically includes balance and gait disturbances, speech impairments 
and incoordination of eye and upper-limb movements (Mariotti et al., 2005). Cerebellar 
ataxia arises due to damage of the cerebellum and related structures which is caused by 
neuropathology of many different etiologies (Marsden and Harris, 2011). This thesis will 
focus on the degenerative cerebellar ataxias (DCAs), characterized by the progressive 
degeneration of the cerebellum and its afferent and efferent pathways. DCA has a huge 
impact on the quality of life of an individual (López-Bastida et al., 2008; Schmitz-Hübsch 
et al., 2010) and effective treatment can pose a major challenge (Sarva and Shanker, 2014).
Individuals with DCA often require lifelong supportive therapy to alleviate motor symptoms 
and maintain activities of daily living (ADL) as no curative treatment currently exists (Ilg 
et al., 2014). Depending on the unique needs of a patient, supportive therapy can include 
physical therapy, speech therapy and occupational therapy, for which varying degrees of 
therapeutic success have been established (Fonteyn et al., 2014). While there is a consensus 
that supportive therapy is generally beneficial for patients with DCA, little is known about 
the mechanisms underlying the improvements and how patients can benefit most (Ilg et 
al., 2014). Effective therapy for individuals with DCA can be especially challenging since 
they suffer from various motor learning deficits (Maschke et al., 2004a; Sanes et al., 1990; 
Tseng et al., 2007) which impairs their ability to (re)learn motor sequences required for 
ADL (Hatakenaka et al., 2012). Investigating the neuroanatomical structure of the diseased 
cerebellum by means of neuroimaging, as well as investigating the relationship between 
cerebellar integrity and motor learning deficits, should help us better understand the 
structural components underlying DCA. Furthermore, by testing whether motor learning 
deficits can be ameliorated with neuromodulatory or training-related interventions, under 
experimental conditions, we hope to support the development of interventions relevant for 
application in a clinical setting. 
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Thus, this thesis aims to investigate the following:
• The effects of cerebellar disease on cerebellar integrity
• The relationship between cerebellar integrity and motor learning deficits
• The efficacy of non-invasive brain stimulation and training-related interventions to 
alleviate motor learning deficits of individuals with DCA 
The introduction will first cover the anatomy and function of the cerebellum before 
exploring cerebellar circuitry. Particular attention is given to the role of the cerebellum in 
motor learning. Finally, the introduction will focus on the etiology of cerebellar disease, 
therapeutic options, and promising interventions to increase the efficacy of cerebellar 
therapy.
Cerebellar anatomy 
The cerebellum (small brain) is an important functional unit of motor behaviors (e.g. 
locomotion, speech, grasping etc.) (Holmes, 1917) and cognitive behaviors (e.g. emotion, 
language, attention etc.) (Strick et al., 2009). Situated below the occipital lobe of the 
cerebrum (large brain) and bordered ventrally by the brainstem in humans (Figure 1), it 
develops from the rhombencephalon (hindbrain) and is generally well-preserved across 
species (Bell et al., 2008). The cerebellum is known to hold the majority of neurons in 
humans with estimates ranging from around 70% to 80% of the total amount of neurons in 
the human brain (Andersen et al., 1992; Herculano-Houzel, 2010). It consists of a tightly 
folded layer of cortex around a structure of white matter in which the deep cerebellar nuclei 
(DCN) are embedded. 
PONS
MEDULLA
CEREBELLUM
FOURTH VENTRICLE
A B
Figure 1. A: Sagittal slice of the human brain (MRI). The location of the cerebellum is indicated by the light blue 
rectangle. B: The cerebellum and related neural structures, adapted from Gray, 1878.
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Macroscopically, the two hemispheres of the cerebellar cortex can be divided into an anterior 
lobe and a posterior lobe (Figure 2A). The anterior lobe is situated above the primary fissure 
of the cerebellum and consists of several distinct anatomical subregions: lobules I to V after 
Larsell’s nomenclature (Larsell and Jansen, 1972). The posterior lobe, situated below the 
primary fissure, consists of anatomical lobules VI to IX. The flocculonodular lobe (lobule 
X) is isolated from the cerebellar hemispheres by the posterolateral fissure and located 
inferiorly from the posterior lobe. The cerebellum can also be divided mediolaterally, based 
on the input the cerebellar cortex receives: the vermis, the intermediate zone and the lateral 
zone (Ghez and Thach, 2000; Figure 2B). The vermis and intermediate zone (together: 
spinocerebellum) occupy the medial parts of the cerebellar cortex and receive the majority 
of their input from the spinal cord. The spinocerebellum projects, via the deep cerebellar 
nuclei, onto systems mainly involved in eye movements, locomotion and posture. The 
lateral zone (or: cerebrocerebellum) comprises the largest volume of the cerebellar cortex 
and receives the majority of its input from the cerebral cortex. It projects, via the DCN, to 
motor, premotor and prefrontal cortices in multiple cerebrocerebellar loops (or: cerebello-
thalamo-cerebro-cortical circuits, D’Angelo and Casali, 2013). The flocculonodular lobe 
(also: vestibulocerebellum) receives its inputs from vestibular systems and projects directly 
onto the vestibular nuclei. While anatomically relevant, the lobular and zonal division does 
not directly correspond with cerebellar function but provides a common terminology to 
describe localization in the cerebellum.
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Figure 2. Gross anatomy of the cerebellar cortex. A: Anatomical landmarks of the cerebellar cortex. B: Mediolateral 
division of the cerebellum. Figure adapted from Klein et al., 2016.
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Cerebellar function 
Early scientific efforts focused on studying the gross anatomy and major subdivisions of 
the cerebellum but around the turn of the 19th century experimental research commenced 
into cerebellar function (Glickstein et al., 2009). After ablation of the cerebellum in various 
vertebrate animals, Pierre Flourens observed distinct changes in their motor function 
(Flourens, 1824). Flourens recognized that movements were not completely lost after 
cerebellar ablation, but irregular and uncoordinated, and suggested a role for the cerebellum 
in movement coordination. This observation was corroborated by clinical studies of 
individuals with cerebellar injury, which exhibited various motor deficits, also establishing 
a role for the cerebellum in motor function in humans (Holmes, 1917). Contemporary 
clinical and experimental studies also identified the cerebellum as key for cognitive 
behavior, describing deficits in the executive and emotional domain after damage to the 
posterior cerebellum (Schmahmann, 1991). Over time, as the methods and techniques to 
study the cerebellum have gotten more advanced, our understanding and description of 
cerebellar function has become increasingly detailed. 
Breakthroughs in neuroimaging have allowed for a comprehensive mapping of motor and 
non-motor behavior to anatomical regions of the cerebellum (Figure 3). By employing 
lesion-symptom mapping and functional imaging, a functional topography of the 
human cerebellum has been developed (Grodd et al., 2001; Timmann et al., 2009). These 
techniques, in combination with converging evidence from animal studies (Snider and 
Stowell, 1944), have uncovered two somatotopic maps in the cerebellum. These maps are 
topographic representations of motor function, i.e. particular regions of the cerebellar 
cortex are functionally associated with particular motor behavior in a topographically 
organized manner. The first somatotopic representation of the body is located (mostly) in 
the anterior lobe and a second somatotopy is located in the posterior lobe [for review, see: 
Manni and Petrosini, 2004]. More specifically, arm movements are associated with lobule V 
and the anterior part of lobule VI and have a secondary representation in lobule VIII of the 
posterior lobe (Diedrichsen and Zotow, 2015; Grodd et al., 2001). Movements of the feet 
are associated with lobules II-IV (anterior lobe) and lobules VIII and IX (posterior lobe) 
(Nitschke et al., 1996), while orofacial movements have a representation in lobule VI and 
VIII (Diedrichsen and Zotow, 2015; Grodd et al., 2001). Furthermore, movements of the 
trunk, locomotion and eye movements in humans are most commonly associated with the 
medial zone of the cerebellum (Timmann et al., 2009). 
In addition to the mapping of motor functions, recent work has also mapped cognitive 
functions onto the human cerebellum (Stoodley and Schmahmann, 2009). Cognitive 
functions like language, spatial processing, reasoning and decision making have all been 
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associated with regions of the posterior cerebellum, specifically lobule VI and VII (including 
Crus I, Crus II and lobule VIIb), while emotional processing was primarily associated 
with the posterior vermis (Stoodley and Schmahmann, 2009). The specific localization of 
motor function and cognitive function in the cerebellum has led to the characterization 
of a “sensorimotor cerebellum” and a “cognitive cerebellum”. Roughly, the sensorimotor 
cerebellum is concerned with movement and located primarily in the anterior lobe, with 
a secondary representation in the posterior lobe (lobule VIII). The cognitive cerebellum is 
associated with “higher-level” tasks and is localized in the posterior cerebellum, specifically 
lobules VI and VII (Stoodley and Schmahmann, 2010). 
Figure 3. Functional activity flatmaps collected using fMRI, averaged over 100 participants in the Human 
Connectome Project (Van Essen et al., 2013). A: Functional activity flatmap for hand, foot and tongue movements. 
Each voxel was assigned the body part associated with the highest activation value. Clearly visible is the primary 
somatotopic representation of the body in lobules IV-VI and a secondary representation in lobules VIII-IX. B-E: 
Contrasts of functional activation for various tasks associated with the “cognitive cerebellum”. Positive values 
indicate higher activation during task than contrast, negative values indicate lower activation. All colored voxels 
survived corrections for multiple comparisons. Functional activity of cognitive tasks is more strongly associated 
with lobules in the posterior lobe of the cerebellum. NB: functional associations do not adhere to the anatomical 
divisions of the cerebellum and sometimes overlap between various tasks. Figure adapted from Diedrichsen and 
Zotow, 2015.
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While neuroimaging has been instrumental in our understanding of cerebellar function 
in humans, it is important to recognize the limits of the technique. Though we can say 
with reasonable certainty that specific behaviors are associated with specific regions of the 
cerebellum, less is known about the computations taking place. Therefore, in conjunction 
with neuroimaging studies, extensive experimental work has been carried out over the past 
decades to unravel the precise circuitry of the cerebellum. 
Cerebellar circuitry 
The structure of the cerebellum is highly regular with well-organized input and output 
connectivity (Lisberger and Thach, 2013). Central in the cerebellar circuit are inhibitory 
Purkinje cells (PCs) which constitute the sole output of the cerebellar cortex. Purkinje cells, 
situated between the molecular layer and granular layer of the cerebellar cortex (Figure 4A), 
are a key component of the cerebellar module, considered to be the basic operational unit 
of the cerebellum (Apps et al., 2018). The cerebellar module consists of longitudinal zones 
of PCs that receive excitatory climbing fiber (CF) input from specific regions of the inferior 
olive (IO) in the medulla. In turn, the PCs project onto a specific region of the DCN that has 
reciprocal connections with the same region of the IO that gave rise to the CFs connected 
with the PCs (Ruigrok, 2011). The typical olivo-cortico-nuclear connectivity is repeated 
across the cerebellum with little variance, though recent work has found biochemical 
differences between distinct cerebellar modules which could also explain physiological 
differences between modules (Zhou et al., 2014). 
Purkinje cells, in addition to having excitatory connections with climbing fibers, also 
receive excitatory input from parallel fibers (PFs). Parallel fibers arise from granule cells 
in the granular layer receiving input from mossy fibers that have indirect connections with 
the cerebral cortex, spinal cord and extracerebellar nuclei. On average, a single Purkinje 
cell is connected with hundreds of thousands of parallel fibers. The continuous excitatory 
inputs of parallel fibers on Purkinje cells elicit a stable pattern of discharges, so-called 
“simple spikes”. Contrastingly, each Purkinje cell only receives input from a single climbing 
fiber and climbing fibers make direct synaptic contact with PCs. The contact between a 
CF and PC is so extensive that a single action potential in a CF leads to a prolonged and 
large depolarizing event in the PC, a so-called “complex spike”. Together, simple spikes and 
complex spikes shape the inhibitory output of the cerebellar cortex on the deep cerebellar 
nuclei (Apps and Garwicz, 2005; Figure 4B).
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Figure 4. Cerebellar circuitry. A: Basic structure of the cerebellar cortex. The cerebellar cortex consists of a granular 
layer, Purkinje cell layer and molecular layer. The two main afferents of the cerebellum are mossy fibers, which 
terminate on granule cells, and climbing fibers, which terminate on Purkinje cells. Also pictured are inhibitory 
interneurons of the cerebellar cortex: stellate cells, basket cells and Golgi cells. Stellate and basket cells are located 
in the molecular layer and provide inhibitory input to the dendritic tree and cell body of Purkinje cells respectively. 
Golgi cells are located in the granular layer and form an inhibitory circuit between parallel fibers and granule cells. 
B: The prototypical (and simplified) circuit of the cerebellum. Plus (+) symbols indicate excitatory connections, 
minus (-) symbols indicate inhibitory connections. Not pictured are the connections of inhibitory interneurons, 
sites of plasticity, and reciprocal connections between the DCN and IO. Figure adapted from Apps and Garwicz, 
2005.
Computations of the cerebellar circuit
The well-organized architecture of the cerebellum makes it attractive to study as the 
uniformity of the circuitry suggests it processes signals in similar ways across the cerebellum. 
Inspired by the prototypical structure of the cerebellum, David Marr and James Albus 
developed an influential theory about the computations taking place in the cerebellum 
(Albus, 1971; Marr, 1969). They hypothesized that the cerebellum can learn to generate 
appropriate output signals in response to arbitrary (sensory) input patterns via plasticity 
at the parallel fiber-Purkinje cell synapse. This was later corroborated by experimental 
work of Masao Ito who identified long-term depression (LTD) at the PF-PC synapse after 
conjunctive stimulation of PFs and CFs (Ito et al., 1982). Marr and Albus postulated that 
the cerebellar circuit is the operationalization of an algorithm for adapting movements in 
response to changes in the internal and external environment, in other words: the cerebellar 
circuit enables motor learning. In short, they hypothesized that mossy fibers relay motor 
commands and sensory information via parallel fibers to Purkinje cells, while climbing 
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fibers relay motor errors. The climbing fiber input acts as a teaching signal that supervises 
motor learning. Concurrent climbing fiber and parallel fiber input induce LTD at the PF-
PC synapse, which in turn decreases the firing rate of Purkinje, disinhibiting the deep 
cerebellar nuclei after the same parallel fiber input. Disinhibition of the deep cerebellar 
nuclei can then modulate motor behavior via multiple cerebrocerebellar loops. 
The Marr-Albus-Ito model of motor learning has inspired much research in the cerebellar 
field due to its elegance and well-described properties. The hypotheses of the theory were 
extensively tested in various motor learning experiments in animals and generally held 
up under scientific scrutiny [for review, see: Ito, 2001]. However, contemporary cerebellar 
research challenges the hegemony of the Marr-Albus-Ito model (Galliano and De Zeeuw, 
2014). Firstly, when LTD at the PF-PC synapse is blocked, animals are still able to learn 
new motor behavior which is in direct contradiction with the Marr-Albus-Ito model of 
motor learning (Schonewille et al., 2011). Secondly, in addition to PF-PC synapse LTD, 
many other locations and forms of plasticity in the cerebellum have been identified to play a 
major role in motor learning [for review, see: Gao et al., 2012]. Additionally, spatiotemporal 
firing patterns (e.g. the synchrony of simple spikes over populations of PCs), shaped by the 
activity of interneurons in the molecular layer, seem particularly important for adequate 
motor learning beyond just the modulation of the firing rate of Purkinje cells (De Zeeuw 
et al., 2011). Furthermore, no consensus has emerged on the exact information signaled by 
complex spikes and simple spikes (Ebner et al., 2011). Instead, it is hypothesized that the 
complex spikes could be representative of the sensitivity to error and not the error itself, 
while simple spikes convey sensory prediction errors (Marko et al., 2012; Popa et al., 2016). 
Finally, as explored in the previous section, though predominantly associated with motor 
function, the cerebellum also has clear associations with other types of behavior (Strick et 
al., 2009). 
Nonetheless, trying to understand the cerebellum using (testable) theories from 
computational neuroscience has been a fruitful endeavor. Building on the work by Marr 
and Albus, the cerebellar field has made extensive further efforts to unravel the role and 
computations of the cerebellum. Particularly influential in that regard have been several 
concepts and vocabulary derived from the domain of engineering and robotics (Doya 
et al., 2001; Todorov and Jordan, 2002). Motivated to make the movements of robots 
less clumsy, roboticists studied the fluency of movement in humans and formalized a 
computational framework of motor control. They recognized that to make accurate and 
fluent goal-directed movements, the motor system must overcome at least two difficult 
problems: 1) sensory feedback is noisy and delayed 2) the internal environment (i.e. the 
body) and external environment (i.e. the world around us) are susceptible to change. 
Adaptive forward models were suggested as a solution to overcome these problems and 
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were linked neuroanatomically to the cerebellum (Shadmehr and Krakauer, 2008). Forward 
models transform motor commands into their sensory consequences, enabling the motor 
system to act on short latency predictions of sensory consequences, rather than rely on 
delayed sensory feedback. Furthermore, combining predicted sensory consequences with 
actual sensory consequences reduces the variance of the state estimates of the body and 
world around us, facilitating the planning and execution of goal-directed movements as 
well. However, forward models are only useful if the predictions are accurate. Thus, to 
maintain optimal motor performance, a forward model should be able to adapt its sensory 
predictions in response changes in the internal or external environment. Converging lines 
of research indicate that forward models are updated by sensory prediction error, i.e. the 
difference between the predicted sensory consequences of a motor command and actual 
sensory consequences (Shadmehr et al., 2010), and drive a particular type of motor learning 
behavior: motor adaptation. 
Motor adaptation 
Motor adaptation is the process of adjusting already learned motor behavior and is 
considered to be qualitatively different from de novo motor learning, i.e. learning to 
snowboard for the first time is distinct from being an experienced snowboarder who 
responds to changes in slope conditions or new snowboard shoes. The novice snowboarder 
is learning a new movement while the experienced snowboarder is adjusting the execution 
of an already known movement. Importantly, as alluded to in the previous section, this 
process is hypothesized to rely on sensory-prediction errors, which result from the difference 
between the predicted outcome of a motor command (the output of a forward model) and 
the actual outcome of a movement (via sensory feedback). It is important to note that motor 
adaptation is only one of many mechanisms responsible for the full behavioral spectrum of 
motor learning in humans (Haith and Krakauer, 2013). For instance, in addition to motor 
adaptation, mechanisms like reinforcement learning (Izawa and Shadmehr, 2011), use-
dependent learning (Diedrichsen et al., 2010) and strategic learning (Taylor and Ivry, 2011) 
contribute to motor learning behavior, however the rest of this section will focus on motor 
adaptation, as learning from sensory prediction errors is associated with the cerebellum in 
particular (Tseng et al., 2007).
While snowboarding is incredibly fun to do, it makes for a poor task to study motor 
adaptation experimentally. Ski slopes are only open a couple of months per year and are 
located geographically far away from most laboratories, not to speak of all kinds of data 
recording challenges. As such, other experimental tasks were developed to study motor 
adaptation behavior. Reaching movement experiments in particular have long been a 
staple to investigate motor adaptation in humans (Shadmehr and Wise, 2005). In reaching 
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experiments, subjects are instructed to move the manipulandum of a robotic device from a 
starting location to a target location with a quick and accurate hand motion. Direct vision 
of the hand is purposefully obstructed, but hand position is conveyed to subjects via a 
cursor on a monitor or horizontal screen (Figure 5). 
monitor
90°
= cursor
A B
114° 66°
monitor
= origin
= target
Figure 5. A) Common setup used in reaching movement experiments. The subject is seated behind a robotic 
device and holds a manipulandum in their right hand. For illustrative purposes the tabletop is pictured as 
transparent. In reality, the tabletop obstructs the view of the hand and device arm, so hand position can only be 
inferred from cursor position. B) The cursor position and targets are projected on a monitor or the tabletop in 
front of subjects. The subject is instructed to move the cursor (green circle) from the starting location (black circle) 
to one of several pseudorandomly selected target locations (white circles with dotted line). Three different target 
locations are pictured in this example. 
A canonical reaching experiment consists of three phases: a baseline phase, an adaptation 
phase and a washout phase. During the baseline phase, subjects are familiarized with the 
device and learn to move the cursor between the starting location and the target location. 
Subjects usually make almost perfectly straight movements during the baseline phase with 
little to no movement error (the difference between the cursor position and the target 
location at the end of the movement), then, during the adaptation phase, visuomotor or 
forcefield perturbations are introduced while reaching towards the target. Visuomotor 
perturbations alter the relationship between hand position and cursor position, rotating 
cursor movement clockwise or counterclockwise when moving the hand towards the target. 
21
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In trials with a forcefield perturbation, the robotic device produces a small force, pushing 
the hand in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction while moving. Thus, visuomotor 
and forcefield perturbations alter the visual and/or proprioceptive consequences of motor 
commands, resulting in sensory-prediction errors. Subjects are then tasked with reducing 
movement errors induced by the perturbation during the adaptation phase. During the 
washout phase, reaches are made with veridical feedback (as in the baseline phase). A 
typical result of a visuomotor reaching experiment is displayed in Figure 6 (Tseng et al., 
2007).
A B
Baseline Adaptation Washout Baseline Adaptation Washout
Figure 6. Typical result of a visuomotor reaching experiment in control subjects (A, n =7) and subjects with 
cerebellar disease (B, n=7), adapted from (Tseng et al., 2007). Movement error in degrees on the y-axis, trial 
number on the x-axis. 
The experiment by Tseng and colleagues was conducted in healthy control subjects (Figure 
6A) and subjects with cerebellar disease (Figure 6B). In control subjects, movement errors 
during the baseline phase are close to zero degrees (Figure 6A). At the start of the adaptation 
phase a visuomotor perturbation of 20 degrees was introduced. Movement errors in the 
adaptation phase are initially large (around 20 degrees) but tend towards lower values as the 
adaptation phase progresses, indicating adaptation to the perturbation. During the washout 
phase, feedback was veridical and visuomotor perturbations were turned off, so subjects 
needed to readapt to making reaching movements without visuomotor perturbations. As 
such, subjects tended to make errors in the opposing direction, indicating retention of 
adaptation of the preceding phase.
Motor behavior of subjects with cerebellar disease in this experimental task clearly contrasts 
with that of healthy control subjects. Cerebellar subjects demonstrate more variability in 
the baseline phase, almost no reduction of movement errors in the adaptation phase, and 
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less retention of the learned adaptation in the washout phase (Figure 6B). Both the total 
amount and speed of adaptation, as well as the amount of retention, is visibly reduced in 
subjects with cerebellar disease. This motor learning deficit is typical for cerebellar disease 
and is hypothesized to be the result of impaired computation and adaptation of forward 
models (Tseng et al., 2007). It is possibly exactly this motor learning deficit which makes it 
so challenging to provide effective therapy to patients with cerebellar disease. 
Cerebellar disease
The most striking consequence of cerebellar disease is the neurological sign of cerebellar 
ataxia (Mariotti et al., 2005). Cerebellar ataxia is a neurological dysfunction of motor 
coordination originating in the cerebellum, with symptoms of balance and gait disturbances, 
speech impairments and incoordination of eye and upper-limb movements. The etiology 
of cerebellar ataxia is incredibly diverse and includes neuropathology of many different 
origins. Generally, a distinction is made between hereditary and nonhereditary ataxias. 
Nonhereditary ataxias are further subdivided into congenital ataxias, acquired ataxias and 
non-hereditary degenerative ataxias. (Klockgether, 2007). Table 1 features an extensive but 
incomplete overview of many of the cerebellar ataxias. 
The clinical history of an individual is often key to determine the etiology of cerebellar 
ataxia symptoms and proper follow-up (Timmann and Diener, 2007). For instance, 
acquired ataxias typically present with acute (minutes to hours) or sub-acute (days to 
weeks) symptoms and should be treated according to the primary disorder (e.g. surgical 
intervention after stroke, elimination of toxins, symptomatic treatment of infections, 
tumor resection etc.). To determine the underlying primary disorder, neuroimaging (CT/
MRI) and laboratory analyses are most commonly employed (Nachbauer et al., 2015). 
Patients can recover from acquired ataxias with proper management, but individuals 
regularly develop chronic cerebellar symptoms (Konczak et al., 2005; Schoch et al., 2006). 
Congenital ataxias usually present during early childhood with a chronic (months to years) 
onset of non-progressive symptoms that are either hereditary or non-hereditary in nature 
(Steinlin, 1998a). The symptoms of congenital ataxias can be severe and curative treatment 
is generally unavailable (Pavone et al., 2017). Neuroimaging (MRI) is used to distinguish 
between acquired ataxias and congenital ataxias in childhood but can’t predict the severity 
and progression of the disease (Steinlin, 1998b). Finally, hereditary and sporadic ataxias 
are marked by slowly progressive and chronic (months to years) onset of symptoms. 
Progressive and chronic ataxia with a family history of ataxic disease is highly suggestive 
of a hereditary ataxia (Jayadev and Bird, 2013). Usually, diagnostic follow-up includes 
neuroimaging (MRI) and molecular genetic testing. Genetic testing can classify the ataxia 
according to the pattern of inheritance, i.e. autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive 
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Table 1. Table adapted from Klockgether, 2007.
Hereditary Ataxias
Autosomal Dominant Ataxias (ADCAs)*
- Spinocerebellar ataxias (SCA)
- Dentatorubral-pallidoluysian atrophy (DRPLA)
- Episodic ataxias (EA)
Autosomal Recessive Ataxias (ARCAs)
- Friedreich’s ataxia (FRDA)
- Ataxia-telangiectasia (AT)
- Ataxia with oculomotor apraxia
- Autosomal recessive spastic ataxia of Charlevoix-Saguenay (ARSACS)
- Abetalipoproteinemia
- Ataxia with isolated vitamin E deficiency (AVED)
- Refsum’s disease
- Cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis (CTX)
- Marinesco-Sjogren syndrome (MSS)
- Autosomal recessive ataxia with known gene locus
- Early onset cerebellar ataxia (EOCA)
X-Linked Ataxias (XLAs)
- Fragile X tremor ataxia syndrome (FXTAS)
Nonhereditary Ataxias
Acquired Ataxias
- Alcoholic cerebellar degeneration
- Ataxia due to other toxic reasons (antiepileptics, lithium, solvents)
- Paraneoplastic cerebellar degeneration
- Immune-mediated ataxias (gluten ataxia, GAD antibody associated ataxia)
- Infectious ataxias (acute cerebellitis)
- Acquired vitamin E deficiency
- Hypothyroidism
- Ataxia due to physical causes (heat stroke, hyperthermia)
Congenital Ataxias#
- Cerebellar agenesis
- Cerebellar hypoplasia
- Joubert’s syndrome
- Dandy-Walker malformation
Sporadic Degenerative Ataxias
- Multiple system atrophy, cerebellar type (MSA-C)
- Sporadic adult-onset ataxia of unknown etiology (SAOA)
* The ADCAs are clinically classified as type 1, 2 or 3 when genetic testing has not been carried out or was inconclusive 
and is based on the specific symptomatology and a familial history suggestive of dominant disease. # The etiology of 
congenital ataxia is poorly understood. Occasional appearance of congenital ataxia suggests it might be autosomal 
recessively inherited, but sporadic cases of congenital ataxia outnumber familial cases by far.
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or X-linked inheritance. When genetic testing and family history are inconclusive, and 
multiple system atrophy (MSA) can be excluded, the ataxia is classified as sporadic adult-
onset ataxia of unknown etiology (SAOA). The characteristics of, and therapies for, the 
most common hereditary ataxias and SAOA (together: the degenerative cerebellar ataxias) 
are briefly discussed in the next sections. 
Degenerative cerebellar ataxias 
Of the degenerative cerebellar ataxias, the group of hereditary cerebellar ataxias (HCAs) are 
most well-described in literature. HCAs are relatively rare, with an estimated prevalence of 
about 1 case per 10.000 individuals worldwide (Ruano et al., 2014). Cerebellar ataxia with 
a dominant inheritance pattern (autosomal dominant cerebellar ataxia or ADCA) has an 
estimated prevalence of about 2.7 (range 1.5 – 4.0) cases per 100.000 individuals (Ruano et 
al., 2014) and is largely comprised of spinocerebellar ataxias (SCAs). At least 40 different 
types of SCA have been identified and are named chronologically in order of discovery 
from SCA1 to SCA40 (Bird, 2016). Regionally, prevalence of ADCAs can be higher 
than the global average due to founder effects, e.g. there are large (isolated) populations 
of SCA2 patients in Cuba (Velázquez-Pérez et al., 2011) and SCA10 patients in Mexico 
(Alonso et al., 2007). The most prevalent SCA genotype worldwide is SCA3, with SCA3 
and SCA6 being most common in Germany and the Netherlands (Schöls et al., 1997; van 
de Warrenburg et al., 2002). Most SCAs are polyglutamine (polyQ) disorders caused by 
CAG repeat expansions which lead to neural degeneration of the cerebellum and cerebellar 
pathways, either by aggregation of disease proteins, loss-of-function mutations, or (toxic) 
gain-of-function mutations (Paulson, 2009). The rate of disease progression differs between 
SCA types but on average individuals progress towards disability between 10 to 20 years 
after disease onset (Bird, 2016). Mortality data for SCA is limited but some SCA types 
are life-limiting while others are compatible with a normal life span (Diallo et al., 2018). 
Within SCA types, differences in CAG repeat length explain the highly variable clinical 
phenotype and longer repeat lengths correlate negatively with the age of onset (Tezenas 
du Montcel et al., 2014). Three essential patterns of neurodegeneration can be observed in 
SCA radiologically: “pure” cerebellar atrophy (e.g. SCA6 and SCA14), olivopontocerebellar 
atrophy (e.g. SCA1-3) and a pattern of global cerebral atrophy (e.g. SCA12, SCA17, SCA19) 
(Manto, 2005). 
Ataxias with a recessive inheritance pattern (autosomal recessive cerebellar ataxias or 
ARCAs) have an estimated prevalence of about 3.3 (range 1.8 – 4.9) cases per 100.000 
individuals (Ruano et al., 2014). Friedreich’s ataxia (FRDA) is the most prevalent ARCA, 
accounting for about half of the ARCA cases (Pandolfo, 2009). Friedreich’s ataxia is caused 
by loss of function mutations in the frataxin gene due to abnormally long intronic GAA 
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triplet repeats (Campuzano et al., 1996). Longer GAA repeat lengths predict an earlier 
age of onset, quicker disease progression and stronger extracerebellar involvement like 
cardiomyopathy (Dürr et al., 1996). The symptoms of ataxia, marked by sensory neuropathy, 
can be severe and the disease is life-limiting (Tsou et al., 2011). Neuroimaging generally 
reveals mild cerebellar cortical atrophy, but extensive degeneration of the dentate nuclei 
and spinal cord (Pandolfo, 2009). 
The final group of degenerative ataxias, the sporadic adult onset ataxias of unknown 
etiology (SAOA), are the non-hereditary progressive ataxias with symptom-onset in 
adulthood. SAOA should not be considered a distinct disease entity (there are no structural 
or biochemical markers), but as a heterogeneous group of disorders with a common clinical 
syndrome and unknown etiology (Klockgether, 2012). SAOA is per definition a diagnosis of 
exclusion, as known causes of ataxia are ruled out. It is difficult to make concrete statements 
about the prevalence and neuropathology of SAOA since the underlying disease can vary 
between individuals and new discoveries constantly move the division between known and 
unknown etiologies. Still, clinical experience dictates that SAOA is more common than 
hereditary ataxia and isolated cerebellar atrophy is the most frequent radiological sign, 
though brainstem involvement is also observed (Abele et al., 2007). 
Cerebellar therapy
Effective treatment of cerebellar disease in general, and degenerative cerebellar ataxias 
in particular, poses a major challenge. Apart from acquired ataxias and a small number 
of congenital ataxias, treatment options are limited (Mitoma and Manto, 2016). The 
degenerative cerebellar ataxias (hereditary and of unknown etiology) are especially difficult 
to treat, as curative treatments that target the pathogenic mechanisms of DCAs are still 
far away (Sarva and Shanker, 2014). Early and hopeful progress has been made in the 
development of antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) which can target mRNA-transcripts of 
specific ataxia genes but ASOs have not reached the phase of clinical trials yet (Pulst, 2016; 
Toonen et al., 2017). Pharmacological treatment of specific symptoms is possible in a small 
subset of hereditary ataxias (Strupp et al., 2011) but for the vast majority of symptoms 
and DCAs no pharmacological treatment exists. Until curative treatment has become a 
viable option, management of DCA is limited to providing life-long supportive therapy 
(i.e. physical therapy, occupational therapy and speech therapy), with the goal of reducing 
ataxia symptoms, slowing down disease progression, and retaining activities of daily living 
(Ilg et al., 2014). 
Physical therapy has proven to be most effective in attaining these goals (Fonteyn et al., 
2014). A study by Ilg and colleagues established improvements in motor performance 
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and ataxia symptoms after an intensive four week physical therapy program (Ilg et al., 
2009). Another study combined physical therapy with occupational therapy to improve 
the functional status of DCA patients. DCA patients, on average, exhibit long-term 
improvements under this combined therapy program, with larger functional gains for 
patients with mild symptoms than with severe ataxia (Miyai et al., 2012). In a study of 
SCA3 patients in Brazil, occupational therapy alone had no effects on motor performance, 
but did improve symptoms of depression (Silva et al., 2010). Evidence for beneficial effects 
of speech therapy is limited to case reports but can be considered for patients with severe 
dysarthria (Perlmutter and Gregory, 2003; Sapir et al., 2003). Taken together, these studies 
establish the benefits of supportive therapy but also raise several intriguing questions. 
Firstly, why is supportive therapy more effective in some patients than others? Secondly, 
what are the underlying mechanisms driving the effects of supportive therapy? Finally, can 
we improve the efficacy of supportive therapy?
Recent work has provided tentative answers to the first two questions. Firstly, since 
supportive therapy is more beneficial for cerebellar patients with less severe ataxia (Miyai et 
al., 2012), it suggests that the ability of patients to improve motor function depends on the 
residual capacity of the diseased cerebellum. Mitoma and Manto propose a ‘restorable phase’ 
in the progression of cerebellar disease, during which the cerebellum can (still) compensate 
for motor deficits (Mitoma and Manto, 2016). After this phase, the residual capacity of 
the cerebellum is too low to improve motor function. A second observation elucidates a 
possible mechanism driving the effects of supportive therapy. Hatakenaka and colleagues 
observed a correlation between the beneficial effects of supportive therapy and the motor 
learning capabilities of an individual. That is, cerebellar patients with higher motor learning 
capabilities exhibit higher gains from a neurorehabilitation program (Hatakenaka et al., 
2012). Consequently, individuals with pronounced motor learning deficits, like DCA 
patients (Maschke et al., 2004a; Sanes et al., 1990; Tseng et al., 2007), are unable to benefit 
fully from neurorehabilitation. Conceivably, ameliorating motor learning deficits of DCA 
patients could also improve the efficacy of supportive therapy.
Improving cerebellar therapy
Several interventions have been proposed to ameliorate the motor learning deficit of DCA 
patients. Two types of intervention in particular have garnered considerable interest over 
recent years (Ilg et al., 2014). The first type of intervention aims to reduce motor learning 
deficits by applying non-invasive brain stimulation to the cerebellum or other areas of the 
brain. Specifically, transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) has been suggested as a 
promising type of non-invasive brain stimulation due to its low cost and ease of application. 
The technique involves running a small (in the order of 1-2 milliamperes) direct current 
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(DC) between two electrodes placed on the scalp. It is hypothesized that tDCS modulates 
the neuronal excitability of the brain areas the electrodes are placed over (Galea et al., 2009; 
Nitsche et al., 2000). 
Over the past couple of years, multiple studies have reported beneficial effects of tDCS 
on motor adaptation. For instance, healthy subjects adapted more quickly to motor 
perturbations when tDCS was applied over the cerebellum (Avila et al., 2015; Block 
and Celnik, 2013; Galea et al., 2010a; Herzfeld et al., 2014a) and short-term retention of 
adaptation was improved when tDCS was applied over the primary motor cortex (Galea 
et al., 2010a; Hunter et al., 2009; Panouillères and Jenkinson, 2015). These early tDCS 
results in healthy subjects were regarded as promising for the development of therapeutic 
applications of tDCS, as possibly it could reduce the motor learning deficit of cerebellar 
patients. Pilot results indeed indicated behavioral improvements in cerebellar patients as 
a result of tDCS warranting follow-up studies (Grimaldi et al., 2014a; Pozzi et al., 2013), 
however early positive tDCS effects have proven difficult to replicate (Jalali et al., 2017) 
and whether tDCS has reliable neurophysiologic effects, even in healthy subjects, is still up 
for debate (Horvath et al., 2014a). Therefore, additional studies are required to establish 
whether tDCS can reliably elicit motor adaptation improvements, whether tDCS can 
reduce motor learning deficits in cerebellar patients, and whether the technique can be 
used to improve therapeutic efficacy.
The second type of intervention focusses on using training-related interventions to reduce 
motor learning deficits in cerebellar patients. As mentioned before, in addition to motor 
adaptation, mechanisms like reinforcement learning (Izawa and Shadmehr, 2011), use-
dependent learning (Diedrichsen et al., 2010) and strategic learning (Taylor and Ivry, 2011) 
contribute to motor learning behavior. The central idea of training-related interventions is 
that training differently could allow motor learning mechanism not affected by pathology 
to compensate for cerebellar motor learning deficits. Recent evidence provides merit to this 
idea. For example, when cerebellar patients are provided with an explicit strategy to counter 
visuomotor perturbations they demonstrate near error-less performance (Taylor et al., 
2010). Furthermore, altering the type of feedback from movement-errors to reinforcement 
signals (success or failure) improves learning from a visuomotor perturbation in cerebellar 
patients (Therrien et al., 2016). There is also limited evidence that gradually introducing a 
perturbation can alleviate motor learning deficits of cerebellar patients, hypothesized to be 
the result of a so-called slow learning mechanism (Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2010), 
however the beneficial effects of training-related interventions might be limited. 
Firstly, while cerebellar patients can employ an explicit strategy to counter a visuomotor 
perturbation (Taylor et al., 2010), they cannot discover an aiming strategy on their own 
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(Butcher et al., 2017). Similarly, the result by Therrien and colleagues suggested that, while 
cerebellar patients can learn from reinforcement signals, cerebellar patients can only learn 
from reinforcement signals if motor noise is tightly controlled (Therrien et al., 2016). 
Furthermore, improving motor learning in cerebellar patients by the gradual introduction 
of a perturbation could not be replicated in subsequent work (Gibo et al., 2013; Schlerf et 
al., 2013). Thus, while training-related interventions look promising, additional research is 
required to establish a role for them in cerebellar therapy. 
Outline of this thesis
Firstly, in Chapter 2, the effects of healthy ageing and cerebellar disease on cerebellar cortical 
integrity are investigated. The chapter compares the pattern of cerebellar degeneration 
between healthy ageing and cerebellar disease. Chapter 3 explores the effects of cerebellar 
disease on integrity of the deep cerebellar nuclei using quantitative susceptibility mapping 
(QSM). In Chapter 4, motor learning in typically developed children and children with 
autism is examined, emphasizing the interaction between cerebellar integrity and motor 
learning. In Chapters 5, 6 and 7, the effects of non-invasive brain stimulation on motor 
learning in healthy control subjects and cerebellar patients are examined. Chapter 5 and 
6 investigate whether the motor learning deficit of cerebellar patients can be alleviated 
using online or offline tDCS. Chapter 7 is an attempt to reproduce previous positive 
tDCS findings in healthy subjects. Chapter 8 studies the explicit and implicit components 
of motor learning, establishing a method to uncover the use of strategies during motor 
learning. Finally, Chapter 9 explores the effect of training-related interventions on motor 
learning deficits of cerebellar patients. 
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ABSTRACT
Ageing generally leads to impairments in cognitive function and the ability to execute and 
learn new movements. While the causes of these impairments are often multi-factorial, 
integrity of the cerebellum in an elderly population is an important predictive factor of both 
motor function and cognitive function. A similar association between cerebellar integrity 
and function is true for cerebellar patients. We set out to investigate the analogies between 
the pattern of cerebellar degeneration of a healthy ageing population and cerebellar 
patients. We quantified cerebellar regional volumes by applying voxel-based morphometry 
(VBM) to a publicly available dataset of MR images obtained in 313 healthy subjects 
aged between 18 and 96 years and a dataset of MR images of 21 cerebellar patients. We 
observed considerable overlap in regions with the strongest loss of cerebellar volume in 
the two datasets. In both datasets, the anterior lobe of the cerebellum (lobules I-V) and 
parts of the superior cerebellum (primarily lobule VI) showed strongest degeneration of 
cerebellar volume. However, the most significant voxels in cerebellar patients were shifted 
posteriorly (lobule VII) compared to the voxels that degenerate most with age in the healthy 
population. The results showed a pattern of significant degeneration of the posterior 
motor region (lobule VIIIb) in both groups, and significant degeneration of lobule IX and 
X in the healthy population, but not in cerebellar patients. Furthermore, we saw strong 
volumetric degeneration of functionally defined cerebellar regions associated with cerebral 
somatomotor function in both groups. Predominance of degeneration in the anterior lobe 
and lobule VI suggests impairment of motor function in both groups, while we suggest that 
the posterior shift of degeneration in cerebellar patients would be associated with relatively 
stronger impairment of higher motor function and cognitive function. Thus, these results 
may explain the specific symptomology associated with cerebellar degeneration in ageing 
and in cerebellar patients. 
Keywords: Ageing, voxel-based morphometry, cerebellum, cerebellar degeneration, motor 
control, cognition
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INTRODUCTION
Although the rate and degree of transition into old age varies from individual to individual, 
ageing can generally be defined as a progressive deterioration of physiological function. 
Often, ageing leads to impairments in executing movements and learning new movements 
(Seidler et al., 2010), as well as impairments in cognitive functions (Li et al., 2001; Park and 
Reuter-Lorenz, 2009). While the causes of functional impairments associated with ageing 
are multi-factorial, integrity of the cerebellum is an important predictive factor of both 
motor function and cognitive function in an elderly population (Bernard and Seidler, 2013; 
MacLullich et al., 2004; Raz et al., 2000; Woodruff-Pak et al., 2001).
Imaging studies have shown that cerebellar grey and white matter volumes are reduced in 
elderly persons (Hoogendam et al., 2012; Jernigan et al., 2001). Especially the anterior lobe 
of the cerebellum (lobules I-V) shows a reduced neuronal cell count (Andersen et al., 2003) 
and reduced volume (Bernard and Seidler, 2013) with increasing age. It is also reported 
that the posterior lobe of the cerebellum (lobules VI-X) is affected by ageing (Dimitrova 
et al., 2008; Paul et al., 2009), though this relationship is not as strong as for the anterior 
lobe. A recent and thorough review links the reductions of cerebellar volume to motor and 
cognitive impairments in an older population (Bernard and Seidler, 2014).
Patients with cerebellar ataxia also show a strong association between function and cerebellar 
integrity. It has long been known that damage to the cerebellum, be it a lesion or degenerative 
disease, lead to impairments in motor function (Flourens, 1824; Holmes, 1908). Recent 
studies of the diseased cerebellum were able to identify two body representations within 
the cerebellum; one in the anterior cerebellum and a second in the posterior cerebellum 
(Manni and Petrosini, 2004). Cerebellar patients suffering from cerebellar degenerative 
disease (Rabe et al., 2009) and patients with cerebellar infarctions (Donchin et al., 2012) 
show motor impairments. These impairments are strongly associated with volumetric loss 
of the anterior motor area (lobules IV – VI) but have a less consistent association between 
motor impairments and volumetric loss of the posterior motor area (lobule VIIIb). These 
findings support the notion that motor function and the integrity of particular regions 
of the cerebellum are intimately linked. Correspondingly, diseases of posterior cerebellar 
regions like lobule VI and VII, including Crus I/II and VIIb, are linked to a decline in 
cognitive function (Stoodley and Schmahmann, 2009; Timmann and Daum, 2007) and 
clinical syndromes like the cerebellar cognitive affective syndrome (CCAS) (Schmahmann 
and Sherman, 1998). 
The similarity of behavioural motor deficits between healthy elderly persons and cerebellar 
patients suggests cerebellar degeneration of anterior motor area and posterior motor area 
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as a common factor. Likewise, integrity of the posterior cerebellum is linked to cognitive 
function in both healthy elderly persons as well as cerebellar patients, but this association 
is stronger in cerebellar patients. Clinical syndromes like CCAS seem unique for cerebellar 
patients and are linked to degeneration of the posterior cerebellum as well. These findings 
could be consistent with the idea that the posterior cerebellum is more severely affected in 
cerebellar patients than in healthy aging. 
The studies reviewed above show converging evidence of an association between cerebellar 
integrity and function in both healthy elderly persons and in cerebellar patients, but 
a comparison of the pattern of degeneration between the two populations has not been 
made so far. In essence, such a comparison would tell us to what extent healthy ageing 
can be regarded as a proxy or model system of cerebellar degenerative diseases. Studying 
how similar these two populations are with respect to cerebellar volume integrity, and 
in which ways they differ, can tell us more about the aetiology of both processes and the 
symptomatology, or behavioural deficits, of cerebellar degeneration. When making a direct 
comparison of the regions most affected by ageing with the regions most affected by disease, 
we expect to see large areas of overlap of degeneration. The most overlap of degeneration is 
expected in the anterior lobe of the cerebellum, which is implicated to lose integrity both 
with increasing age and cerebellar disease. Less overlap of degeneration is expected in the 
posterior lobe of the cerebellum, since age effects on posterior cerebellar volume are less 
pronounced than the effect of cerebellar disease on posterior cerebellar volume. 
We set out to investigate the amount and localization of age-related cerebellar degeneration 
in a healthy ageing population by applying voxel-based morphometry (VBM) to an open-
access dataset of brain images. We applied a similar analysis to a dataset of cerebellar 
degeneration patients and healthy age-matched controls. Subsequently, we were able to 
compare the patterns of degeneration of healthy ageing people and cerebellar patients.  
METHODS
Datasets 
The Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) project (Marcus et al., 2007) provides 
brain imaging data that is freely available to the scientific community (http://www.oasis-
brains.org). The OASIS cross-sectional MRI dataset consists of a collection of 416 subjects 
aged 18 to 96 including healthy individuals and individuals with early-stage Alzheimer’s 
Disease. We excluded subjects who suffered from dementia (Clinical Dementia Rating 
(CDR) > 0.0) and/or had a low Mini-Mental State Examination score (MMSE < 25). 
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After visual inspection of the segmentation maps generated during the VBM-analysis, we 
excluded 3 more subjects whose MRI scans did not successfully segment into grey matter 
(GM), white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). In total, we included 313 subjects 
from the dataset provided by the OASIS project. Table 1 gives an overview of the age and 
gender of subjects.
Table 1. Overview subjects OASIS dataset. Distribution of the age and gender of 313 included subjects (195 
females and 118 males). 
Group
(#)
Age range
(years)
Female
(n)
Male
(n)
All
(n)
1 18 – 33 79 66 145
2 34 – 49 23 15 38
3 50 – 65 33 15 48
4 66 – 81 39 15 54
5 82 – 97 21 7 28
Furthermore, we acquired a dataset of MRI scans from the Institute of Diagnostic and 
Interventional Radiology and Neuroradiology, University Clinic Essen containing data 
from 23 patients suffering from pure cerebellar degeneration and 59 healthy controls. From 
this dataset we selected 21 patients whose ages we could match within 3 years with 21 of the 
healthy control subjects. Table 2 gives a detailed overview of their individual characteristics.
Image acquisition
MR images in the OASIS data set consist of high-resolution three-dimensional T1-weighted 
MPRAGE (Magnetization Prepared Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echo) scans acquired by, a 
1.5T Siemens MR scanner [TR, 9.7 ms; TE, 4.0 ms; TI, 20 ms; flip angle, 10 deg.; matrix 256 
x 256; voxel size, 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.25 mm3] (Marcus et al., 2007). The OASIS dataset contains at 
least 3 T1-weighted MRI scans obtained within a single imaging session for each subject. 
We used the average image [matrix 256 x 256; voxel size, 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 mm3] of a scanning 
session that was motion-corrected and co-registered to the average of the entire dataset 
by Marcus et al. for our analysis. MR images in cerebellar patients and their age-matched 
controls consisted of high-resolution three-dimensional T1-weighted MPRAGE scans 
using a 3T MRI scanner (Siemens Magnetom Skyra) with a 20-channel head/neck coil [TR, 
2300 ms; TE = 2.26 ms, TI = 900 ms; flip angle 10 deg; matrix, 256 x 240; voxel size 1.0 × 
1.0 × 1.0 mm³]. None of the cerebellar subjects had radiological pathologies outside the 
cerebellum. These images have been used previously (Thieme et al., 2013). 
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Table 2. Overview of patient and control subject characteristics in the University Clinic Essen dataset. All 
patients are age-matched with a control subject shown on the right-hand side of the table. Although the diagnosis 
between patients is heterogeneous, all patients suffer from pure cerebellar degeneration, with similar patterns of 
degeneration of the cerebellar cortex (Timmann et al., 2009). 
Patients Controls 
ID
Age
(years) Gender Diagnosis
Disease 
duration 
(years)
ICARS
(total score 
of max 100)
Age
(years) Gender
C01 35 F SAOA 7 51.00 34 F
C02 44 M SAOA 6 13.00 43 M
C03 45 M SAOA 15 27.50 45 M
C04 46 F ADCA III 28 26.50 46 M
C05 48 M ADCA III 8 12.50 47 M
C06 49 M ADCA III 10 44.00 47 M
C07 49 M ADCA III 9 27.50 47 M
C08 49 M SAOA 13 41.00 49 F
C09 51 M Cerebellitis 9 50.00 51 F
C10 52 F SCA 14 13 23.00 52 M
C11 54 M SAOA 19 51.00 54 F
C12 54 M SCA 6 7 38.00 55 M
C13 56 F SCA 6 7 26.50 56 M
C14 58 F ADCA III 18 24.00 59 M
C15 62 M SAOA 8 22.50 61 M
C16 63 M SAOA 13 25.50 62 F
C17 64 F SCA 6 11 43.50 62 F
C18 72 M SCA 6 16 63.00 70 M
C19 73 M SCA 6 12 40.50 70 F
C20 74 F SCA 6 7 39.50 73 M
C21 76 F SCA 6 15 47.00 74 M
SCA6 = spinocerebellar ataxia type 6; SCA14 = spinocerebellar ataxia type 14; SAOA = sporadic adult onset ataxia; 
ADCA III = autosomal dominant ataxia type III (a pure cerebellar disorder with autosomal dominant inheritance 
and inconclusive genetic testing); ICARS = International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale (Trouillas et al., 1997).
Voxel-based morphometry
Voxel-based morphometry analysis was applied to the cerebellar cortex of each subject 
separately (Ashburner and Friston, 2000). The approach of generating a grey matter 
volume map of the cerebellum using VBM was based on the approach used by Taig and 
colleagues (Taig et al., 2012). The entire analysis was automated with an in-house program 
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written for Matlab 8.1 (The Mathworks, Natick, USA) using the SUIT toolbox (version 
2.7), developed by Jörn Diedrichsen (http://www.icn.ucl.ac.uk/motorcontrol/imaging/suit.
htm) (Diedrichsen et al., 2009), implemented in SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
software/spm12). 
In short, the following procedure was followed for each individual. The program first 
assigned each voxel of the entire T1-weighted scan a probability of being grey matter, white 
matter, or CSF according to the voxel intensity by means of the updated segmentation 
algorithm implemented in SPM12 (Ashburner and Friston, 2005). Subsequently, we isolated 
the cerebellum from surrounding tissue (Diedrichsen, 2006). We applied a nonlinear 
normalization algorithm to project the individual cerebellum onto a probabilistic atlas 
(Diedrichsen et al., 2009). The deformation map generated in this step was used to map the 
individual cerebellar grey matter image onto the template SUIT cerebellum.
The output of this procedure can be regarded as a voxel-by-voxel assessment of the amount 
of grey matter associated with all voxels in the template (Ashburner and Friston, 2000). 
In other words, the grey matter that an individual subject has associated with a particular 
voxel in the SUIT template is the volume mapped onto that voxel (under the deformation 
map described above) multiplied by the concentration of grey matter in that volume as 
determined by the segmentation algorithm (Donchin et al., 2012). Finally, we corrected 
for head size by dividing grey matter volumes by total intracranial volume (TICV). We 
smoothed the resulting grey matter map using a 6 x 6 x 6 mm3 median filter. 
Cerebellar volume
The effect of age on cerebellar volume in the OASIS dataset was first examined by linear 
regression with age as the independent variable and total cerebellar volume as the dependent 
variable. We also performed linear regressions with age as the independent variable and 
the tissue types acquired during segmentation (grey matter, white matter and CSF) as the 
dependent variable. Furthermore, we tested for non-linear age effects on total cerebellar 
volume and the distinct tissue types. Lastly, we tested for non-linear age effects on specific 
regions of the cerebellum: the anterior cerebellum (lobules I-V), the posterior cerebellum 
(lobules VI-X) and each cerebellar lobule as defined by the SUIT atlas. 
Statistics
We will first describe the methodology applied to the OASIS dataset and later provide 
an overview of the similarities and differences between the methodology applied to the 
University Clinic Essen dataset. The main difference in methodology lies in our choice of 
statistical test, because in the OASIS dataset we are assessing the correlation of cerebellar 
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volume and age across subjects, while in the University Clinic Essen dataset we are assessing 
a difference in cerebellar volume between patients suffering from cerebellar degeneration 
and healthy age-matched controls. An overview of the methodology for the OASIS dataset 
and for the University Clinic Essen dataset can be found in Figure 1 and 2 respectively.
Figure 1. Workflow statistical analysis of the OASIS dataset. Steps 1 – 3 of analysis are described in the Correlation 
analysis section. Steps 4 – 7 are described in the Permutation analysis section. 
Correlation analysis
To assess the localization of degeneration associated with ageing in the OASIS dataset, we 
calculated the Spearman’s correlation between grey matter volume and age group for each 
subject on a voxel-by-voxel basis. We obtained correlations using randomly selected sub-
samples of 28 subjects from each of the five age groups (see Table 1), while allowing for 
duplicates in each age group (k-multi combinations). We chose this number of subjects 
per age group as this was the number of subjects in the smallest of the five age groups. We 
repeated this random sampling procedure a 100 times (Figure 1, step 1). In this balanced 
subsample of 140 subjects in total, we calculated the correlations of grey matter volume 
and categorical age data for each voxel in the cerebellum (Figure 1, step 2). From these 
100 correlation maps we took the median correlation for each individual voxel to generate 
a balanced correlation map of the entire OASIS database (Figure 1, step 3). We applied a 
minimum filter to the balanced correlation map, substituting each voxel with the minimum 
correlation value in a 3 x 3 x 3 voxels neighborhood. 
We performed similar correlation analyses with grey matter volume for other subject 
characteristics provided by the OASIS project, namely education level and socio-economic 
status (SES). The dataset provided information about the education level of 134 subjects 
and information about the socio-economic status (SES) in the 132 subjects. Both measures 
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were categorized into a high and low category. High and low education level contained 67 
and 67 subjects respectively. High and low SES contained 79 and 53 subjects respectively. By 
repeated sampling (100 repetitions) of a balanced subsample as described above, a balanced 
correlation map for both education level and SES was calculated. 
To assess whether there was a difference between females and males in ageing-related 
patterns of cerebellar degeneration, we calculated the correlation with age as described 
above for both male subjects and female subjects separately. Again, we made sure to keep 
both subsamples balanced by applying the same resampling method (100 repetitions) as 
described above. We selected 22 subjects per age-group for both females and males, as this 
was the number of subjects in the smallest of age-groups. For this comparison age was 
categorized into 3 age-categories instead of 5 age-categories, to retain enough subjects per 
age-category: 18-33 years (79 female, 66 male), 34-65 years (56 female, 30 male) and 66-97 
years (60 female, 22 male). We applied a Fisher r-to-z transformation on both the female 
and male correlation maps and tested for the significance of the difference between the two 
correlation maps.
Permutation analysis
We determined the significance of correlations calculated in the OASIS database by 
performing a permutation analysis which allowed us to correct for the multiple testing 
problem. We first took 500 balanced subsamples (Figure 1, step 4) and calculated balanced 
correlation maps as described above, but for each of these maps we randomly permuted 
the association between subject age and grey matter volume, essentially generating an 
estimation of the null distribution of our test statistic (Figure 1, step 5). We then took 
the maximum voxel correlation per permutation map (Figure 1, step 6). The significance 
threshold was then calculated as the 95th percentile of absolute maximum voxel correlations 
of all random correlation maps (Figure 1, step 7). In this way, our significance threshold 
corrected appropriately for the reduction in significance caused by testing many voxels, and 
the reduction in the number of effective tests caused by spatial correlations across voxels.
University Clinic Essen dataset
The methodology for assessing cerebellar degeneration in the University Clinic Essen 
dataset is similar to that of the methodology for the OASIS dataset, but here we test for a 
difference between patients and age-matched controls with a t-score as our test statistic. 
We first performed a paired sample t-test on the grey matter volume of individual voxels in 
the cerebellum between patient cerebella and age-matched controls (Figure 2, step 1). To 
test for significance, we generated 500 permutations maps of the original dataset where, for 
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each permutation, the match between MRI data and subject category (patient or control) 
was randomized (Figure 2, step 2). Finally, we determined the maximum t-score per 
permutation map (Figure 2, step 3) and a significance threshold was calculated by taking 
the 95th percentile of all maximum voxel t-scores (Figure 2, step 4).
Figure 2. Workflow statistical analysis of the University Clinic Essen dataset. Steps 1 – 4 are described in the 
University Clinic Essen dataset section.
RESULTS
Cerebellar volume
There is a marked decline of total cerebellar volume (TCV) in the OASIS dataset with age; 
the linear coefficient of the regression line (b1) is: -586 mm3 per year, R2 = 0.37, F = 184, 
p < 0.00001. When TCV was corrected for TICV, the linear model was able to predict the 
relationship between age and cerebellar volume with more accuracy (b1 = -350 mm3 per 
year, R2 = 0.52, F = 337, p < 0.00001). Table 3 gives a detailed overview of the effect of 
ageing on cerebellar volume and cerebellar tissue type corrected for TICV, as well as a 
gender specific analysis. It is clear from the table that the reduction in volume is primarily a 
result of the loss of grey matter, and that the effect is not markedly different between males 
and females. A voxel-by-voxel assessment of the difference between males and females as 
described in the last paragraph of the correlation analysis section was also made, but did 
not reveal a significant difference. 
We also tested for non-linear age effects on total cerebellar volume, but a linear model 
provided the best fit. Similarly, we tested for non-linear age effects on distinct tissue types 
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and cerebellar regions, but here as well a linear model provided the best fit. Reporting a 
linear model thus has our preference, since it is able to explain age-related degeneration just 
as well, or better, as a model with more polynomials.
Table 3. Regression reliability measures of a simple linear regression with age as independent variable and volume 
(mm3) as dependent variable in the OASIS dataset. All volumes are corrected for total intracranial volume.
Coeff (b1)
mm3/year R2 F p
TCV (all subjects) -350 0.52 337 <0.00001
Males -403 0.55 139 <0.00001
Females -339 0.54 224 <0.00001
GM (all subjects) -301 0.60 463 <0.00001
Males -331 0.57 156 <0.00001
Females -297 0.64 342 <0.00001
WM (all subjects) -69 0.21 81 <0.00001
Males -83 0.28 45 <0.00001
Females -69 0.21 53 <0.00001
CSF (all subjects) +20 0.18 69 <0.00001
Males* +11 0.06 8 <0.01
Females +27 0.32 91 <0.00001
* = significant difference of age effects between males and females (ANCOVA, F = 10.59, p = 0.0013). TCV = Total 
cerebellar volume; GM = Grey matter; WM = White matter; CSF = Cerebrospinal fluid.
Degeneration maps
The definition of lobule anatomy and nomenclature used in the forthcoming results and 
discussion are as described in the SUIT atlas by Diedrichsen et al., 2009. Our analysis 
generated a map of age-dependent degeneration in SUIT atlas space, where the value of 
each voxel is the correlation between grey matter volume and age for that particular voxel. 
Slices from this map are shown in Figure 3, with a threshold set at significance level (a 
negative correlation of -0.31). The range of correlations for individual voxels ranged between 
-0.65 to +0.2. Almost the entire cerebellum undergoes significant volume reduction with 
age, but the strongest reduction can be found in the anterior lobe (lobules I-V) spreading 
towards parts of the superior cerebellum (in particular lobule VI). A large part of the 
posterior cerebellum, specifically Crus I/II and lobule VIIb, does not show significant 
volume reduction with age. Furthermore, the degeneration map shows significant volume 
reduction in the posterior motor area of the cerebellum (lobule VIIIb) and lobule IX. From 
all voxels in the cerebellum approximately 52.9% tested as having a significant correlation. 
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Figure 3. Pictured are slices of the cerebellum showing the correlation between grey matter volume and age in 
the OASIS database. A threshold was set at the calculated significance threshold, meaning that each voxel with a 
correlation less strong than -0.31 is color-coded as black. Weak significant correlations are color-coded as blue, 
while strong significant correlations are color-coded as red. Letters A, B, C and D correspond with approximate 
positions of voxel clusters in figures 6A-D. Definition of lobule anatomy and nomenclature as described in 
Diedrichsen et al., 2009. Cr I = Crus I, Cr II = Crus II.
Figure 4 shows a similar map for the University Clinic Essen dataset. This map shows t-scores 
of the difference between cerebellar patients and age-matched controls (threshold set at 
the significance threshold of t = -3.65). The range of t-scores for individual voxels ranged 
between -10.5 to +3.5. In this dataset too, we see that degeneration is most pronounced in 
the anterior part of the cerebellum (lobules I-V). Degeneration is widespread, but unlike 
the healthy ageing population, we see more pronounced degeneration in Crus I/II and 
lobule VIIb, while the posterior motor area (lobule VIIIb) and lobule IX seem less affected. 
From all voxels in the cerebellum approximately 59.1% tested as having a significant t-score.
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Figure 4. Pictured are slices of the cerebellum showing t-scores of the grey matter volume difference between 
patients and age-matched controls in the University Clinic Essen dataset. A threshold was set at the calculated 
significance threshold, meaning that each voxel with a t-score that is less strong than -3.65 is color-coded as black. 
Low significant t-scores are color-coded as blue, while high significant t-scores are color-coded as green. Letters A, 
B, C and D correspond with approximate positions of voxel clusters in figures 6A-D. Definition of lobule anatomy 
and nomenclature as described in Diedrichsen et al., 2009. Cr I = Crus I, Cr II = Crus II.
In order to compare the areas undergoing age-related degeneration and the areas affected in 
patients, we generated a map of the overlap of degeneration. To make this comparison fair, 
we took the 25% most degenerated voxels in both datasets. The results are more significant 
in cerebellar degeneration than in ageing, so any specific significance cut-off would have 
included many more voxels from the cerebellar degeneration maps. Using the 75th percentile 
meant that the number of voxels taken from each map was the same. Figure 5 shows slices 
from the overlap map. The combination map corroborates the impression that similar 
areas undergo degeneration in ageing as in cerebellar patients. In both the healthy ageing 
population and the cerebellar patients, the anterior lobe of the cerebellum (lobules I-V) and 
parts of the superior cerebellum (primarily lobule VI) show the strongest degeneration of 
cerebellar volume. However, the most significant voxels in cerebellar patients are shifted 
posterior (Crus I/II and lobule VIIb) compared to the voxels that degenerate most with age 
in the healthy population. This map also shows strong degeneration of the posterior motor 
region (lobule VIIIb) and lobule IX in the healthy population, but not in cerebellar patients. 
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Figure 5. A combination of the correlation map of the OASIS dataset and the t-score map of the University 
Clinic Essen dataset. Individual voxels in both the OASIS dataset and the University Clinic Essen dataset with 
a correlation or t-score above the 75th percentile respectively are color-coded as yellow. Individual voxels with a 
correlation above the 75th percentile in the OASIS dataset, but no overlap with University Clinic Essen dataset, 
are color-coded as red. Individual voxels with a t-score above the 75th percentile in the University Clinic Essen 
dataset, but no overlap with the OASIS dataset, are color-coded as green. Individual voxels with both a correlation 
in the OASIS dataset and a t-score in the University Clinic Essen dataset below the 75th percentile respectively 
are color-coded as black. Letters A, B, C and D correspond with approximate positions of voxel clusters in figures 
6A-D. Definition of lobule anatomy and nomenclature as described in Diedrichsen et al., 2009. Cr I = Crus I, Cr 
II = Crus II.
Permutation analysis of socio-economic status and level of education yielded no significant 
results. Correlations for both socio-economic status and level of education ranged between 
-0.2 and +0.2, below the generated significance threshold. 
Voxel clusters
To elaborate upon the effect of ageing on cerebellar volume at the voxel-level, we present 
several boxplots showing the median volume of typical clusters of 27 voxels (3 x 3 x 3 
mm3 sized cube) plotted against their age-group (Figure 6A-D). The locations of selected 
voxel clusters are highlighted by the letters A, B, C and D on the correlation and t-score 
maps of Figures 3-5. Figure 6 serves to illustrate the ‘raw’ data underlying Figures 3-5. In 
principle, we could generate this figure for each location (voxel cluster) in the cerebellum, 
but that would be impractical given the large amount of voxels in the cerebellum. The voxel 
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clusters depicted in Figure 6 were chosen based on the varying levels of significance as 
described below. Figure 6A shows the median volume per age-group of a voxel cluster 
that is not significant in both datasets. Figure 6B shows a voxel cluster that is significant in 
both datasets. Figure 6C shows a voxel cluster that is significant in the OASIS dataset, but 
not the University Clinic Essen dataset, while Figure 6D shows the reverse. The boxplots 
reveal that voxel-clusters with strong age-related volume reduction in the OASIS dataset 
have similar age-related reduction in the control subjects of the University Clinic Essen 
dataset. Although cerebellar patients tend to have less grey matter volume in the selected 
voxel-clusters, the grey matter volume does not seem to decrease with age. An analysis for 
ageing effects on total grey matter volume of the cerebellum in patients did not reveal a 
significant effect (R2 = 0.06, F = 1.22, p = 0.28). 
Lobules
To explore the effect of ageing on cerebellar volume at the level of cerebellar lobules, we 
took the median of all lobule volumes for each subject in the OASIS dataset and each 
control subject and patient in the University Clinic Essen dataset respectively. All volumes 
were corrected for TICV. Similarly, we took the median of all voxel correlations per lobule 
in the OASIS dataset and the median of all voxel t-scores per lobule in the University 
Clinic Essen dataset. Table 4 shows the median volume and interquartile range (IQR) of 
all cerebellar lobules, as well as the median correlation and IQR between voxel volume and 
age per lobule for subjects of the OASIS dataset. Similarly, it shows the median volume and 
IQR of cerebellar lobules for all controls and patients of the University Clinic Essen dataset, 
as well as the volume difference per voxel between controls and patients in median t-score 
and IQR.
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Figure 6. Median grey matter volume of 3x3x3 cluster of voxels per age-group in OASIS dataset (red), Essen 
controls (blue) and Essen patients (green). Cluster locations are in XYZ coordinates of the MNI atlas. The location 
of a voxel cluster is depicted with a letter on the slice of the overlap map below the box plots. All subjects in 
both datasets were included in this analysis. * = significant voxel cluster with significance threshold set at level of 
permutation analysis. 
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Table 4. Median volumes of cerebellar lobules in the OASIS dataset and University Clinic Essen dataset. Definition 
of lobule anatomy and nomenclature as described in Diedrichsen et al., 2009. All volumes are corrected for total 
intracranial volume. Number between parentheses is the interquartile range (Q3 – Q1). Also shown are the 
correlations of the OASIS dataset and t-scores of the University Clinic Essen dataset. IQR of correlations and 
t-scores are printed between parentheses.
OASIS dataset Essen Controls Essen Patients Difference
Lobule Volume (mm3) Correlation (r) Volume (mm3) Volume (mm3)  T-score
Left I_IV 1465 (362) -0.46 (0.21)* 1066 (130) 571 (184) -5.67 (3.38)*
Right I_IV 1491 (358) -0.39 (0.21)* 1168 (189) 651 (250) -5.45 (2.96)*
Left V 2159 (482) -0.44 (0.21)* 1713 (230) 869 (362) -6.55 (2.81)*
Right V 2031 (476) -0.41 (0.20)* 1682 (227) 924 (348) -6.13 (2.67)*
Left VI 5123 (973) -0.47 (0.12)* 4072 (680) 2224 (1045) -6.03 (1.80)*
Vermis VI 1057 (228) -0.44 (0.22)* 802 (139) 424 (235) -5.74 (1.90)*
Right VI 4610 (855) -0.45 (0.13)* 3871 (574) 2301 (913) -6.18 (2.16)*
Left Crus I 6758 (1428) -0.29 (0.26) 5293 (1109) 3705 (1608) -3.64 (1.48)
Vermis Crus I 9 (3) -0.37 (0.07)* 5 (2) 2 (3) -4.38 (1.97)*
Right Crus I 6729 (1469) -0.32 (0.21)* 5498 (839) 3861 (1877) -3.42 (2.13)
Left Crus II 4425 (870) -0.21 (0.17) 3784 (597) 2632 (1074) -3.97 (1.53)*
Vermis Crus II 266 (66) -0.23 (0.15) 211 (59) 120(67) -4.51 (1.68)*
Right Crus II 4446 (877) -0.23 (0.13) 3684 (497) 2695 (1408) -3.38 (1.07)
Left VIIb 2321 (491) -0.27 (0.22) 1955 (301) 1315 (581) -4.88 (1.39)*
Vermis VIIb 104 (26) -0.43 (0.08)* 90 (20) 47 (23) -6.61 (0.90)*
Right VIIb 2379 (476) -0.29 (0.20) 1989 (287) 1300 (710) -4.27 (0.99)*
Left VIIIa 2432 (545) -0.29 (0.24) 2099 (386) 1507 (561) -4.21 (1.89)*
Vermis VIIIa 604 (122) -0.29 (0.24) 488 (118) 320 (161) -4.78 (3.28)*
Right VIIIa 2269 (419) -0.28 (0.20) 1972 (299) 1281 (574) -4.78 (1.67)*
Left VIIIb 1951 (405) -0.34 (0.27)* 1789 (408) 1147 (457) -3.37 (1.63)
Vermis VIIIb 343 (73) -0.33 (0.22)* 272 (51) 205 (63) -3.26 (1.97)
Right VIIIb 1984 (394) -0.29 (0.20) 1765 (251) 1255 (311) -4.17 (1.83)*
Left IX 1521 (362) -0.33 (0.16)* 1189 (359) 790 (469) -1.72 (1.41)
Vermis IX 406 (77) -0.33 (0.22)* 363 (65) 283 (89) -2.32 (1.52)
Right IX 1572 (345) -0.23 (0.18) 1376 (402) 934 (509) -2.38 (1.64)
Left X 126 (29) -0.35 (0.15)* 108 (27) 61 (47) -2.45 (2.96)
Vermis X 84 (15) 0.03 (0.09) 49 (13) 37 (30) -2.57 (0.73)
Right X 114 (29) -0.43 (0.15)* 80 (16) 49 (26) -2.77 (3.23)
* = significant lobule correlation with significance threshold set at level of permutation analysis for the OASIS dataset 
and significant lobule t-score with significance threshold set at level of permutation analysis for the University Clinic 
Essen dataset. 
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The results in Table 4 confirm what we previously saw in Figures 3-5: the anterior lobe 
(lobules I-V) and lobule VI are affected in healthy ageing as well as in patients suffering 
from cerebellar degenerative diseases. More posteriorly in the cerebellum, we see that 
patients are more severely affected than healthy ageing individuals. The analysis particularly 
shows degeneration of Crus II and lobule VIIb in cerebellar patients, but not healthy ageing 
individuals. The analysis shows less consistent degeneration of the posterior motor area 
(lobule VIIIb) in both healthy individuals and patients. Finally, the analysis shows strong 
degeneration of lobule XI and X in healthy individuals, but not in patients. Supplementary 
Material 1 (online) contains a similar correlation map and t-score map as depicted in 
Figure 3-4, but for lobule volumes instead of voxel volumes. Supplementary Material 2 
(online) contains boxplots of median lobule volume plotted against age-group for both 
the OASIS data set and the University Clinic Essen dataset. Supplementary Material 3 
(online) contains histograms of the voxel correlations per lobule of the OASIS dataset, as 
well as histograms of the voxel t-score per lobule of the University Clinic Essen dataset. The 
volumes depicted in the Supplementary Materials are all corrected for TICV. 
Functionally defined regions
Finally, we applied the same approach as we did for cerebellar lobules to the defined regions 
(networks) of a 7-network functional connectivity atlas of the cerebellum developed by 
Buckner et al., 2011. Cerebellar voxels in this atlas are classified as functionally connected 
to a cortical network when there is a high temporal correlation in BOLD signal between 
the cerebellar voxel and a specific cortical network. We applied the Buckner network 
parcellation to the cerebellum of each subject in both datasets and measured the volume 
of the functionally defined regions. We then correlated the grey matter volume of each 
functionally defined region with that subjects age in the OASIS dataset (see Figure 7) 
or calculated a t-score for the difference between healthy controls and patients in the 
University Clinic Essen dataset (Figure 8). This analysis does not measure the effects of 
cerebellar degeneration on functional connectivity directly, as we would require resting-
state fMRI data for such an analysis, but measures the effect on volume of age- and disease-
related cerebellar degeneration in the regions defined by the Buckner atlas. Supplementary 
Material 4 (online) contains a table alike Table 4, but for volumes, correlations and t-scores 
of the functional connectivity atlas. 
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Figure 7. Correlation map of functionally defined regions in the OASIS dataset. Pictured are slices of the cerebellum 
showing the correlation between grey matter volume and age of functional connectivity networks in the OASIS 
database. A threshold was set at the calculated significance threshold, meaning that each voxel with a correlation 
less strong than -0.31 is color-coded as black. Weak significant correlations are color-coded as blue, while strong 
significant correlations are color-coded as red. Letters A, B, C and D correspond with approximate positions of 
voxel clusters in figures 6A-D. Definition of lobule anatomy and nomenclature as described in Diedrichsen et al., 
2009. Cr I = Crus I, Cr II = Crus II.
To illustrate the effect of degeneration of functionally defined cerebellar regions on the 
cerebral cortex, we projected the correlation values and t-scores of each functionally 
defined region in the cerebellum onto a map of the functionally defined regions in the 
cerebral cortex. Thus, the voxels that belonged to a certain functional connectivity network 
in the cerebral cortex each got the correlation value or t-score of the corresponding network 
in the cerebellum, see Figure 9 and Figure 10. Again, this analysis does not show the effects 
of cerebellar degeneration on functional connectivity in the cerebral cortex directly, but 
serves to illustrate which networks of the cerebral cortex are likely affected by degeneration 
of cerebellar regions defined by the Buckner atlas.
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Figure 8. T-score map of functionally defined regions in the University Clinic Essen dataset. Pictured are slices of 
the cerebellum showing t-scores of the grey matter volume difference between patients and age-matched controls 
of functional connectivity networks in the University Clinic Essen dataset. A threshold was set at the calculated 
significance threshold, meaning that each voxel with a t-score that is less strong than -3.65 is color-coded as black. 
Low significant t-scores are color-coded as blue, while high significant t-scores are color-coded as green. Letters A, 
B, C and D correspond with approximate positions of voxel clusters in figures 6A-D. Definition of lobule anatomy 
and nomenclature as described in Diedrichsen et al., 2009. Cr I = Crus I, Cr II = Crus II.
It becomes apparent from this analysis that similar functionally defined cerebellar regions 
degenerate in ageing and cerebellar patients. The functionally defined region that is most 
degenerated in both datasets is the visual network, but one should take into account that the 
visual network has a very small representation in the cerebellum. The functionally defined 
region of the somatomotor network degenerates strongly in both ageing subjects and 
cerebellar patients, while the dorsal attention, ventral attention and frontoparietal networks 
degenerate less strongly. The volumes of the limbic network (network 5) and the default 
network (network 7) both do not degenerate in ageing subjects and cerebellar patients. 
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Figure 9. Correlation map of functionally defined regions in the OASIS dataset. Pictured is the lateral surface of 
the left hemisphere of the cerebral cortex (left) and the lateral surface of both hemispheres of the cerebral cortex 
from a craniocaudal view (right). A threshold was set at the calculated significance threshold, meaning that each 
voxel with a correlation less strong than -0.31 is color-coded as black. Weak significant correlations are color-
coded as blue, while strong significant correlations are color-coded as red. Numbers correspond with functional 
connectivity networks as described in Thomas Yeo et al., 2011. 1 = visual network, 2 = somatomotor network, 3 
= dorsal attention network, 4 = ventral attention network, 5 = limbic network, 6 = frontoparietal network, 7 = 
default network.
Figure 10. T-score map of functionally defined regions in the University Clinic Essen dataset. Pictured is the lateral 
surface of the left hemisphere of the cerebral cortex (left) and the lateral surface of both hemispheres of the cerebral 
cortex from a craniocaudal view (right). A threshold was set at the calculated significance threshold, meaning 
that each voxel with a t-score that is less strong than -3.65 is color-coded as black. Low significant t-scores are 
color-coded as blue, while high significant t-scores are color-coded as green. Numbers correspond with functional 
connectivity networks as described in Thomas Yeo et al., 2011. 1 = visual network, 2 = somatomotor network, 3 
= dorsal attention network, 4 = ventral attention network, 5 = limbic network, 6 = frontoparietal network, 7 = 
default network.
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DISCUSSION
This study investigated the relationship between cerebellar volume and ageing. More 
specifically, it quantified the amount and localization of age-related cerebellar degeneration 
in a healthy population and compared these findings with a group of cerebellar patients. 
The results show a striking pattern of cerebellar degeneration in the healthy OASIS 
dataset. The areas of the cerebellum that are most affected by ageing lie in the anterior 
lobe of the cerebellum (lobules I-V), with degeneration spreading towards the superior 
cerebellum (lobule VI). This suggests that the anterior motor area (lobule IV – VI), which 
has previously been linked to motor adaptation and performance in cerebellar patients 
(Donchin et al., 2012), is affected. Earlier work on motor adaptation and the cerebellum 
in healthy ageing indeed suggests a connection between integrity of the anterior motor 
area and motor performance (Bernard and Seidler, 2013). We also saw degeneration of the 
posterior motor area (lobule VIIIb) in healthy subjects, although the degeneration of this 
area was less consistent than degeneration of the anterior motor area. 
The strong correlation between ageing and degeneration of specifically the anterior 
cerebellum raises the question of its selective vulnerability. It has been suggested before that 
the anterior cerebellum is particularly vulnerable to the effects of ageing (Andersen et al., 
2003; Torvik et al., 1986), although the exact mechanism is unknown. Possible explanations 
for cerebellar degeneration in ageing include an increased exposure to toxins (i.e. alcohol) 
due to localized higher CSF flow (Cavanagh et al., 1997), changes in the cerebrovascular 
system (Raz et al., 1998), and functional factors (Chung, 1985). Recently Zhou and 
colleagues found higher firing frequencies of zebrin-negative Purkinje cells in awake mice, 
mainly located in the anterior cerebellum, which could have an effect on cerebellar integrity 
(Zhou et al., 2014). Likely, the cause of selective vulnerability of the anterior cerebellum is 
multi-factorial.
Cerebellar patients showed widespread degeneration of the anterior cerebellum and lobule 
VI, similar to healthy ageing individuals. However, when comparing degeneration of the 
posterior cerebellum (lobule VI – X) between healthy individuals and cerebellar patients, 
the most significant voxels were shifted posteriorly in cerebellar patients. Taig et al. have 
suggested recently that there is an anterior-posterior gradient of increasing abstraction 
in these areas of the cerebellum, suggesting a possible cognitive impairment in cerebellar 
patients. Indeed, there is evidence that lesions of the posterior lobe of the cerebellum lead to 
cognitive and higher motor function impairments in patients (Schmahmann and Sherman, 
1998), but cognitive impairments in cerebellar degeneration might be subtle and hardly 
distinct from normal function (Timmann and Daum, 2010). What is interesting to note is 
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the apparent lack of an ageing effect in cerebellar patients, both in the anterior and posterior 
cerebellum. This could be in part a floor effect; when the cerebellar cortex is severely 
degenerated by disease, ageing might not have an effect on cerebellar volume anymore. 
There are several limitations of our method that need to be considered. First, segmentation 
into tissue types can be problematic in cerebellar foliations which are close to the voxel size, 
thus some voxels might be incorrectly regarded as grey or white matter. We think this does 
not compromise our current results, because we show regions of degeneration well above 
the size of single voxels and our filtering methods should correct for incorrect classification 
of tissue type sufficiently. Secondly, we utilized the standard SUIT atlas template for 
normalization, which was developed based on scans of neurological healthy individuals 
aged 22 – 45 years, while the eldest individuals in our datasets are well above the age range 
included in the SUIT atlas template. Ideally, a specialized atlas template that includes elderly 
individuals should be developed and used for normalization of our dataset. Relatedly, the 
entire procedure as described in the voxel-based morphometry section of our methods 
was applied automatically without hand-correction, barring the exclusion of 3 subjects that 
failed segmentation into different tissue types. This has the advantage that the procedure is 
repeatable and can easily be applied to large populations, however a recent paper by (Price 
et al., 2014) showed limited reliability and validity of the SUIT-atlas when hand correction 
of isolation-masks was not applied. Future work on large aging populations could benefit 
from using a specialized aging atlas template and alternative automated normalization 
approaches. 
Overall, our findings corroborate the idea that healthy ageing individuals show a pattern 
of cerebellar degeneration that is partly analogous to patients suffering from cerebellar 
degenerative disease. While both healthy ageing individuals and patients show degeneration 
of the anterior cerebellum (lobule I –V) and lobule VI, the degeneration in patients spreads 
towards lobules in the posterior cerebellum (Crus I/II and lobule VIIb). Degeneration of the 
posterior motor area (lobule VIIIb) is less consistent in healthy individuals and cerebellar 
patients, while lobule XI and X show strong degeneration in healthy individuals but not in 
cerebellar patients. Predominance of degeneration in the anterior lobe spreading towards 
lobule VI suggests impairment of motor function in both groups, while we predict that the 
posterior shift of degeneration in cerebellar patients would be associated with relatively 
stronger impairment of higher motor function and cognitive function. Thus, our results 
may explain the specific symptomology associated with cerebellar degeneration in ageing 
and in cerebellar patients.
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ABSTRACT
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a developmental disorder characterized by deficits in 
social and communication skills and repetitive and stereotyped interests and behaviors. 
Though not part of the diagnostic criteria, individuals with autism experience a host of 
motor impairments, potentially due to abnormalities in how they learn motor control 
throughout development. Here, we used behavioral techniques to quantify motor learning 
in ASD, and structural brain imaging to investigate the neural basis of that learning in the 
cerebellum. Twenty children with ASD and twenty typically developing (TD) controls, ages 
8-12, made reaching movements while holding the handle of a robotic manipulandum. 
On random trials the reach was perturbed, resulting in errors sensed through vision and 
proprioception. The brain learned from this error and altered the motor commands on the 
subsequent reach. We measured learning from error as a function of the sensory modality 
of that error, and found that children with ASD outperformed TD children when learning 
from errors that were sensed through proprioception, but underperformed TD children 
when learning from errors that were sensed through vision. Previous work had shown that 
this learning depends on the integrity of a region in the anterior cerebellum. Here we found 
that the anterior cerebellum, extending into lobule VI, and parts of lobule VIII were smaller 
than normal in children with ASD, with a volume that was predicted by the pattern of 
learning from visual and proprioceptive errors. We suggest that the abnormal patterns of 
motor learning in children with ASD, showing an increased sensitivity to proprioceptive 
error and a decreased sensitivity to visual error, may be associated with abnormalities in 
the cerebellum.
Keywords: error sensitivity, proprioception, motor learning, reaching, cerebellum, autism
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INTRODUCTION
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a developmental disorder characterized by impairments 
in social and communication skills, coincident with repetitive, stereotyped behaviors. 
Though the underlying physiological cause is unknown, the cerebellum has been highlighted 
as a key region of interest due to the relative frequency of cerebellar abnormalities found in 
individuals with ASD. For example, in post-mortem studies, reduced Purkinje cell numbers 
are the most common neuropathological finding (Bailey, 1998; Kemper and Bauman, 
1998; Ritvo E, 1986; Whitney et al., 2008). Furthermore, imaging studies have found that 
individuals with ASD exhibit reduced volumes in the cerebellar vermis (Courchesne et al., 
2001; Hashimoto et al., 1995; Murakami et al., 1989; Scott et al., 2009), with some tendency 
for an overall increase in cerebellar volume (Courchesne et al., 2001; Murakami et al., 1989; 
Sparks et al., 2002; Stanfield et al., 2008).
Though damage to the cerebellum can lead to a host of cognitive deficits (Schmahmann and 
Sherman, 1998), a prominent symptom of cerebellar damage is motor learning impairment 
(Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2010; Donchin et al., 2012; Smith and Shadmehr, 2005; 
Xu-Wilson et al., 2009). Cerebellar dependent motor learning is believed to occur through 
the construction of internal models of action in which the brain predicts the sensory 
consequences of a movement (Izawa et al., 2012a). If the actual sensory feedback is different 
from predicted, the resulting prediction error drives motor learning by updating an internal 
model (Donchin et al., 2003). Individuals with ASD present a broad range of motor 
impairments, including impairments in simple timed movements (Jansiewicz et al., 2006), 
handwriting (Fuentes et al., 2009), skilled gestures (Dowell et al., 2009; Mostofsky, 2006) 
and imitation (Dziuk et al., 2007). Potentially, this broad spectrum of motor impairments, 
present even in infancy (Provost et al., 2006), is related to the inability of individuals with 
ASD to appropriately learn internal models, a lifelong developmental process.
Understanding how internal models are learned in ASD is useful, as motor learning may 
parallel learning of communication, language, and social skills (Gallese et al., 2004; Gidley 
Larson et al., 2008; Iacoboni, 2009). In a recent series of studies we examined motor learning 
in ASD, focusing on a reaching task in which the children learned to compensate for a 
perturbation. We found that children with ASD constructed an internal model that was 
different than healthy controls, potentially relying more than normal on proprioception, 
as evidenced by their generalization patterns (Haswell et al., 2009; Izawa et al., 2012b). In 
contrast, children (Johnson et al., 2013) and adults (Mosconi et al., 2013) with ASD showed 
slower learning in a saccade adaptation paradigm, in which errors were purely visual in 
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nature. These findings raise the possibility that during motor learning children with ASD 
have a greater than normal reliance on errors that are sensed by proprioception and less 
than normal reliance on errors sensed by vision. 
Here, we examined both the behavioral and the neural basis of motor learning abnormalities 
in autism. We quantified how children with ASD learned from visual and proprioceptive 
errors in their reaching movements. Using anatomical MRI, we related our behavioral 
measures to the volume of the cerebellar regions known to be important for learning control 
of reaching. We hypothesized that children with ASD would show greater than normal 
learning from proprioceptive errors, but less than normal learning from visual errors, and 
that this would be related to the volume of the sensorimotor regions of the cerebellum. 
METHODS
Participants
We recruited n=40 children, ages 8-12. Among these 40 children, there were an equal 
number of typically developing children (TD, n = 20, age 10.3 ± 0.3, mean ± SEM, one left 
handed, 16 male), and children who were diagnosed with ASD (n = 20, age 10.95 ± 0.2, 
one left handed, 18 male). The protocol was approved by the Johns Hopkins Institutional 
Review Board and a legal guardian for all children provided written, informed consent. 
Autism diagnosis was established using both the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule 
(ADOS-G: first 9 participants, 14.6 ± 1.8, mean ± SEM, or ADOS-2: final 11 participants, 
11.4 ± 1.3, mean ± SEM) and the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R). Diagnoses 
were confirmed by a child neurologist with over two decades of experience with autism 
spectrum diagnosis (S.H.M.). Children were excluded if they had a known etiology for 
autism, documented prenatal/perinatal insult, or showed evidence of psychiatric disorders 
based on the Diagnostic Interview for Children and Adolescents – IV (DICA-IV), with 
the exception of anxiety disorders, obsessive compulsive disorder, oppositional defiant 
disorder, or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). We found no effect of 
comorbid diagnoses on our results. Children from the TD group were excluded if they 
scored < 80 on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children - IV (WISC-IV) Full Scale IQ 
(FSIQ), while children from the ASD group could be included if the FSIQ was below 80 
as long as either the Verbal Comprehension Index (VCI) or Perceptual Reasoning Index 
(PRI) was 80 or higher, and the other was 65 or higher. Subjects were matched for gender 
(Fischer’s exact test, p = 0.66), age [t(38) = 1.70, p = 0.09], PRI [t(38) = 1.74, p = 0.09], and 
Edinburgh Handedness score, [t(38) = -0.64, p = 0.52] (see Table 1). Groups were further 
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found to match for VCI [t(38) = 1.72, p = 0.09] but not FSIQ [t(38) = 2.67, p = 0.01], however 
prior research indicates that perceptual, task based assessments of intelligence are more 
appropriate for children with ASD, rather than full scale measures of IQ (Mottron, 2004). 
Thus, standard practice in our lab is match groups on PRI alone. MRI scans were examined 
by a radiologist for abnormalities and all children were found healthy. 
Table 1. Participant information (mean ± SD). Groups showed no significant difference in gender, age, PRI, or 
handedness.
ASD TD
n 20 20
Males 18 16
Age 10.95±1.0 10.30±1.4
Perceptual Reasoning Index 109.6 ± 13.1 117.7 ± 16.1
Verbal Comprehension Index 111.7 ± 15.3 120.1 ± 15.6
Full scale IQ 105.6 ± 13.7 118.1 ± 15.9
Edinburgh Handedness Score 0.737 ± 0.5 0.828 ± 0.4
ADOS-G/ADOS-2 14.6 ± 3.5/11.4 ± 4.2 N/A
Task
The children participated in a game in which they were instructed to hold a robotic arm in 
their hand and “shoot through a target”, following a protocol similar to (Marko et al., 2012). 
Briefly, children sat in a dark room while holding the handle of a robotic manipulandum 
(Figure 1A). A screen over their hand projected information about the game. Each trial 
began with the child bringing the cursor, indicating hand position, into a 6x6 mm start box. 
A second, 6x6 mm target box then appeared 8 cm in front of the start box. Children were 
instructed to shoot through the target, crossing through it between 150 and 250 ms after 
movement onset. After their reached exceeded 8 cm in extent, a “pillow” force field slowed 
the movement and guided the hand back to the target. Movements that were too fast or slow 
were indicated by coloring the target box red or blue, respectively. Successful trials were 
indicated by a target explosion and a point added to the child’s score. With every point, a 
cartoon coin temporarily appeared above the score and children were encouraged to collect 
as many coins as possible. At the end of the experiment the children were further rewarded 
by giving them the option of choosing a small toy from a collection in a bag. 
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Figure 1. Experimental task. A) Children made reaching movements to a target while holding the handle of a 
robotic manipulandum. On random trials, the robot perturbed the reach, causing an error. Learning from this 
error was measured through error-clamp trials, in which the error was clamped to zero and the forces that the 
children produced against the clamp walls were measured. B, C) Hand path and cursor paths for a representative 
TD and ASD subject (B) and for the group (C). For both groups, hand error increased with increasing field 
strength and cursor error increased with increasing visual gain. Data was sampled at 100 Hz, and error bars 
represent SEM. D) Time course of error during the reach in the perturbation trials, as quantified via velocity 
perpendicular to the direction of the target. Perpendicular velocity reflects both the perturbation to the hand and 
the online-feedback response. Perpendicular velocity increased with increasing perturbation strength, reflecting 
the effect of field size, but was not different between groups. E) Proprioceptive error, experienced by the hand, 
measured at 50% of the max velocity for each movement for all perturbation conditions. Increasing field strength 
increased the proprioceptive error, but increasing visual gain did not. The errors experienced by the children were 
not different between groups.
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The experiment consisted of two sessions, each approximately 40 minutes long. Each 
session began with a warm up block of 40 trials, followed by five perturbation blocks of 55 
trials each. After the first session, the child left the room and returned later in the same day 
for a second session. Analysis was collapsed across sessions.
Perturbations
Our perturbations had two components: a proprioceptive component generated by a 
force field that displaced the hand, and a visual component generated by a displacement 
to the cursor. The perturbation to the hand was a curl force field that pushed the hand 
perpendicular to the direction of motion (the x- and y-coordinates are specified in Figure 
1A): 
Figure 1. Experimental task. A) Children made reaching movements to a target while holding the handle of a 
robotic manipulandum. On random trials, the robot perturbed the reach, causing an error. Learning from this error 
was measured through error-clamp trials, in which the error was clamped to zero and the forces that the children 
produced against the clamp walls were measured. B, C) Hand path and cursor paths for a representative TD and 
ASD subject (B) and for the group (C). For both groups, hand error increased with increasing field strength and 
cursor error increased with increasing visual gain. Data was sampled at 100 Hz, and error bars represent SEM. D) 
Time course of error during the reach in the perturbation trials, as quantified via velocity perpendicular to the 
direction of the target. Perpendicular velocity reflects both the perturbation to the hand and the online-feedback 
response. Perpendicular velocity increased with increasing perturbation strength, reflecting the effect of field size, 
but was not different between groups. E) Proprioceptive error, experienced by the hand, measured at 50% of the 
max velocity for each movement for all perturbation conditions. Increasing field strength increased the 
proprioceptive error, but increasing visual gain did not. The errors experienced by the children were not different 
between groups. 
Perturbations 
Our perturbations had two components: a proprioceptive component generated by a force field 
that displaced the hand, and a visual component generated by a displacement to the cursor. The 
perturbation to the hand was a curl force field that pushed the hand perpendicular to the direction 
of motion (the x- and y-coordinates are specified in Figure 1A):  
𝑓𝑓 = E 0 𝑏𝑏
−𝑏𝑏 0
G H
?̇?𝑥
?̇?𝑦L (Eq. 1) 
In Eq. (1), ?̇?𝑥 and ?̇?𝑦 are components of the hand velocity vector, and 𝑓𝑓 is the force that the robot 
applied to the hand. There were three field strengths, resulting in small, medium, or large 
proprioceptive errors: 𝑏𝑏 = ± 6.5, 𝑏𝑏 = ± 13, or 𝑏𝑏 = ± 19.5 N.s/m.  
The visual perturbation was applied through displacement of the cursor. As the hand moved, the 
position of the cursor 𝑐𝑐 was perturbed with respect to position of the hand as:  
𝑐𝑐 = E𝑔𝑔 0
0 1
G E
𝑥𝑥
𝑦𝑦G	(Eq. 2) 
In Eq. (2), 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 are components of hand position. Thus, similar to a force field, the visual 
perturbation acted to perturb the position of the cursor perpendicular to the direction of the 
target. This perturbation was a scaling via variable 𝑔𝑔, which took on one of three values: 𝑔𝑔 = 0, 𝑔𝑔 
= 1 or 𝑔𝑔 = 2. When 𝑔𝑔 = 0, the cursor did not deviate from a straight line to the target. When 𝑔𝑔 = 
1, the cursor faithfully followed the position of the hand. When 𝑔𝑔 = 2, the cursor magnified the 
(Eq. 1)
In Eq. (1), ẋ and ẏ are components of the hand velocity vector, and f is the force that the 
robot applied to the hand. There were three field strengths, resulting in small, medium, or 
large proprioceptive errors: b = ± 6.5, b = ± 13, or b = ± 19.5 N.s/m. 
The visual perturbation was applied through displacement of the cursor. As the hand 
moved, the position of the cursor c was perturbed with respect to position of the hand as:
Figure 1. Experimental task. A) Children made reaching movements to a target while holding the handle of a 
robotic manipulandum. On random trials, the robot perturbed the reach, causing an error. Learning from this error 
was measured through error-clamp trials, in which the error was clamped to zero and the forces that the children 
produced against the clamp walls were measured. B, C) Hand path and cursor paths for a representative TD and 
ASD subject (B) and for the group (C). For both groups, hand error increased with increasing field strength and 
cursor error increased with increasing visual gain. Data was sampled at 100 Hz, and error bars represent SEM. D) 
Time course of error during the reach in the perturbation trials, as quantified via velocity perpendicular to the 
direction of the target. Perpendicular veloci y reflects both the perturbation to the hand and the online-f edback 
response. Perpendicular velocity increased with increasing perturbation strength, reflecting the effect of field size, 
but was not different between groups. E) Proprioceptive error, experienced by the hand, measured at 50% of the 
max velocity for each movement for all perturbation conditions. Increasing field strength increased the 
proprioceptive error, but increasing visual gain did not. The errors experienced by the children were not different 
between groups. 
Perturbations 
Our perturbations had two components: a propri ceptive component generated by a force field 
that displaced the hand, and a visual component generated by a displacement to the cursor. The 
perturbation to the hand was a curl force field that pushed the hand perpendicular to the direction 
of motion (the x- and y-coordinates are specified in Figure 1A):  
𝑓𝑓 = E 0 𝑏𝑏
−𝑏𝑏 0
G H
?̇?𝑥
?̇?𝑦L (Eq. 1) 
In Eq. (1), ?̇?𝑥 and ?̇?𝑦 are components of the hand velocity vector, and 𝑓𝑓 is the force that the robot 
applied to the hand. There were three field strengths, resulting in small, medium, or large 
proprioceptive errors: 𝑏𝑏 = ± 6.5, 𝑏𝑏 = ± 13, or 𝑏𝑏 = ± 19.5 N.s/m.  
The visual perturbation was applied through displacement of the cursor. As the hand moved, the 
position of the cursor 𝑐𝑐 was perturbed with respect to position of the hand as:  
𝑐𝑐 = E𝑔𝑔 0
0 1
G E
𝑥𝑥
𝑦𝑦G	(Eq. 2) 
In Eq. (2), 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 are components of hand position. Thus, similar to a force field, the visual 
perturbation acted to perturb the position of the cursor perpendicular to the direction of the 
target. This perturbation was a scaling via variable 𝑔𝑔, which took on one of three values: 𝑔𝑔 = 0, 𝑔𝑔 
= 1 or 𝑔𝑔 = 2. When 𝑔𝑔 = 0, the cursor did not deviate from a straight line to the target. When 𝑔𝑔 = 
1, the cursor faithfully followed the position of the hand. When 𝑔𝑔 = 2, the cursor magnified the 
(Eq. 2)
In Eq. (2), x and y are components of hand position. Thus, similar to a force field, the visual 
perturbation acted to perturb the position of the cursor perpendicular to the direction of 
the target. This perturbation was a scaling via variable g, which took on one of three values: 
g = 0, g = 1 or g = 2. When g = 0, the cursor did not deviate from a straight line to the target. 
When g = 1, the cursor faithfully followed the position of the hand. When g = 2, the cursor 
magnified the x- isplacement of the hand. These visual gains were applied to the small 
(b = ± 6.5) and medium (b = ± 13) field strengths, and the g = 0 condition was applied to 
the large field strength (b = ± 19.5), creating seven possible perturbation types. For each 
perturbation block, each of the seven types of perturbations were applied twice, in random 
order, once to perturb the arm to the right, and once to perturb the arm to the left. 
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Our aim was to measure how much the brain learned from each type of error. To do so, we 
used triplets of trials (Huang and Shadmehr, 2007): error-clamp C1, perturbation P, error-
clamp C2 (Figure 1A). During an error-clamp trial, the robot guided the handed along a 
stiff “channel” from the start position through the target (spring coefficient = 2.5 kN/m, 
damping coefficient = 25 N.s/m). A force transducer in the handle of the manipulandum 
measured the forces produced by the hand of the child against the channel wall, which 
captured the motor output of the subject during that trial. We looked at the change in motor 
output from trial C1 to C2 as a proxy for the learning from error that was experienced in 
trial P. 
Estimating learning from error
When the hand experiences a perturbation during a movement, on the next trial the brain 
will produce motor commands that predict and partially compensate for the perturbation 
(Thoroughman and Shadmehr, 2000). Our goal was to quantify how much the brain 
compensated for the experienced perturbation, as this represented how much the brain 
learned from error. To examine this learning on a trial-to-trial basis, we subtracted the force 
produced in trial C1 from the force produced in trial C2, thus treating the force in trial C1 as 
a baseline. This isolated the force production that occurred as a consequence of learning in 
response to the error that was experienced on trial P. However, throughout our experiment, 
errors varied in size, driving varying amounts of learning. Therefore, we chose to further 
examine sensitivity to error by normalizing learning by the experienced error (Marko et al., 
2012). We did this for measures of proprioceptive learning and visual learning, producing a 
modality- and error-specific quantification of the sensitivity to error for each child.
To quantify learning from error, we use the state-space framework for error-dependent 
adaptation (Donchin et al., 2003): 
normalizing learning by the e perienced error (Marko et al., 2012). We did this for measures of 
proprioceptive learning and visual learning, producing a modality- and error-specific 
quantification of the sensitivity to error for each child. 
To quantify learning from error, we use the state-space framework for error-dependent 
adaptation (Donchin et al., 2003):  
𝑓𝑓(OPQ) = 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓(O) + 𝜆𝜆5𝑒𝑒T
(O), 𝑒𝑒U
(O)?	(Eq. 3) 
In Eq. (3), 𝑓𝑓(O) is motor output on trial n, 𝑒𝑒T	is error as sensed by vision, 𝑒𝑒U is error as sensed by 
proprioception, 𝜆𝜆 is a function that describes learning from error, and 𝛼𝛼 is a decay term. If trial n-
1 is an error-clamp, then 𝑓𝑓(O) = 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓(OVQ) (by definition, there are no errors in an error-clamp 
trial). It follows that in an [error-clamp, perturbation, error-clamp] triplet, learning from error is: 
𝜆𝜆5𝑒𝑒T
(O), 𝑒𝑒U
(O)? = 𝑓𝑓(OPQ) − 𝑎𝑎(𝑓𝑓OVQ	(Eq. 4) 
Results of our previous work (Marko et al., 2012) suggest that learning from error can be well 
approximated by a linearly separable function of visual and proprioceptive errors. In this 
framework, learning from error can be thought of as the sum of learning from visual error, 
labeled as 𝜆𝜆T, and learning from proprioceptive error, labeled as 𝜆𝜆U: 
𝜆𝜆5𝑒𝑒T
(O), 𝑒𝑒U
(O)? ≡ 	 𝜆𝜆T +	𝜆𝜆U (Eq. 5) 
≈ 𝛽𝛽T(𝑒𝑒T)𝑒𝑒T	 + 	𝛽𝛽U[𝑒𝑒U\𝑒𝑒U 
Using Eqs. (4) and (5), we calculated sensitivity to visual and proprioceptive errors, 𝛽𝛽T(𝑒𝑒T) and 
𝛽𝛽U[𝑒𝑒U\. The coefficient 𝑎𝑎 in Eq. (4) was found using instances of two consecutive error-clamp 
trials. This occurred 52 times across the duration of the experiment. We regressed the force 
profile in the second of the consecutive error-clamp trials onto the first, telling us how much of 
the motor output was retained in two consecutive movements. We found that 𝑎𝑎 = 0.91 ± 0.05 
(Eq. 3)
In Eq. (3), f (n) is motor output on trial n, ev is error as sensed by vision, ep is error as sensed 
by proprioception, λ is a function that describes learning from error, and α is a decay term. 
If trial n-1 is an error-clamp, then f (n) = αf (n-1) (by d finition, there are no errors in an error-
clamp trial). It follows that in an [error-clamp, perturbation, error-clamp] triplet, learning 
from error is:
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normalizing learning by the experienced error (Marko et al., 2012). We did this for measures of 
proprioceptive learning and visual learning, producing a modality- and error-specific 
quantification of the sensitivity to error for each child. 
To quantify learning from error, we use the state-space framework for error-dependent 
adaptation (Donchin et al., 2003):  
𝑓𝑓(OPQ) = 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓(O) + 𝜆𝜆5𝑒𝑒T
(O), 𝑒𝑒U
(O)?	(Eq. 3) 
In Eq. (3), 𝑓𝑓(O) is motor output on trial n, 𝑒𝑒T	is error as sensed by vision, 𝑒𝑒U is error as sensed by 
proprioception, 𝜆𝜆 is a function that describes learning from error, and 𝛼𝛼 is a decay term. If trial n-
1 is an error-clamp, then 𝑓𝑓(O) = 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓(OVQ) (by definition, there are no errors in an error-clamp 
trial). It follows that in an [error-clamp, perturbation, error-clamp] triplet, learning from error is: 
𝜆𝜆5𝑒𝑒T
(O), 𝑒𝑒U
(O)? = 𝑓𝑓(OPQ) − 𝑎𝑎(𝑓𝑓OVQ	(Eq. 4) 
Results of our previous work (Marko et al., 2012) suggest that learning from error can be well 
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Using Eqs. (4) and (5), we calculated sensitivity to visual and proprioceptive errors, βv(ev) 
and βp(ep). The coefficient α in Eq. (4) was found using instances of two consecutive error-
clamp trials. This occurred 52 times ac oss th  duration of the experiment. We regressed 
the force profile in the second of the consecutive error-clamp trials onto the first, telling us 
how much of the motor output was retained in two consecutive movements. We found that 
α = 0.91 ± 0.05 (mean ± SEM). There was no significant difference in the value of α between 
groups [t(38) = 0.60, p = 0.55]. 
In Eqs. (4) and (5), force and error are represented as scalar quantities for each trial. To 
find force in a given error-clamp trial, we measured force that the children produced at 
50% of peak speed of the movement. Similarly, we measured error in perturbation trials as 
displacement of the hand or cursor with respect to the target at 50% of peak speed (Taig et 
al., 2012). This midpoint of speed did not differ between groups [t(38) = -0.12, p = 0.91], and 
occurred on average at 149 ms after movement onset (ASD: 149.2 ± 3.8 ms, TD 148.5 ± 3.9 
ms, mean ± SEM). 
To find λ(ev(n), ep(n)), we used Eq. (4). Triplets were removed from analysis if 50% of max speed 
occurred prior to 100 ms from movement onset, if the hand did not successfully complete 
the 8 cm reach, if the hand moved further than 2x the width of the target box (0.6 cm) from 
the midline during an error-clamp trial, or if the hand experienced a substantial error in 
the wrong direction (> ± 0.5 cm) in response to a perturbation. Additionally, within each 
condition, outliers were identified and removed using the p < 0.001 criterion of the median 
absolute deviation method. In total, this removed 6.6% ± 0.76% (mean ± SEM) of triplets 
per subject, with no difference in percentage of removed triplets between groups [t(38) = 
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-1.1, p = 0.29]. Learning from error and error size were corrected for sign and collapsed to 
one direction. For ease of presentation, learning and error or sensitivity and error will be 
plotted in the first quadrant. All analysis was completed using Matlab (Mathworks), Excel 
(Microsoft), SPSS (IBM) or SPM (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/).
Estimating Sensitivity to Error
To estimate learning from proprioceptive error, labeled as λp, we focused on trials in which 
visual error was zero (i.e., = 0 condition). For this condition, from Eq. (5) we have:
𝜆𝜆50, 𝑒𝑒U
(O)? = 	𝛽𝛽T(0)0 +	𝛽𝛽U[𝑒𝑒U\𝑒𝑒U	(Eq. 6) 
= 𝜆𝜆U 
We further examined learning from proprioception by finding the sensitivity to proprioceptive 
error at each field size, using the following equation: 
𝛽𝛽U[𝑒𝑒U\ = 	
][^,,_\
,_
 (Eq. 7) 
In Eq. (7), learning from error is normalized to the specific error that was experienced by each 
subject. The term 𝛽𝛽U	estimates how much the subject learned from proprioceptive error of size 
𝑒𝑒U.  
To estimate sensitivity to visual error alone, we measured how the trial-to-trial change in motor 
commands was affected when proprioceptive perturbations were kept constant (at 𝑏𝑏 = 6.5 or 𝑏𝑏 = 
13) and the visual perturbations were changed (from	𝑔𝑔 = 0 condition to	𝑔𝑔 = 1 or 2). 
Mathematically, this is equivalent to setting 𝜆𝜆U = 𝜆𝜆[0, 𝑒𝑒U\	in Eq. (5), which we measured in the 
𝑔𝑔 = 0 condition, resulting in the following estimate of sensitivity to visual error: 
𝛽𝛽T(𝑒𝑒T) = 	
][,`,,_\	V	][^,,_\
,`
 (Eq. 8) 
 This produced a measure of sensitivity to visual error alone, and eliminated the effects of 
concurrent proprioceptive error. 
Brain imaging 
Given the well-established role of the cerebellum in motor adaptation, we focused our imaging 
analyses on this structure. Specifically, we examined brain-behavior associations with regions of 
the cerebellum known to be important for sensorimotor control and reach adaptation. In order to 
focus our analysis on these relevant cerebellar regions, we employed the mappings described by 
(Buckner et al., 2011). In that work, the cerebellum was parcellated based on shared signal 
(Eq. 6)
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In Eq. (7), learning from error is normalized to the specific error that was experienced by 
each subject. The term βp estimates how much the subject learned from proprioceptive 
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 This produced a measure of sensitivity to visual error alone, and eliminated the effects of 
concurrent proprioceptive error.
Brain imaging
Given the well-established role of the cerebellum in motor adaptation, we focused our 
imaging analyses on this structure. Specifically, we examined brain-behavior associations 
with regions of the cerebellum known to be important for sensorimotor control and 
reach adaptation. In order to focus our analysis on these relevant cerebellar regions, we 
employed the mappings described by (Buckner et al., 2011). In that work, the cerebellum 
was parcellated based on shared signal properties with regions of the cerebral cortex. This 
produced two functional atlases of the cerebellum. One atlas labeled each cerebellar voxel 
as being connected with one of 7 identified regions within the cerebral cortex. The other 
atlas labeled each cerebellar voxel as being connected with one of 17 identified regions 
within the cerebral cortex (each cortical map covered the entire cortex). For the 7 network 
atlas, Buckner and colleagues found a region of the cerebellum that exhibited resting 
state functional connectivity to the motor and somatosensory cortices, which we will 
refer to as the coarse-scale sensorimotor region of the cerebellum. In Buckner et al., the 
connectivity between the cerebral cortex and this region of the cerebellum was validated 
using a movement task of the tongue, hand and foot. For the 17 network atlas, the cortical 
sensorimotor area was split, separating the tongue from the hand and foot representations. 
In the cerebellum, the sensorimotor region was more finely resolved into two corresponding 
networks. We focused on the cerebellar region that contained the hand representation, 
which we will term the fine-scale sensorimotor region of the cerebellum. Both the 7 and 
the 17 network cerebellar atlases were recently published as a standardized atlas with the 
Spatially Unbiased Infra-Tentorial (SUIT) toolbox (Diedrichsen, 2006), allowing us to 
isolate and examine these sensorimotor regions of the cerebellum in our participants. As 
we will show, we found that the anterior cerebellum, extending into lobule VI, and parts of 
lobule VIII, corresponded to these sensorimotor regions of the cerebellum.
For each child, we acquired a T1-weighted 3D MP-RAGE brain image using a 3T Philips 
Gyroscan NT (Royal Philips Electronics, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The MP-RAGE 
scans were acquired using the following parameters: 155 coronal slices, 1 mm slice thickness, 
8° flip angle, TE=3.0 ms, TR=7 ms, matrix=256x256. Two children were excluded from the 
analysis due to poor image quality: one due to severe motion artifact, and one for poor 
gray/white matter segmentation. The cerebellum was isolated and the resulting image was 
then registered to the SUIT template. This produced a deformation matrix, which morphed 
the native image to the standardized template of the cerebellum, and a cropped version of 
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the original T1 image. We used SPM to segment the cropped image into gray matter, white 
matter and cerebrospinal fluid. Using a threshold of 0.5, we then generated binary maps of 
the cropped image for each of the three tissue types.
To find the volume of the sensorimotor regions of the cerebellum, we used the deformation 
matrix of each child, produced by SUIT, to invert the atlas of the 7 and 17 network cerebellar 
parcellations into each child’s native space. This was multiplied by the binary tissue maps, 
allowing us to calculate regional volumes based on the network parcellation, for each tissue 
type. For both the coarse- and fine-scale sensorimotor networks, we summed the gray 
and white matter volume to produce a measure of total tissue volume for each child. The 
resulting sum was termed the coarse (or fine) scale sensorimotor cerebellar volume.
RESULTS
Learning from error
The children held the handle of a robotic manipulandum and reached toward a target. 
A visual or proprioceptive perturbation perturbed their movements, as illustrated for 
an example ASD and TD subject in Figure 1B, and for groups in Figure 1C. As a proxy 
for the error induced by the perturbations, we used displacement of the hand or cursor 
perpendicular to the direction of the target at 50% of max speed (Figure 1E). An ANOVA 
with a within-subject measure of hand displacement for various visual gains, and between-
subject factor of group showed a significant effect of field strength [F(1,38) = 1575.1, p < 
0.001], but found no effect of visual gain [F(2,37) = 0.623, p = 0.54], and no effect of group 
[F(1,38) = 0.66, p = 0.42]. The time course of the error during movements is shown via the 
perpendicular velocity trace in Figure 1D. The time course of error experienced during the 
reaching movements appeared identical in the two groups, suggesting that the errors that 
the two groups experienced were comparable. 
Despite experiencing similar errors, the groups differed in how they learned from error. 
Figure 2A, left, shows learning from proprioceptive error as estimated in each of the 
three field sizes. ANOVA with a within subject repeated measure of field strength and a 
between-subject factor of group resulted in a significant main effect of group [F(1,38) = 5.7, 
p = 0.022], but no significant effects of field size [F(2,37) = 1.36, p = 0.27] or group by field 
interaction [F(2,37) = 0.009, p = 0.99]. Therefore, children with autism learned more from a 
given proprioceptive error than typically developing children. 
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To further examine learning from proprioception, we calculated the sensitivity to 
proprioceptive error at each field size using Eq. (7). The results are displayed in Figure 
2A (right panel). ANOVA with a within subject repeated measure of field strength and 
between-subject factor of group revealed that across both groups, there was a significant 
effect of field [F(2,37) = 4.72, p = 0.015] such that sensitivity to proprioceptive error was 
highest for smallest errors, a pattern that we had also seen in healthy adults (Marko et 
al., 2012). Unique to this study, we also found a significant effect of group [F(1,38) = 4.7, p 
= 0.035], suggesting that sensitivity to proprioceptive error was significantly larger than 
normal in the ASD group, and that the ASD group learned more from proprioceptive errors 
than the TD group. There was no significant group by field interaction [F(2,37) = 0.29, p = 
0.75].
We next examined the patterns of learning from visual errors. We began by first measuring 
learning in trials in which there were both visual and proprioceptive errors (Eq. 5). This 
learning, labeled as λ(ev,ep), is plotted as a function of visual error  for the small field (b = 6.5, 
right) and the medium field (b = 13, left) in Figure 2B. ANOVA with a within subject effect 
of field and gain and a between-subject factor group revealed a significant effect of field 
[F(1,38) = 5.1, p = 0.029], a significant effect of gain [F(2,37) = 20.9, p < 0.001], and a significant 
gain by group interaction [F(2,37) =3.53, p = 0.039]. All other effects were not significant (p 
> 0.05). As there was both a proprioceptive and visual component of adaptation in these 
measurements, we would not anticipate any specific group effect. The interaction suggests 
that the rate of increasing adaptation in response to increasing visual error was different 
between groups. In fact, we found that the slope of learning with respect to visual gain 
was significantly greater in TD children [t(38) = -2.51, p = 0.016], implying decreased visual 
sensitivity in the ASD group.
It is also interesting to note that there were no group differences in adaptation for either 
of the g = 1 conditions (the middle data point in Figure 2B, left and right). This condition 
represents “typical” adaptation conditions, for which prior work has indicated that the ASD 
group was comparable to controls (Gidley Larson et al., 2008; Haswell et al., 2009): ANOVA 
with a with-in subject repeated measure of field strength and between subject factor of 
group found no significant effect of group [F(1,38) = 0.28, p = 0.61], a significant effect of 
field [F(1,38) = 4.45, p = 0.042] and no significant group by field interaction [F(1,38) = 0.006, p 
= 0.94].
We then used Eq. (8) to examine sensitivity to visual error alone. The results of this analysis 
are shown in Figure 2C. Similar to proprioceptive errors, ANOVA with a within subject 
repeated measure of perturbation size and between-subject factor of group revealed a 
significant effect of perturbation size [F(3,36) = 5.4, p = 0.004] such that sensitivity to visual 
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error was largest for smallest visual errors, something that we also had seen in healthy 
adults (Marko et al., 2012). Unique to this study, we also found a significant effect of group 
[F(1,38) = 6.4, p = 0.016], suggesting that sensitivity to visual error was significantly smaller 
than normal in the ASD group and that the ASD group learned less from visual errors than 
the TD group. There was no significant interaction [F(3,36) = 0.21, p = 0.89]. 
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Figure 2. Learning in response to visual and proprioceptive errors. All error-bars are between-subject SEM. A) 
Adaptive response (left) and sensitivity (right) to proprioceptive errors. We found children with ASD showed 
increased adaptation and sensitivity to proprioceptive error of different sizes. B) Adaptive response to the b = 13 
force field (left) and to the b = 6.5 force field (right). There was no group difference in adaptation in response to 
proprioceptive and visual errors given together, most clearly demonstrated by the g = 1 condition. C) Sensitivity to 
visual error alone. We found children with ASD exhibited less sensitivity to visual error than TD children.
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As the symptoms of ASD vary along a spectrum, we wondered how sensitivity to error 
was distributed across subjects. In Figure 3A we have plotted the average visual and 
proprioceptive error-sensitivities of each child. We found that children who exhibited 
greater proprioceptive error-sensitivity tended to have smaller visual error-sensitivity. This 
trend was true within in the ASD population alone [r = -0.57, p = 0.0089], as well as across 
the two populations [r = -0.54, p < 0.001]. There was no significant correlation in the TD 
population alone [r = -0.35, p = 0.13].
We have summarized the behavioral data in Figure 3B. We found that sensitivity to 
proprioceptive error was significantly larger in the ASD group [t(38) = -2.1, p = 0.035], and 
sensitivity to visual error was significant larger in the TD group [t(38) = 2.5, p = 0.016]. To 
ensure these results were not the product of our sensitivity analysis or due to the process 
of normalizing by error, we looked at the average proprioceptive adaptation, λp, and 
average visual adaptation, λv, as well. We again found that children with ASD show greater 
adaptation in response to proprioceptive error [t(38) = 2.4, p = 0.022] and less adaptation in 
response to visual error [t(38) = -2.6, p = 0.013]. Corresponding to our sensitivity results, 
there was a negative correlation between the amount of adaptation in response to visual and 
proprioceptive errors [r = -0.32, p = 0.044]. Therefore, our findings appear robust to our 
methods of calculating sensitivity to error.
Relationship to cerebellar anatomy
Reach adaptation is known to depend on the integrity of the cerebellum (Criscimagna-
Hemminger et al., 2010; Donchin et al., 2012; Smith and Shadmehr, 2005), in particular 
those regions known to be involved in sensorimotor control. Thus, we hypothesized that 
the behavioral differences between groups may be associated with anatomical differences 
in the cerebellum. 
To test our hypothesis, we acquired anatomical MRIs and identified the coarse- and fine-
scale sensorimotor cerebellum in each child. The coarse-scale sensorimotor cerebellum is 
the region that, in adults, exhibits the largest resting state connectivity to the sensorimotor 
network of the cerebral cortex (Buckner et al., 2011). The cortical network includes the 
entire motor and somatosensory cortices (Thomas Yeo et al., 2011), and in the cerebellum 
includes the anterior cerebellum, extending into lobule VI, and parts of lobule VIII. The 
coarse-scale sensorimotor cerebellum is identified for a typical ASD and a typical TD child 
in Figure 4A in red. The volume of coarse-scale sensorimotor cerebellum appeared smaller 
in the ASD child. Indeed, we found a significant difference in volume between groups [t(36) = 
-2.39, p = 0.022], with the ASD group showing a smaller volume than TD children (Figure 
4B). 
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Figure 3. Relationship between sensitivity to visual and proprioceptive errors. A) Average proprioceptive sensitivity 
(x-axis) and visual sensitivity (y-axis) for each subject. We found a significant trade-off between sensitivities, 
such that as sensitivity to error in one modality increased, sensitivity in the other modality decreased. B) Overall 
response to error. We found children with ASD to have a greater sensitivity to proprioceptive errors and greater 
adaptation in response to a proprioceptive error, and TD children to have greater sensitivity to visual errors and 
greater adaptation in response to visual errors.
We then refined our atlas by focusing only on regions of the sensorimotor cerebellum that 
included the hand and foot representation, but excluded the tongue representation (Thomas 
Yeo et al., 2011). For this fine-scale sensorimotor representation of the cerebellum, we again 
found that the ASD group had a significantly smaller volume [t(36) = -2.59, p = 0.013], as 
shown in Figure 4B. This finding is independent of our behavioral data, and suggests that 
the region of the cerebellum involved in control of movements is smaller than normal in 
children with ASD
To check the specificity of this result, we considered two other volumes – the total cerebellar 
volume (TCV), and the total brain volume (TBV). TCV was found as the sum of the 
volumes of the entire cerebellum calculated using the 7 network atlas. TBV was measured 
by FreeSurfer, which includes the grey matter and white matter for the whole cerebrum and 
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cerebellum, and excludes the dura, CSF, and ventricles. We found no significant difference 
between groups, for both total cerebellar volume [t(36) = -1.67, p = 0.10] and total brain 
volume [t(36) = -0.54, p = 0.59].
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Figure 4. Volume of the sensorimotor cerebellar regions. A) Example TD subject (top) and example ASD subject 
(bottom), highlighting the coarse-scale sensorimotor region in red and the fine-scale sensorimotor region in 
purple. The ASD subject had a smaller than normal volume for both regions. B) Group data for the volume of 
both the coarse- and fine-scale sensorimotor regions, demonstrating a smaller sensorimotor cerebellar volume for 
children with ASD. Error bars are between-subject SEM.
Does the volume differences in the cerebellum relate to differences in the learning task? To 
understand the relationship between sensitivity to error and volume of the sensorimotor 
cerebellum, we used a generalized linear model (GLM). In the GLM, the volume of the 
coarse-scale sensorimotor cerebellum for each child was the dependent variable, and the 
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sensitivity to visual and proprioceptive errors of each child were the independent variables. 
As a result, the GLM included factors of group, sensitivity to proprioceptive error, sensitivity 
to visual error, and group by sensitivity interactions. We found that the GLM was significant 
(p = 0.008, Table 2), suggesting that these factors were important correlates of sensorimotor 
cerebellum volumes. The GLM identified a main effect of group, a main effect of visual 
sensitivity, and a group by proprioceptive sensitivity interaction. The main effect of visual 
sensitivity indicates that, across both groups of children, as the volume of the sensorimotor 
cerebellum increased, visual sensitivity increased. The interaction suggests that there was a 
significantly more positive relationship between proprioceptive sensitivity and volume for 
the ASD group. 
Table 2. GLM Results for the coarse-scale sensorimotor volume. GLM analysis revealed a significant main effect 
of visual sensitivity and a significant group by proprioceptive sensitivity interaction on the volume of the coarse-
scale sensorimotor region. 
Omnibus Test Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square df Sig.
15.65 5 0.008
Tests of Model Effects
Source Type III
Wald Chi-Square df Sig.
(Intercept) 901.142 1 <0.001
Group 10.482 1 0.001
Proprioceptive Sensitivity 1.593 1 0.207
Visual Sensitivity 4.799 1 0.028
Group * Proprioceptive Sensitivity 6.705 1 0.01
Group * Visual Sensitivity 1.988 1 0.159
All of these results were confirmed when we repeated our analysis on the volume of the fine-
scale sensorimotor cerebellum (Table 3). Further, we found that the model fit improved for 
the fine-scale sensorimotor cerebellum (Akaike’s Information Criterion: 638.7) as compared 
to the coarse-scale sensorimotor cerebellum (Akaike’s Information Criterion: 680.9).
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Table 3. GLM Results for the fine-scale sensorimotor volume. GLM analysis found a significant main effect of 
visual sensitivity and a significant group by proprioceptive sensitivity interaction on the volume of the fine-scale 
sensorimotor region, matching the findings for the GLM analysis of the coarse-scale sensorimotor volume.
Omnibus Test Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square df Sig.
16.953 5 0.005
Tests of Model Effects
Source Type III
Wald Chi-Square df Sig.
(Intercept) 804.05 1 <0.001
Group 12.126 1 <.001
Proprioceptive Sensitivity 1.269 1 0.26
Visual Sensitivity 4.605 1 0.032
Group * Proprioceptive Sensitivity 7.585 1 0.006
Group * Visual Sensitivity 2.323 1 0.127
DISCUSSION
Prior to being able to complete complex motor actions, one must be able to learn to produce 
appropriate motor commands. From infancy, these motor abilities adapt and develop as 
our body changes in size and strength, and as we interact with tools that have distinct 
dynamics. Motor impairments are present in ASD from infancy (Provost et al., 2006), 
and are potentially rooted in an abnormal ability to learn motor control. In the present 
study, we considered an elementary motor learning task in which reaching movements 
were perturbed (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994), resulting in errors that were sensed by 
proprioceptive and visual feedback. We found that children with ASD responded normally 
to these perturbations during the movement, demonstrating an intact sensorimotor reflex 
loop. The children also learned from this error, altering their motor commands on the next 
trial. Remarkably, children with ASD outperformed health controls when learning from 
proprioceptive errors, but underperformed when learning from visual errors. Because the 
task that we studied depended critically on the integrity of the cerebellum, we quantified 
the volume of sensorimotor regions of this structure via anatomical MRIs. We found that 
whereas the volume of the cerebellum as a whole, and the volume of the brain as a whole, 
was normal in ASD, the volume of sensorimotor cerebellum was smaller than normal in 
the children with autism, and that this volume related to the patterns of learning from 
error. Therefore, the deficits in the sensorimotor regions of the cerebellum may underlie the 
motor learning abnormalities exhibited in autism.
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Sensitivity to error
Perhaps one of the most interesting aspects of studying a disorder such as autism is that in 
certain tasks, individuals with the disorder can outperform healthy controls. For instance, 
Nakano and colleagues (Nakano et al., 2009, 2012) studied adults with autism in their 
ability to integrate sensory information for the identification of an object. When asked to 
identify the object from visual cues, individuals with ASD made more errors than controls. 
However, when asked to identify an object based on haptic tracing, the ASD group made 
fewer errors than controls. In light of our results, these findings seem consistent with the idea 
that people with ASD may be better than normal in utilizing proprioceptive information, 
but worse than normal in utilizing visual information. 
In another example of better than normal performance in autism, and the inspiration for our 
current study, we found that children with ASD showed greater than normal generalization 
of force field adaptation in intrinsic, or proprioceptive, coordinates (Haswell et al., 2009; 
Izawa et al., 2012b). In other words, after learning to fully compensate for a force field, 
children with ASD expressed that learning better than controls in a new workspace that 
was proprioceptively similar to the original workspace. We had interpreted this to reflect 
an increased ability to learn from proprioceptive error during motor adaptation (Haswell 
et al., 2009; Izawa et al., 2012b), but had been unable to directly measure learning from 
proprioception. In the current paper, we relied on single trial learning with a mix of visual 
and proprioceptive errors, and were able to measure learning from proprioceptive and 
visual errors to directly test our hypothesis. 
Here, we found that children with ASD showed increased learning in response to 
proprioceptive feedback. Importantly, we also found that children with ASD showed 
deficient learning in response to visual feedback. This pattern is perhaps consistent with 
the often reported finding that individuals with ASD are less able to imitate (Dowell et al., 
2009; Stieglitz Ham et al., 2007; Vanvuchelen et al., 2007; Williams et al., 2004) or recognize 
biological (Cattaneo et al., 2007; Cook et al., 2009). Specifically, individuals with ASD show 
difficulties in imitation of movement kinematics, rather than emulation of a movement goal 
(Gowen, 2012; Hobson and Hobson, 2008; Wild et al., 2011). If the ability to learn from 
visual feedback regarding one’s own movements is impaired, it could potentially hinder the 
ability to learn a complex series of movement kinematics performed by others.
We note, however, that our measure of learning from visual error is not an absolute quantity, 
as learning from error can change with task parameters (Burge et al., 2008; Marko et al., 
2012; Wei and Kording, 2008). For instance, in a force field adaptation task in which visual 
feedback was removed, adaptation occurred normally compared to adaptation with cursor 
feedback available, reflecting an increase in proprioceptive sensitivity (Scheidt, 2005). 
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Additionally, task structure can alter sensitivity to error (Herzfeld et al., 2014b), such that 
subjects up-regulate learning in the presence of consistent errors (Gonzalez Castro et al., 
2014). Perhaps this can explain our previous findings: when children with ASD were asked 
to make reaching movements in the presence of a visual rotation, a perturbation in which 
the cursor feedback is rotated relative to the reach direction causing a visual error but no 
proprioceptive error, children with ASD were able to adapt at normal speeds (Gidley Larson 
et al., 2008). Given the flexible nature of sensitivity to error, it is possible that consistent, 
repeated visual errors up-regulate sensitivity in the ASD group. In our task, the history of 
the perturbations and the resulting errors were similar between the two groups, suggesting 
that the differences that we observed in learning from error were due to inherent between 
group differences in error sensitivity
Autism and the cerebellum
Despite the range of potential upstream physiological causes of autism, there are still key 
diagnostic features that define the disorder – deficits in social and communication skills, and 
repetitive and stereotyped interests and behaviors. How might the cerebellum contribute to 
these features? It is important to note that the cerebellum is not simply a motor structure, 
and is reciprocally connected to association regions within the frontal cortex (Middleton 
and Strick, 2001) and the basal ganglia (Middleton, 2000). Children with congenital or 
early cerebellar insults show a range of autistic symptoms (Tavano et al., 2007), while adults 
with acquired cerebellar disease experience a host of non-motor symptoms, termed the 
Cerebellar Cognitive Affective Syndrome, impacting executive function, visual spatial 
abilities, language, and affect (Schmahmann and Sherman, 1998). Therefore, damage to the 
cerebellum can have effects far outside of the motor domain.
Importantly, the cerebellum has been the location of a number of physiological abnormalities 
for individuals with autism. Lower Purkinje cell numbers are the most consistent post 
mortem finding (Bailey, 1998; Kemper and Bauman, 1998; Ritvo E, 1986; Whitney et 
al., 2008). Imaging studies with targeted measurements of the vermis have found it to be 
smaller in size in autism (Courchesne et al., 2001; Hashimoto et al., 1995; Murakami et al., 
1989; Scott et al., 2009). However, the results are not always clear, and reports of overall 
cerebellar volume are mixed, tending to find an overall larger volume compared to controls 
(Courchesne et al., 2001; Murakami et al., 1989; Sparks et al., 2002; Stanfield et al., 2008). 
Likewise, functional imaging studies have found children with ASD to have both reduced 
(Mostofsky et al., 2009) and increased (Allen and Courchesne, 2003) cerebellar activation 
during a simple movement task. Here, rather than examining cerebellar volume based on 
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anatomical distinctions, we were able to examine a functional region of the cerebellum, and 
found a clear relationship between cerebellar volume and learning from proprioceptive and 
visual errors. 
The sensorimotor cerebellar network and motor learning
Dating back to the 1940’s, recordings during proprioceptive and tactile stimulation found 
two sets of sensory maps in the cerebellum: an inverted homunculus stretching primarily 
over the anterior lobe, and two smaller representations in the hemispheres of lobule VIII 
(Adrian, 1943; Snider and Stowell, 1944). This sensory information reaches the cerebellum 
through both spinocerebellar projections and neocortical afferents projected through the 
pontine nuclei (Manni and Petrosini, 2004). It came as no surprise, therefore, that Buckner 
and colleagues (Buckner et al., 2011) chose to validate the findings of their resting state 
connectivity maps with a motor task, and found corresponding functional activation for 
simple hand, foot, and tongue movements (see Figure 5 in Buckner et al., 2011). But do these 
sensorimotor maps relate to motor adaptation? In a study of cerebellar patients using voxel 
based morphometry, or a voxel-by-voxel quantification relating the density of grey matter 
to performance in a reaching task, Donchin et al. (2012) found that anterior regions from 
lobules IV-VI were related to the ability to adapt in a force field or visual motor rotation 
paradigm. Importantly, the region of the cerebellum most relevant to learning in our task 
appears to correspond to the sensorimotor cerebellum described by Buckner et al., 2011. 
Apart from our behavioral results, we found that the volume of the sensorimotor region 
of the cerebellum was smaller than normal in children with ASD. When relating this 
volume to learning from error, we found a main effect of visual sensitivity and a group by 
proprioceptive sensitivity interaction. The main effect of visual sensitivity on volume echoes 
that which was described in Donchin et al. (2012): that visual motor adaptation depended 
on integrity of this region, and greater volume will allow for improved performance. 
For our task, higher visual sensitivity can be considered comparable to improved visual 
performance, which correlates with higher volume. Potentially, cerebellar Purkinje cell loss 
in ASD (Bailey, 1998; Kemper and Bauman, 1998; Ritvo E, 1986; Whitney et al., 2008) may 
cause this reduced volume, and may subsequently reduce one’s ability to learn from visual 
error.
The group by proprioceptive interaction is more difficult to interpret. We found that there 
is a more positive relationship between volume and proprioceptive sensitivity in the ASD 
group than in the TD group. A popular theory explaining the underlying basis of ASD 
claims that there is a bias towards short range connections in the brain, and against long 
range connections (Mostofsky and Ewen, 2011). With no direct connections between the 
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visual cortex and the cerebellum, visual information likely travels through the parietal cortex 
before it is relayed to the cerebellum through the pons (Glickstein, 2000). Proprioceptive 
information, however, is relayed both through the pons from the cortex, and through the 
spinocerebellar tract (Manni and Petrosini, 2004). Therefore proprioceptive feedback may 
have an advantage, relative to visual feedback, in that it can be received by the cerebellum 
both from the shorter path through the somatosensory cortex as well as directly through 
the spinocerebellar tract. This may alter the path of development, subsequently impacting 
volume.
A limitation of our work is that our analysis of the cerebellum relied on an atlas that was 
developed from anatomical data of healthy adults (Buckner et al., 2011). Our analysis is 
focused not only on children, but children with a developmental disorder. Though the 
cerebellum does have a protracted development, reaching peak volume around age 15 
(Tiemeier et al., 2010), the children in our study were restricted in age and likely at a similar 
developmental stage. It would be exciting to track the evolution of a functional cerebellar 
atlas through development, even more so within an autism population. Regardless, based 
on anatomy alone, the region that we can best predict to be related to motor learning in the 
cerebellum is smaller than normal in children with ASD. This anatomical finding highlights 
a potential contributor to the multitude of motor impairments that impact children with 
ASD.
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ABSTRACT
Several studies have identified transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) as a potential 
tool in the rehabilitation of cerebellar disease. Here, we tested whether tDCS could alleviate 
motor impairments of subjects with cerebellar degeneration. Three groups took part in this 
study: twenty individuals with cerebellar degeneration, twenty age-matched controls and 
thirty young controls. A standard reaching task with force field-perturbations was used to 
compare motor adaptation between groups and to measure the effect of stimulation of the 
cerebellum or primary motor cortex (M1). Cerebellar subjects and age-matched controls 
were tested during each stimulation type (cerebellum, M1 and sham) with a break of one 
week between each of the three sessions. Young controls were tested during one session 
under one of three stimulation types (anodal cerebellum, cathodal cerebellum or sham). As 
expected, individuals with cerebellar degeneration had a reduced ability to adapt to motor 
perturbations. Importantly, cerebellar patients did not benefit from anodal stimulation of 
the cerebellum or M1. Furthermore, no stimulation effects could be detected in ageing and 
young controls. The present null results cannot exclude more subtle tDCS effects in larger 
subject populations and between-subject designs. Moreover, it is still possible that tDCS 
affects motor adaptation in cerebellar subjects and control subjects under a different task 
or with alternative stimulation parameters. However, for tDCS to become a valuable tool in 
the neurorehabilitation of cerebellar disease, stimulation effects should be present in group 
sizes commonly used in this rare patient population and be more consistent and predictable 
across subjects and tasks.
Keywords: tDCS, cerebellar degeneration, motor adaptation, rehabilitation.
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INTRODUCTION
The cerebellum is widely regarded as an essential structure for motor control and motor 
adaptation. Damage to the cerebellum leads to a number of specific motor impairments 
commonly referred to as ataxia (Flourens, 1824; Holmes, 1908). One specific symptom of 
ataxia, easily reproduced in the laboratory, is difficulty adapting to perturbations of the 
motor system (Sanes et al., 1990). Specifically with regard to reaching movements, patients 
with cerebellar degeneration demonstrate impaired motor adaptation during reaching tasks 
with force field (Maschke et al., 2004a) and visuomotor perturbations (Tseng et al., 2007). 
While the motor performance deficits of patients with cerebellar degeneration are well-
described, the therapeutic options for the treatment of cerebellar disease are limited (Ilg et 
al., 2014; Marsden and Harris, 2011). 
In recent years, transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) has accrued considerable 
interest of the neuroscientific community for its scientific applications and therapeutic 
potential (Fregni and Pascual-Leone, 2007; Nitsche et al., 2008; Stagg and Nitsche, 2011). The 
technique has been identified as a possible tool in the rehabilitation after stroke (Hummel 
and Cohen, 2006) and it has also been suggested recently that it may provide benefits to 
patients with cerebellar disease (Grimaldi et al., 2014b). Several studies have explored 
the physiological basis of tDCS effects and provide us with likely mechanisms how tDCS 
can aid in neurorehabilitation. The studies demonstrated that polarity-specific excitability 
changes and LTP-like (long-term potentiation) plasticity are induced by stimulation of the 
primary motor cortex (M1) (Nitsche et al., 2000; Stagg and Nitsche, 2011). Furthermore, 
it was demonstrated that cerebellar tDCS can influence the excitability of the cerebellum, 
which in turn has a polarity-specific effect on cerebellar-M1 connectivity (Galea et al., 
2009). These underlying mechanisms likely form the basis of tDCS effects that are observed 
in motor adaptation experiments. For instance, in healthy subjects, adaptation to motor 
perturbations are quicker when anodal tCDS is applied over the cerebellum (Avila et al., 
2015; Block and Celnik, 2013; Herzfeld et al., 2014a; Jayaram et al., 2012). Moreover, short-
term retention (Galea et al., 2010a; Hunter et al., 2009; Panouillères and Jenkinson, 2015) 
and long-term retention (Reis et al., 2009) is improved when anodal tDCS is applied over 
M1. Motor adaptation experiments utilizing non-invasive brain stimulation in cerebellar 
patients are much rarer, but two recent pilot experiments have revealed behavioral 
improvements in cerebellar patients during tDCS stimulation (Grimaldi et al., 2014a; Pozzi 
et al., 2013). This has further established the potential role for tDCS in the treatment of 
degenerative cerebellar ataxia. However, it remains unclear if all aforementioned effects of 
tDCS apply to cerebellar ataxia patients, since cerebellar degeneration may hamper tDCS 
excitability effects (Ugawa et al., 1994).
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On the other hand, a recent study identified several areas of the cerebellum which 
degenerate similarly in both cerebellar ataxia patients and healthy ageing subjects (Hulst 
et al., 2015). Although older adults are generally slower to adapt to perturbations of the 
motor system (Seidler et al., 2010), motor adaptation in healthy elderly subjects is enhanced 
when anodal tDCS is applied to the cerebellum (Hardwick and Celnik, 2014). Therefore, 
motor adaptation may be enhanced in patients after cerebellar tDCS as well. Likewise, M1 
stimulation improves motor learning and retention in ageing subjects (Goodwill et al., 
2013; Panouillères and Jenkinson, 2015; Zimerman et al., 2013), which in turn indicates 
potential beneficial effects of M1 stimulation for cerebellar patients. 
The aim of the present study was to compare motor adaptation in cerebellar patients 
with age-matched controls, and to test whether the positive effects of tDCS as described 
in healthy ageing could also be established in cerebellar patients. Furthermore, a second 
between-subject experiment was carried out in a group of young controls to control for 
possible carryover effects. A standard reaching task with force field-perturbations was used 
to measure motor adaptation. Neuroimaging was used to identify the degree and pattern 
of cerebellar degeneration in patients. We expected to find impaired motor adaptation in 
cerebellar patients, characterized by slower and incomplete adaptation to the force field-
perturbations. If tDCS could significantly alleviate the difficulties patients have in adapting 
to perturbations, this would further suggest a potential role for tDCS as a supportive 
treatment in cerebellar disease.
METHODS
Experiment 1
Twenty individuals with cerebellar degeneration (8 females; mean age ± SD of 53.7 ± 10.8 
years; range 30–74 years) and twenty age-matched controls without any known neurological 
diseases (9 females; mean age ± SD 54.6 ± 11.2 years; range 28–74 years) participated 
in this study. All subjects were right-handed as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness 
Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). An overview of the subjects’ characteristics can be found in 
Table 1. The severity of cerebellar symptoms in cerebellar participants were assessed by 
one of two experienced neurologists (DT & MK) based on the International Cooperative 
Ataxia Rating Scale (ICARS; Trouillas et al., 1997) and the Scale for the Assessment and 
Rating of Ataxia (SARA; Schmitz-Hübsch et al., 2006). Eight cerebellar participants had 
a genetically defined spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA). Four participants presented with 
autosomal dominant cerebellar ataxia (ADCA) type III. Seven cerebellar participants 
had sporadic adult onset ataxia of unknown etiology (SAOA). One cerebellar participant 
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presented with cerebellar degeneration caused by cerebellitis. These disorders are known to 
primarily affect the cerebellum (Gomez et al., 1997; Timmann et al., 2009). All subjects gave 
informed oral and written consent. The experiment was approved by the ethics committee 
of the medical faculty of the University of Duisburg-Essen and conducted in accordance 
with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Table 1. Overview Cerebellar subjects and Control subjects. Cerebellar subjects were age-matched with the 
control subject on the right side of the table. 
Cerebellar subjects Controls
ID Age Sex Diagnosis
Disease 
duration
ICARS 
(total/100)
ICARS UL 
(total/20) LI ID Age Sex LI
P01 30 M SAOA 9 years 38.5 7.5 0.16 C01 28 M 0.79
P02 34 M SAOA 22 years 17 3 0.46 C02 33 M 0.69
P03 46 M SAOA 7 years 8 0 0.50 C03 47 M 0.55
P04 47 M ADCA III 17 years 32.5 4.5 0.18 C04 47 M 0.77
P05 48 M SCA 14 25 years 20 3 0.22 C05 50 M 0.81
P06 48 F ADCA III 28 years 19 1 0.33 C06 47 F 0.75
P07 50 F SCA 14 17 years 17 1 0.30 C07 52 F 0.61
P08* 51 M SAOA 20 years 61 9 -0.08 C08* 55 F 0.50
P09 51 M ADCA III 11 years 47 5 0.30 C09 51 M 0.59
P10 52 M ADCA III 6 years 19.5 3 0.43 C10 54 M 0.67
P11 53 M Cerebellitis 10 years 46 5 0.25 C11 63 M 0.72
P12 54 F SCA 14 25 years 27 3.5 0.40 C12 55 F 0.68
P13 54 F SAOA 18 years 31 4.5 0.30 C13 55 F 0.57
P14 58 F SCA 6 8 years 43.5 10 0.34 C14 57 F 0.67
P15 61 M SCA 6 4 years 9 0 0.20 C15 63 M 0.74
P16 63 M SAOA 9 years 20.5 5 0.56 C16 64 M 0.70
P17 66 F SCA 6 12 years 43.5 5 0.19 C17 64 F 0.71
P18 66 F SCA 6 15 years 47 5 0.28 C18 65 F 0.78
P19 67 F SCA 6 3 years 33 5 0.22 C19 68 F 0.64
P20 74 M SAOA 16 years 12 2 0.22 C20 74 M 0.58
SCA6 = spinocerebellar ataxia type 6; SCA14 = spinocerebellar ataxia type 14; SAOA = sporadic adult onset ataxia; 
ADCA III = autosomal dominant ataxia type III; ICARS = International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale (Trouillas 
et al., 1997). ICARS UL = score of right upper limb in finger-to-nose test, finger-to-finger test, pronation/supination 
and Archimedes spiral drawing. Disease duration is years since presentation of the first symptoms. LI = average final 
learning index over 3 experimental sessions. * = Cerebellar subject and age-matched control which were removed due 
to a high number of disregarded movements in the cerebellar subject. 
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Task
All subjects participated in a standard force field task (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994) 
on a setup largely similar to the one used by Rabe and colleagues (Rabe et al., 2009). Subjects 
held the handle of a two-joint robotic manipulandum in their right hand while seated in a 
comfortable chair. The handle of the robotic manipulandum was able to move freely in the 
horizontal plane underneath a horizontal projection screen located above the subjects’ hand 
(Figure 1A). Hand position was recorded using encoders on each of the manipulandum’s 
motors with a resolution of 106 counts per revolution and a sample rate of 200 Hz using 
the analog inputs of a motor controller card (DMC-1826; Galil Motion Control). The 
distance to the manipulandum and the chair height were adjusted individually to ensure 
a comfortable position and good vision of the projection screen. Vision of the subjects’ 
arm was blocked by a cloth stretched from the projection screen to the subjects’ neck. The 
position of the handle was represented by a green circular cursor with diameter of 6 mm 
and directly corresponded with the position of the right hand of the subject. The origin was 
indicated by a black circle with a diameter of 14 mm in the middle of the projection screen. 
Participants were instructed to move the cursor into the origin at the start of each trial. 
After a delay of 2500 ms, a black circular target with a diameter of 14 mm appeared in one 
of six target locations positioned 10 cm from the origin. The target locations were located 
at an angle of 30°, 90°, 150°, 210°, 270° and 330° from the origin and were presented in a 
pseudorandom order so that each target position appeared once every six trials. Subjects 
were instructed to move the cursor from the origin to the target by making a rapid hand-
movement as soon as the target appeared (Figure 1B). Subjects received instructions to 
move through the target and not stop at the target location, as the handle was gently brought 
to a stop by a simulated cushion implemented by the manipulandum motors. The cursor 
was extinguished after it passed out of a 10 cm radius from the position of the origin. The 
disappearance of the cursor indicated the end of a movement, at which point a cushioning 
force was applied by the robot to safely slow the hand to a stop. After the movement ended, 
the robot motors pushed the handle of the manipulandum back to the starting position. The 
cursor reappeared when the handle came within 2 cm of the origin location. During the 
cushion phase and push back phase, subjects received feedback on movement speed and 
whether they hit the circular target. When subjects hit the target and the movement was 
neither too fast nor too slow, the target became green and a sound was played to indicate 
success. When subjects hit the target, but the movement was too fast, the target turned 
yellow. The target turned blue when the cursor hit the target, but the movement was too 
slow. If participants failed to hit the target, the target was turned off and provided no further 
feedback. An adaptive mechanism based on movement duration was used to determine 
whether a movement was too fast, too slow or had the correct speed. Initially, a movement 
was considered to have the correct speed when it was completed within a time window 
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centered at 500 milliseconds with an upper- and lower-bound of 250 milliseconds. In other 
words, movement durations between 250 ms and 750 ms were considered as having the 
correct speed, movement durations below 250 ms were considered too fast and movement 
durations above 750 ms were considered as too slow. From the first movement onwards, the 
upper- and lower-bound of the time window was reduced by 10% each time a movement 
was the correct speed and increased by 10% when a movement was either too fast or too 
slow. The adaptive time window and feedback from the experimenter encouraged subjects 
to move at similar speeds, while it also made sure participants received similar amounts 
of positive feedback thereby preventing motivational differences that might be driven by 
differences in performance. 
30°
90°
150°
210°
270°
330°
= cursor
Set 1
Baseline
Set 2
Baseline
Set 3
Baseline
Set 4
Forceeld
Set 5
Washout
tDCS 0.08 mA / cm²
2x Break
One week
A B
C
± 7 min. ± 7 min. ± 7 min. ± 7 min.± 14 min.
± 42 min.
Figure 1. Experimental setup. A: An overview of the setup used in the behavioral task. Drawings are not to scale. 
The horizontal projection screen is illustrated as transparent for the purpose of this figure. Subjects were unable to 
see the position of their own hand and robot manipulandum in the experiment, because the horizontal screen was 
covered with a blank paper. A piece of cloth stretched from the screen to the subjects’ neck blocked vision of the 
subjects’ arm. B: Targets were located 10 centimeters from the origin at 30°, 90°, 150°, 210°, 270° and 330° around 
the origin location. Subjects were instructed to move the cursor from the origin to the target as soon as the target 
appeared. C: Subjects performed 5 sets of movements in quick succession after which a break of exactly one week 
followed. Upon resuming the experiment one week later, subjects started with the first baseline set. 
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Each participant performed 5 sets of movements. The first three sets consisted of 84 trials 
without perturbations to allow participants to familiarize with the task (baseline phase). 
The fourth set consisted of 168 trials, of which 144 trials were force field (FF) trials and 24 
trials were catch trials. In FF trials a velocity dependent force of 13N · m-1 · s-1 was applied by 
the robot motors perpendicular to the movement direction, pushing the participants’ hand 
in the clockwise direction. In catch trials no external forces were applied, which in adapted 
participants produced movements in the opposite of the direction of the perturbation. 
Catch trials to each of the six target locations were pseudo-randomly interspersed over the 
entire set. The final set consisted of 84 trials without the application of external forces and 
without feedback on hand position by the cursor, as well as no visual or auditory feedback 
on movement time and success (washout phase) (Figure 1C). 
tDCS-stimulation parameters
Participants were invited for three experimental sessions separated by exactly one week. 
During each session participants performed the same motor adaptation task, but under 
different stimulation regimes. In two of the three sessions, each participant received anodal 
tDCS stimulation: once over M1 and once over the cerebellum. In the third session, the 
recipient received sham tDCS stimulation over either M1 or cerebellum. The order of the 
three sessions was counterbalanced between participants. Stimulation parameters were 
largely similar to (Galea et al., 2010b). In short, anodal tDCS was delivered through two 
rubber electrodes (surface area: 25 cm2) covered with conductive paste (Ten20 Conductive; 
Weaver) via a NeuroConn device (DC-Stimulator PLUS; NeuroConn). For cerebellar 
stimulation the anodal electrode was placed on the position of the right cerebellar cortex, 
with the center of the anodal electrode being 3 cm lateral to the inion, and the cathodal 
electrode was placed on the right buccinator muscle. The anodal electrode for M1 
stimulation was placed by finding the area of the left cortex which elicited a response of 
the first dorsal interosseous muscle after single TMS (transcranial magnetic stimulation) 
pulses. TMS was delivered by a MagPro magnetic stimulator (MagPro; Dantec). The 
cathodal electrode was placed on the skin overlying the contralateral supraorbital region. 
During each experimental session, electrodes were placed over all the stimulation locations, 
so participants were blinded for stimulation location. 
In both cerebellar and M1 anodal stimulation, the target stimulation intensity was set 
at 2 mA, resulting in a current density of 0.08 mA/cm2. At the start of the third baseline 
set, current was ramped up from 0 mA to 2 mA in a period of 30 seconds after which 
anodal tDCS was applied for the entirety of the third and fourth sets (last baseline set and 
force field set). Due to variances in movement times between subjects, this resulted in 
slightly different stimulation times for each subject. On average, subjects were stimulated 
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for approximately 22 minutes (mean duration 1,289 ± SD 150 seconds). At the end of 
tDCS stimulation, current was ramped down from 2 mA to 0 mA in 30 seconds. In sham 
stimulation current was ramped-up in 30 seconds, remained at 2 mA for a duration of 60 
seconds, after which current was ramped down again for the remainder of the experiment. 
This method of applying anodal and sham stimulation has shown to achieve a good level of 
blinding for participants (Gandiga et al., 2006). One experimenter (LJ) ran all the behavioral 
experiments and used a prepared set of stimulation codes in order to remain blind for 
stimulation polarity (sham or anodal). An experimenter (BB) who was not involved in the 
collection of behavioral data, deblinded the stimulation codes after data collection had 
ended.
Analysis of behavioral data
Behavioral data was analyzed using MATLAB with the Statistics Toolbox (MATLAB 
8.5; Mathworks). Baseline aiming errors in the second baseline set (before tDCS onset) 
were averaged per target direction and subtracted from aiming errors in the force field 
and washout phase to correct for movement biases. Short movements with less than 
2 centimeters of travel distance, movements in which hand velocity did not exceed 0.12 
m/s and movements with aiming errors more than 4 absolute deviations from the median 
were discarded. Effectively, this removed trials in which a subject did not move or made 
a movement with no effective movement towards the target direction (i.e. oscillating 
movements around the starting location). In the case of one cerebellar participant (P08 
in Table 1) this led to more than 50% of all trials being filtered, so we decided to exclude 
this participant and its age-matched control from group analyses. On average approx. 2.7% 
of all movements were filtered, with the amount of filtered trials not being significantly 
different between cerebellar subjects and healthy controls [paired t-test, t(18) = 0.06, p = 0.94; 
range 0.8% - 9.1%]. 
Movement onset was defined to be the first time in a trial at which hand speed exceeded 
0.04 m/s. For each trial, a straight movement would be along a line from the position at 
movement onset to the target. For each time point in each movement, the perpendicular 
distance of the cursor from the line determining a straight movement was called the error. The 
moment of maximum error (ME) was determined by finding the maximum perpendicular 
displacement after movement onset. The aiming error (AE), our primary measure of the 
error in each movement, was then the angle between a straight line movement and a line 
from the starting position to the position of ME. A learning index (LI) was also calculated 
based on the amount of AE in force field trials versus catch trials. This measure of learning 
has been described previously (Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2003; Maschke et al., 2004a) 
and corrects for subjects stiffening the arm in force field trials to compensate for movement 
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errors. When stiffening the arm, performance in force field trials will improve, but catch 
trials will not show a significant AE error in the opposite direction (Smith and Shadmehr, 
2005). The LI was calculated as follows: 
cursor from the line determining a straight movement was called the error. The moment of 
maximum error (ME) was determined by finding the maximum perpendicular displacement after 
movement onset. The aiming error (AE), our primary measure of the error in each movement, 
was then the angle between a straight line movement and a line from the starting position to the 
position of ME. A learning index (LI) was also calculated based on the amount of AE in force 
field trials versus catch trials. This measure of learning has been described previously 
(Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2003; Maschke et al., 2004a) and corrects for subjects stiffening 
the arm in force field trials to compensate for movement errors. When stiffening the arm, 
performance in force field trials will improve, but catch trials will not show a significant AE 
error in the opposite direction (Smith and Shadmehr, 2005). The LI was calculated as follows:  
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 =
hijklmn	opqkrs
|hijklmn	opqkrs|P|hiuvpmw	uqwrx	opqkrs|
 (Eq. 1) 
In this definition, learning indexes can range between -1 and 1, with values between -1 and 0 
indicating no learning and a LI of 1 indicating maximum learning. The LI was calculated per bin 
of seven consecutive trials (six force field trials and one catch trial). To assess final performance 
values, the LI was calculated over a bin of 36 trials (30 force field trials and 6 catch trials in each 
target direction). Mixed design ANOVAs in SPSS (SPSS Statistics 23.0; IBM) were used to test 
for differences in average movement times and speeds, with the between factor group (cerebellar 
subjects or healthy controls) and within factors stimulation type (cerebellum, M1 or sham) and 
set number. Greenhouse-Geisser adjustments were performed where appropriate. Differences in 
aiming errors during adaptation and washout were tested with a linear mixed model assuming 
compound symmetry for the fixed effects of group, simulation type and bin number. Differences 
in final learning indices were tested with the fixed effects of group and stimulation type. The 
unknown parameters in all mixed models were estimated via restricted maximum likelihood 
 (Eq. 1)
In this definition, learning indexes can range between -1 and 1, with values between -1 and 
0 indicating no learning and a LI of 1 indicating maximum learning. The LI was calculated 
per bin of seven consecutive trials (six force field trials and one catch trial). To assess final 
performance values, the LI was calculated over a bin of 36 trials (30 force field trials and 6 
catch trials in each target direction). Mixed design ANOVAs in SPSS (SPSS Statistics 23.0; 
IBM) were used to test for differences in average movement times and speeds, with the 
between factor group (cerebellar subjects or healthy controls) and within factors stimulation 
type (cerebellum, M1 or sham) and set number. Greenhouse-Geisser adjustments were 
performed where appropri e. Differences in ai ing er ors duri g adaptation and washout 
were tested with a linear mixed model assuming compound symmetry for the fixed effects 
of group, simulation type and bin number. Differences in final learning indices were 
tested with the fixed effects of group and stimulation type. The unknown parameters in 
all mixed models were estimated via restricted maximum likelihood estimation and we 
report adjusted type III errors for the fixed effects. The degrees of freedom were estimated 
via Satterthwaite approximation. The linear mixed models described are essentially similar 
to a repeated measures ANOVA, but also allowed us to control for a continuous covariate 
( ovement time). Furthermore, order effects were analyzed by testing with measurement 
day as a factor, instead of stimulation type, for both aiming errors and final learning indices. 
The p-values of pairwise comparisons were adjusted for multiple comparisons using the 
Bonferroni correction. Null results were tested for equivalence using the TOST-procedure 
(Schuirmann, 1987; Seaman and Serlin, 1998). 
MR imaging
MR images in cerebellar subjects and their age-matched controls consisted of high-
resolution three-dimensional T1-weighted MPRAGE scans using a 3T MRI scanner 
(Siemens Magnetom Skyra) with a 20-channel head/neck coil [TR, 2500 ms; TE = 4.37 ms, 
TI = 1100 ms; flip angle 7 deg; matrix, 256 x 100; voxel size 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm³]. All MR 
scans were evaluated by an experienced neuroradiologist (SLG). None of the participants 
had radiological pathologies outside the cerebellum.
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VBM 
A voxel-based morphometry analysis was applied to the cerebellum of each subject as 
described previously (Hulst et al., 2015; Taig et al., 2012). The procedure will be briefly 
explained. The analysis was automated with an in-house program written for MATLAB 
8.5 using the SUIT toolbox (version 3.1) (Diedrichsen et al., 2009), implemented in 
SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12). First, each subjects’ brain was 
segmented into grey matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid. Next, the grey matter 
of each subjects’ cerebellum was normalized onto the template SUIT cerebellum. Each 
normalized cerebellum was then smoothed using a 6 x 6 x 6 mm3 median filter. To test for 
differences in grey matter volume between cerebellar subjects and age-matched controls, 
a paired sample t-test was performed on the grey matter volume of individual voxels. The 
resulting map of t-scores was smoothed using a minimum filter, substituting each voxel 
with the minimum t-score in a 3 x 3 x 3 mm3 neighborhood. To correct for multiple testing, 
500 permutations maps of the original dataset were generated where, for each permutation, 
the match between MRI data and subject category (cerebellar subject or control) was 
randomized. The maximum t-score of each min-filtered permutation map was determined 
and a significance threshold was calculated by taking the 95th percentile of all maximum 
t-scores. Voxels with t-scores above the significance threshold in the original grey matter 
map were defined as significant. The result of this analysis was an assessment of the grey 
matter volume difference between cerebellar subjects and healthy controls on a voxel-by-
voxel basis. To assess the correlation of the final learning index with cerebellar volume, 
Spearman’s correlations between grey matter volume and final LI were calculated for both 
subject groups separately. Similarly to our analysis of t-scores, 500 permutations of the 
original dataset were generated and the significance threshold was calculated by taking the 
95th percentile of all maximum correlations. The result of this analysis was an assessment 
of the correlation between grey matter volume and learning within the group of cerebellar 
subjects and within the group of healthy controls. 
Experiment 2
The first experiment was carried out using a crossover design, testing the same subjects 
over multiple sessions under different stimulation conditions. A within-subject design has 
increased power over a between-subject design, which is an advantage when it is difficult 
to recruit enough subjects for a sufficiently powered between-subject experiment (like 
in the case of cerebellar patients). However, crossover designs can introduce carryover 
effects between measurement sessions. Although literature has described limited carryover 
effects during force field-adaptation when proper washout is applied (Caithness, 2004), to 
eliminate the possibility of carryover effects influencing consecutive measurement sessions, 
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an additional between-subject experiment was carried out. The experimental procedures of 
this second experiment were largely similar to the first experiment with several important 
differences described below.
Thirty young healthy controls were recruited (17 females; mean age ± SD of 23.9 ± 2.7 years; 
range 18–29 years) and gave informed oral and written consent. All subjects were measured 
during one session of the task described in Experiment 1. Ten subjects received sham 
stimulation of the cerebellum, ten subjects received anodal stimulation of the cerebellum 
and ten subjects received cathodal stimulation of the cerebellum. No subjects received 
stimulation of M1. Other stimulation parameters were equal to Experiment 1. On average, 
subjects were stimulated for approximately 22 minutes (mean duration 1,343 ± SD 114 
seconds). The processing and analysis of behavioral data matched the methods described 
in Experiment 1. Approximately 2.7% of all movements were filtered, with the amount of 
filtered trials not being significantly different between groups [F(2, 29) = 1.98, p = 0.16; range 
0.2% - 9.9%]. No MRI data was collected from these subjects.
RESULTS
Experiment 1: Movement times and speeds
An analysis of average movement times indicated no differences between cerebellar subjects 
and controls or a main effect of set and stimulation, but did uncover an interaction of set and 
group (Table 2). Analysis of the average movement speeds revealed a significant main effect 
of group and an interaction between set and group (Table 2). Whereas control subjects on 
average tended to speed up during the experiment, cerebellar subjects slowed down (Figure 
2). Importantly, movement times and speeds in the set with velocity dependent force field 
trials (set 4) were not significantly different [movement time, pairwise comparisons, p = 
0.22; speed, pairwise comparisons, p = 0.10], thus control subjects and cerebellar subjects 
were exposed to similar perturbation magnitudes. 
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Table 2. ANOVAs of average movement times and speeds.
ANOVA Factors F statistics p 
Average movement time
Between Group F(1, 36) = 2.48 0.12
Within Set F(1.76, 63.4) = 2.81 0.07
Set*Group F(1.76, 63.4) = 6.183 0.005*
Stimulation F(2, 72) = 0.08 0.92
Stimulation*Group F(2, 72) = 0.70 0.5
Set*Stimulation F(3.81, 137) = 1.12 0.35
Set*Stimulation*Group F(3.81, 137) = 0.61 0.65
Average movement speed
Between Group F(1, 36) = 4.50 0.04*
Within Set F(2.18, 78.5) = 2.42 0.09
Set*Group F(2.18, 78.5) = 8.5 <0.001*
Stimulation F(2, 72) = 0.03 0.97
Stimulation*Group F(2, 72) = 1.06 0.35
Set*Stimulation F(3.19, 115) = 1.35 0.26
    Set*Stimulation*Group F(3.19, 115) = 0.84 0.48
Boldface highlights important (in-text) comparisons. * = significant at the α = 0.05 level. 
Figure 2. Average movement times of age-matched controls in blue (n = 19) and cerebellar subjects (n = 19) in 
red. Movement times in this figure are averaged over all stimulation types. Movement times were calculated from 
movement onset to the moment the cursor extinguished after moving out of a 10 cm radius from the starting 
position. Set number 4 refers to the set with force field-perturbation trials. Error bars indicate standard error of 
the mean. There was no significant difference in movement times of the fourth set between age-matched controls 
and cerebellar subjects [pairwise comparisons, p = 0.22].
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Data per subject
An overview of the raw data of one healthy control subject and one cerebellar subject from 
an adaptation set can be found in Figure 3. Movement trajectories initially deviate strongly 
from a straight trajectory in both the control and cerebellar subject. The control subject is 
able to adapt to the force field perturbation and produces straighter movement trajectories 
later in the set (Figure 3A). As a consequence, the average aiming error of the control 
subject during the force field set decreases, while the aiming error in the negative direction 
in catch trials increases. This in turn leads to a higher learning index for the control subject, 
indicating adaptation to the force field perturbation. In contrast, the cerebellar subject 
maintains curved movement trajectories throughout the adaptation set (Figure 3B). The 
average aiming error does not significantly decrease during the set, and catch trials do not 
show an increase in aiming errors in the negative direction. Evidently, the learning index 
in the cerebellar subject does not consistently increase during the adaptation set. These 
observations generalized to other control and cerebellar subjects in the experiment and are 
consistent with observations of force field adaptation in controls and patients in previous 
studies (Donchin et al., 2012; Smith and Shadmehr, 2005).
Movement trajectories and perpendicular velocities
Next, average movement trajectories and perpendicular velocities were compared between 
stimulation types in control subjects and cerebellar subjects. Figure 4 depicts the movement 
trajectories and perpendicular velocities during the last baseline trials and various stages of 
the force field set (early, middle and late adaptation). During the last trials of the baseline set 
(bins 11-12), the movement trajectories were relatively straight in both control and cerebellar 
subjects, and there was no apparent difference between the stimulation types (Figure 4A 
and 4C). During early adaptation (bins 1-2 of the force field set), movement trajectories 
of control and cerebellar subjects deviated strongly from a straight trajectory to the target. 
Control subjects adapted more quickly and adequately to the force field perturbation than 
cerebellar subjects, illustrated by straighter movement trajectories in the middle of the set 
(bins 12-13) and late in the set (bins 23-24). Importantly, in both groups, the development 
of the average movement trajectories was indistinguishable between stimulation types. This 
observation will be quantified when aiming errors are analyzed below (see Average aiming 
errors).
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A
B
Control subject
Cerebellar subject
Figure 3. Movement trajectories, aiming errors and learning indices from two typical subjects during the 
adaptation set of a single experimental session. A: Healthy control subject (C05, Table 1). B: Cerebellar subject 
(P19, Table 1). The left panel displays movement trajectories early and late in adaptation. Blue lines represent 
movement trajectories of the first twelve movements in the set and red solid lines represent movement trajectories 
of the last twelve movements in the set. The target locations are depicted by white circles. The middle panel 
shows aiming errors (degrees) of perturbed trials and catch trials corresponding to the same set of the movement 
trajectories. The blue solid line represents the average aiming error during force field trials. Aiming errors were 
averaged over bins of six trials. Red stars represent the aiming error of catch trials. When a subject adapts to the 
force field, the average aiming error will decrease and catch trials will show increasing errors in the opposite 
direction of the force. The right panel displays the learning index during the force field set. The learning index was 
calculated over bins of six perturbed trials and one catch trial. The blue line represents the average learning index 
during adaptation. The red area of the plot represents the bins over which the final learning index was calculated 
(last six bins). 
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The perpendicular velocity traces painted a similar picture. Control subjects demonstrated 
smaller perpendicular velocities than cerebellar subjects, earlier in the set (Figure 4B and 
4D). Furthermore, only control subjects developed a slight overcompensation for the 
perturbation early in the movement, illustrated by the negative perpendicular velocity 
around 50-60 ms in the second half of the set. This is regarded as a characteristic of force 
field learning in healthy individuals (Izawa et al., 2008), and is reduced in individuals with 
cerebellar damage (Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2010). Previously, tDCS effects have 
been described on the development of overcompensation in force field learning (Herzfeld et 
al., 2014a). However, tDCS effects on perpendicular velocity during overcompensation were 
not apparent in this experiment. This observation was quantified by performing a statistical 
analysis on perpendicular velocity at the moment of maximum overcompensation, defined 
as 55 ms after movement onset (between factor: group, within factor: stimulation type, 
bin number). As with the movement trajectories, the perpendicular velocity traces were 
indistinguishable between stimulation types in control subjects and cerebellar subjects [F(2, 
71.1) = 1.03 p = 0.36, 95% CIs of difference [-0.19 cm/s, 0.06 cm/s] and [-0.19 cm/s, 0.06 
cm/s] for sham vs M1 stimulation and sham vs cerebellum stimulation respectively], while 
cerebellar subjects did not show overcompensation compared to controls [F(1, 35.1) = 13.4, p 
= 0.001]. 
Average aiming errors
Figure 5 provides an overview of the development of average aiming errors during all sets 
in control subjects and cerebellar subjects. Aiming errors in control and cerebellar subjects 
reach near zero values during baseline and do not differ between stimulation conditions 
[F(2, 71.1) = 0.67, p = 0.51, 95% CIs of difference [-0.43°, 1.12°] and [-0.50°, 1.06°] for sham 
vs M1 stimulation and sham vs cerebellum stimulation respectively]. Equivalency between 
stimulation types during baseline was established with the smallest effect size of interest 
(SESOI) set at -1 and +1 degrees [p = 0.02 and p = 0.01 for sham vs M1 stimulation and 
sham vs cerebellum stimulation respectively]. 
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Bin Number
Controls
Cerebellar group
Figure 5. Mean aiming errors. A: Mean aiming errors of healthy ageing controls (n = 19). B: Mean aiming errors 
of cerebellar subjects (n = 19). Mean aiming errors (degrees) are shown during baseline (set 1-3), force field 
adaptation (set 4) and washout (set 5) for sham (black), M1 (red) and cerebellum (blue) stimulation. Aiming 
errors were averaged over bins of 6 movements. Set 4 and Set 5 were corrected for baseline movement biases. The 
shaded area represents the sets in which tDCS was applied. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. There 
was no significant difference in mean aiming errors of the adaptation set between stimulation types [F(2, 71.2) = 2.31, 
p = 0.11]. 
Initially, aiming errors are high in the positive direction during the force field set, but 
decrease as subjects adapt to the perturbation. Control subjects make movements with 
negative aiming errors (towards the direction of the force field) in the beginning of the 
washout set, exhibiting an after-effect of the perturbation. To assess the effects of tDCS 
during adaptation and washout, we analyzed the means of aiming errors of healthy controls 
and cerebellar subjects in the fourth and fifth set. This analysis did not reveal a main effect of 
stimulation type in both the adaptation set and the washout set and there was no significant 
interaction of stimulation and group in the adaptation set and washout set (Table 3). When 
comparing mean aiming errors of controls and cerebellar subjects, we found a significant 
difference during adaptation, but not of after-effects in the washout set (Table 3). The 
analysis further revealed a main effect of bin number in the adaptation set and interaction 
effects of bin number and group, indicating that subjects significantly decrease aiming 
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errors as the set progresses, but healthy controls more than cerebellar subjects (Table 3). 
In the washout set we saw similar main effects of bin number and interaction effects of 
bin number and group, indicating different washout effects between healthy controls and 
cerebellar subjects (Table 3). 
Table 3. Linear mixed model aiming errors with movement time as continuous covariate.
Linear mixed model Fixed effects F statistics p
Aiming errors adaptation
Between Group F(1, 36.2) = 23.6 <0.001*
Within Bin F(23, 828) = 39.9 <0.001*
Bin*Group F(23, 828) = 6.16 <0.001*
Stimulation F(2, 71.2) = 2.31 0.11
Stimulation*Group F(2, 71.6) = 0.86 0.43
Bin*Stimulation F(46, 1656) = 0.84 0.77
  Bin*Stimulation*Group F(46, 1656) = 0.74 0.90
Aiming errors washout      
Between Group F(1, 38) = 0.30 0.59
Within Bin F(13, 470) = 10.9 <0.001*
Bin*Group F(13, 468) = 6.94 <0.001*
Stimulation F(2, 71.9) = 1.01 0.37
Stimulation*Group F(2, 71.7) = 1.07 0.35
Bin*Stimulation F(26, 934) = 1.36 0.11
    Bin*Stimulation*Group F(26, 933) = 0.95 0.54
Boldface highlights important (in-text) comparisons. * = significant at the α = 0.05 level.
To investigate the null result of stimulation on average aiming errors during the adaptation 
set, group means were tested for equivalency and 95% confidence intervals of differences 
were calculated. Although equivalency between group means could not be established 
(SESOI = [-1°, +1°], p = 0.35 for sham vs M1 stimulation and p = 0.29 for sham vs 
cerebellum stimulation), the confidence intervals show the differences between sham and 
M1 stimulation (95% CI of difference [-1.91°, 0.22°]) and sham and cerebellum stimulation 
(95% CI of difference [-1.83°, 0.30°]) are small. Furthermore, the mean aiming error of sham 
stimulation (8.98° ± SE 0.58°) was on average slightly lower than M1 stimulation (9.83° ± 
SE 0.58°) and cerebellar stimulation (9.74° ± SE 0.58°), which is against the prediction of 
improved learning with anodal tDCS. 
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Similar analyses were performed to investigate the null result of stimulation in the washout 
set. Equivalency could not be established between sham and M1 stimulation (SESOI = 
[-1°, +1°], p = 0.06), but could be established between sham and cerebellar stimulation 
(p = 0.01). During washout the differences between sham and M1 stimulation (95% CI 
of difference [-1.30°, 0.39°]) and sham and cerebellar stimulation (95% CI of difference 
[-0.91°, 0.77°]) were also small. Two additional analyses were performed to compare aiming 
errors in the second baseline set with aiming errors in the washout set. This revealed that 
control subjects initially made movements with negative aiming errors in the washout set, 
which differentiated significantly from aiming errors in the second baseline set [F(1, 35.9) = 
11.1, p = 0.002], indicating an after-effect of the force field-perturbation. Cerebellar subjects 
made movements in the washout set which could not be distinguished from baseline set 
movements [F(1, 35.3) = 0.80, p = 0.38], indicating no after-effects in cerebellar subjects. 
Next, aiming errors were analyzed over measurement day to test for carryover effects. The 
analysis of aiming errors over measurement day was carried out separately for control 
subjects and cerebellar subjects, because we noticed a marked decrease in the means of 
controls with measurement day, but not in cerebellar subjects. For control subjects there 
was a significant effect of measurement day [F(2, 35.0) = 4.82, p = 0.01]. The mean aiming 
error of the first day (7.71° ± SE 0.52°) was significantly higher than the third day (6.44° ± 
SE 0.52°, p = 0.02) and there was a trend of a difference between the first day and second 
day (6.67 ± SE 0.52°, p = 0.06), both indicating a slight carryover effect. The 95% CIs for 
the difference in means were [-0.04°, 2.14°] for day 1 vs day 2 and [0.17°, 2.38°] for day 1 
vs day 3. 
No significant effect of measurement day could be detected in the cerebellar group [F(2, 36.0) 
= 0.11, p = 0.89]. Although equivalency between measurement days in cerebellar subjects 
was not established (SESOI = [-1°, +1°], p = 0.19 and p = 0.15 for day 1 vs day 2 and day 
1 vs day 3 respectively), no indication of a carryover effect was observed in the means of 
aiming errors (day 1: 12.2° ± SE 1.01°, day 2: 11.9° ± SE 1.01°, day 3: 12.2° ± SE 1.01°) or 
95% CIs of differences in means ([-1.54°, 2.20°] for day 1 vs day 2 and [-1.82°, 1.93°] for day 
1 vs day 3). We also separately analyzed aiming errors of subjects during the first session 
only. This can be regarded as a between-subject comparison of the stimulation effect during 
the first session (i.e. without possible carry-over effects). Here as well, we could not detect 
stimulation effects on average aiming errors [F(2, 31.8) = 1.66, p = 0.21]. The power of this 
between-subject analysis is low due to the limited amount of subjects (n = 6 or 7 for each 
stimulation type), but the results are in accordance with the findings of the main results 
of the within-subject experiment. Figure 6 provides an overview of the development of 
aiming errors on the first day of measurement. From the figure one could conclude there 
is a trend of a difference between the stimulation types in the cerebellar patient group, i.e. 
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the cerebellar stimulation group seems to be learning slower than other stimulation types. 
However, this is due to one particularly slow learner in the cerebellar stimulation group on 
the first day.
A
B
tDCS
tDCS
tDCS
tDCS
Bin Number
Controls
Cerebellar group
Figure 6. Mean aiming errors first day. A: Mean aiming errors of healthy ageing controls on the first measurement 
day (n = 6/7). B: Mean aiming errors of cerebellar subjects on the first measurement day (n = 6/7). Mean aiming 
errors (degrees) are shown during baseline (set 1-3), force field adaptation (set 4) and washout (set 5) for sham 
(black), M1 (red) and cerebellum (blue) stimulation. Aiming errors were averaged over bins of 6 movements. Set 
4 and Set 5 were corrected for baseline movement biases. The shaded area represents the sets in which tDCS was 
applied. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. There was no significant difference in mean aiming errors 
of the adaptation set between stimulation types [F(2, 31.8) = 1.66, p = 0.21]. 
To test whether non-significant stimulation effects were due to a lack in statistical power, a 
post hoc power analysis was conducted in G*Power (Faul et al., 2007), as well as a simulation-
based power analysis. The simulation-based power analysis was carried out to control for 
differences in repeated measure ANOVAs and our statistical model, since G*Power can 
calculate power of RM ANOVAs, but not of linear mixed models. In the stimulation-
based approach we approximated power by generating many (n = 1000 per effect size) 
permutations of the original dataset where the alternative hypothesis was true. That is, for 
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each of the permutations the true effect of tDCS was not zero, with effect sizes ranging 
between 0.05 and 1.00. Then, we calculated the fixed effect of tDCS for each permutation 
and determined the proportion of significant simulations (p < 0.05) for each effect size. 
We wanted to find out what the minimum effect size necessary was to reliably reject the 
null hypothesis and how sensitive our experiment was in picking up clinically relevant 
stimulation effects. While calculated power was generally similar between G*Power and 
simulations, in cases where there was a small difference, we report the results of the analysis 
with the lowest power.
For two groups of 19 subjects (total n = 38) with α = 0.05 and 1 – β = 0.80, we calculated 
we could reliably reject the null hypothesis if the true effect size was f = 0.21 or higher (d ≥ 
0.42). Taking into account carryover effects, we also calculated the minimum true effect size 
required if we only conducted the experiment in one subject group (total n = 19) (e.g. only 
the cerebellar group). With α = 0.05 and 1 – β = 0.80 and n = 19, we could reliably reject 
the null hypothesis if the true effect size was f = 0.30 or higher (d ≥ 0.6). This would mean 
that, given the standard deviation of the cerebellar group, we could reliably detect aiming 
errors of 2.6° degrees and larger. To put this into perspective, the difference in aiming error 
between control subjects and cerebellar subjects we found is about 5°. Galea et al. report 
a difference of approximately 5° between sham and cerebellar stimulation during reaching 
adaptation in a group of young controls (Galea et al., 2010a). A recent study by Jalali et al. 
report a Cohen’s d of 0.7 of pooled experimental data (difference of ± 2.6°) in similar tasks 
and young control subjects (Jalali et al., 2017). Others have suggested a true effect size of 
tDCS around d = 0.5, depending on the task (Hashemirad et al., 2016; Minarik et al., 2016). 
We thus fully expected to pick up on clinically relevant stimulation effects, even in groups 
of 19 subjects.
Learning index
The final measure of performance for each stimulation type was calculated by taking the 
learning index of the last 6 bins (30 force field trials and 6 catch trials in each target direction). 
An overview of the development of the learning index through the adaptation set averaged 
over stimulation types is shown in Figure 7. As expected, healthy controls initially improve 
their performance strongly, after which they plateau around a mean learning index of 0.68 
± SD 0.10. The increase of the learning index in cerebellar subjects is much less consistent, 
with a mean learning index of 0.31 ± SD 0.11 at the end of the adaptation set.
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Figure 7. Learning index during the adaptation set averaged across stimulation types for age-matched controls (n 
= 19) and cerebellar subjects (n = 19). Learning index was calculated for each bin of 7 trials (6 force field trials and 
one catch trial). A value of 1 indicates full adaptation to the force field perturbation, while values between 0 and 
-1 indicate no learning. Shaded area depicts standard error of the mean. There was no significant difference in the 
final learning index between stimulation types [F(2, 72.1) = 0.41, p = 0.67].
The final learning index was significantly different between cerebellar participants and healthy 
subjects (Table 4). Importantly, the final learning index was not affected by stimulation type 
and there was no interaction of stimulation type and group (Table 4). Equivalency between 
stimulation types could not be established (SESOI = [-0.05, 0.05], p = 0.09 for sham vs M1 
stimulation and p = 0.27 for sham vs cerebellum stimulation). There was a trend for an 
effect of session number when comparing final learning over experimental sessions instead 
of stimulation type, indicating possible interference of previous measurement days (Table 
4). As was investigated when aiming errors were analyzed, the source of this difference 
was a carryover effect of measurement day in the healthy control group. When analyzing 
the final learning index in controls over measurement day, pairwise comparisons revealed 
significantly higher final learning indices of the third measurement day in comparison with 
the first day (mean difference = 0.07, p = 0.02).
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Table 4. Linear mixed model final learning index with movement time as continuous covariate. 
Linear mixed model Fixed effects F statistic p
Final learning index 
(over stimulation type) Between Group F(1, 35.7) = 185 <0.001*
Within Stimulation F(2, 72.1) = 0.41 0.67
    Stimulation*Group F(2, 73.0) = 1.42 0.25
Final learning index 
(over measurement order) Between Group F(1, 35.6) = 187 <0.001*
Within Day F(2, 73.0) = 2.78 0.07
    Day*Group F(2, 72.5) = 1.87 0.16
Boldface highlights important (in-text) comparisons. * = significant at the α = 0.05 level.
The learning index required the use of catch trials to calculate. Catch trials can cause a 
non-trivial amount of trial-by-trial unlearning (Thoroughman and Shadmehr, 2000) which 
in combination with improved (un)learning due to tDCS could lead to complex mixed 
results. However, not using catch trials during the adaptation set is not optimal, as catch 
trials give us a measure of the internal state of the motor system and allow us to assess 
whether subjects are stiffening the arm in response to the force field perturbation. As a 
way to assure unlearning by catch trials was not affected by stimulation type, the difference 
between perpendicular displacement right before a catch trial and directly after a catch trial 
in the healthy control group was assessed as follows:
Unlearning	=	PDcatchtrial+1	-		PDcatchtrial-1	(Eq. 2) 
The analysis revealed no effect of stimulation on unlearning, but did reveal a significant effect of 
catch trial number (Table 5). The mean value of unlearning per catch trial was about 0.80 cm ± 
SE 0.06 cm for each of the stimulation types. Unlearning was stronger in the beginning of the 
adaptation set, than later in the adaptation set, which can be explained by a motor memory which 
is more resistant to unlearning later in the set (i.e. more ‘slow learning’, (Smith et al., 2006). In 
all, the analysis shows unlearning by catch trials during the adaptation set is not affected by 
stimulation type and complex mixed results are thus unlikely.  
Linear mixed model Fixed effects F statistic p 
Unlearning     
 Within Stimulation F(2, 35.0) = 1.00 0.38 
 
 Catch trial F(23, 412) = 17.8 <0.001* 
    Stimulation*Catch trial F(46, 821) = 0.83 0.79 
Table 5. Linear mixed model unlearning with movement time as continuous covariate. Boldface highlights important 
(in-text) comparisons. * = significant at the α = 0.05 level. 
Voxel-based morphometry 
Figure 8 shows a cerebellar map of the difference in grey matter volume between healthy 
controls and cerebellar subjects on a voxel-by-voxel basis, reported in t-scores. The significance 
threshold as estimated by the permutation analysis was set at t = -3.94 and t = 3.93, meaning 
voxels with t-scores below -3.94 and t-scores above 3.93 were significant. Voxel t-scores ranged 
between -10.62 and 1.66, yielding 44.02% of voxels as significant, with significant voxels only 
being negative t-scores. The highest percentage of significant voxels was found in the anterior 
lobe (lobule I-V) and superior parts of the posterior cerebellar lobe (lobule VI). This confirms 
earlier observations where the strongest degeneration in cerebellar patients was also found in the 
anterior and superior cerebellum (Hulst et al., 2015), although that study also reports strong 
(Eq. 2)
The analysis revealed no effect of stimulation on unlearning, but did reveal a significant 
effect of catch trial number (Table 5). The mean value of unlearning per catch trial was 
about 0.80 cm ± SE 0.06 cm for each of the stimulation types. Unlearning was stronger in 
the beginning of the adaptation set, than later in the adaptation set, which can be explained 
by a motor memory which is more resistant to unlearning later in the set (i.e. more ‘slow 
learning’, (Smith et al., 2006). In all, the analysis shows unlearning by catch trials during 
the adaptation set is not affected by stimulation type and complex mixed results are thus 
unlikely. 
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Table 5. Linear mixed model unlearning with movement time as continuous covariate. 
Linear mixed model Fixed effects F statistic p
Unlearning
Within Stimulation F(2, 35.0) = 1.00 0.38
Catch trial F(23, 412) = 17.8 <0.001*
    Stimulation*Catch trial F(46, 821) = 0.83 0.79
Boldface highlights important (in-text) comparisons. * = significant at the α = 0.05 level.
Voxel-based morphometry
Figure 8 shows a cerebellar map of the difference in grey matter volume between healthy 
controls and cerebellar subjects on a voxel-by-voxel basis, reported in t-scores. The 
significance threshold as estimated by the permutation analysis was set at t = -3.94 and t 
= 3.93, meaning voxels with t-scores below -3.94 and t-scores above 3.93 were significant. 
Voxel t-scores ranged between -10.62 and 1.66, yielding 44.02% of voxels as significant, with 
significant voxels only being negative t-scores. The highest percentage of significant voxels 
was found in the anterior lobe (lobule I-V) and superior parts of the posterior cerebellar 
lobe (lobule VI). This confirms earlier observations where the strongest degeneration in 
cerebellar patients was also found in the anterior and superior cerebellum (Hulst et al., 
2015), although that study also reports strong degeneration of the more inferior parts of the 
posterior cerebellum (in particular lobule VII). Previous studies have found that integrity 
of the anterior lobe of the cerebellum, in particular lobule IV and lobule V, is important 
for adaptation to force-field perturbations (Donchin et al., 2012; Rabe et al., 2009). Thus, 
the loss of cerebellar volume in the anterior lobe of the cerebellum is the likely cause of the 
observed motor impairments in cerebellar patients.
Analysis of the correlation between the final learning index and grey matter volume yielded 
no results in both healthy control subjects (correlation thresholds between r = -0.72 and r = 
0.75, voxel correlations between r = -0.47 and r = 0.45, no significant voxels) and cerebellar 
subjects (correlation thresholds between r = -0.74 and r = 0.75, voxel correlations between 
r = -0.39 and r = 0.67, no significant voxels). This is likely due to conservative corrections 
for multiple testing and the low amount of variance in the final learning index of cerebellar 
subjects.
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Figure 8. Slices of the cerebellum showing t-scores of the grey matter volume difference between cerebellar 
subjects and controls (MNI-coordinates). A threshold was set at the calculated significance threshold, meaning 
that each voxel with a t-score that is less strong than −3.94 is color-coded as black. Low significant t-scores are 
color-coded as blue, while high significant t-scores are color-coded as green. Definition of lobule anatomy and 
nomenclature as described in Diedrichsen et al., 2009. Cr I=Crus I, Cr II=Crus II.
Experiment 2
The second experiment was analyzed using the same methodology described in Experiment 
1. We will summarize the most important results and the effects of cerebellar stimulation on 
our main performance measures. 
Average movement times and movement speed indicated no differences between stimulation 
types, but did uncover a main effect of set number (Table 6). Like elderly controls, young 
controls tended to speed up during the course of the experiment. Movement times in the 
first set were about 100 ms longer (353 ms ± SE 19.9) than in the last set (255 ms ± SE 18.2), 
and were comparable to movement times of the elderly control group [unpaired t-test, t(84.9) 
= -1.66 p = 0.10]. A univariate test of mean movement times [F(2, 27) = 0.37, p = 0.69] and 
movement speeds [F(2, 27) = 0.30, p = 0.74] in the fourth set revealed no differences between 
the three stimulation types, indicating all groups were exposed to similar perturbation 
magnitudes. 
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Table 6. ANOVAs of average movement times and speeds. 
ANOVA Factors F statistics p 
Average movement time
Between Stimulation F(2, 27) = 0.69 0.51
Within Set F(2.04, 64.1) = 13.5 <0.001*
Set*Stimulation F(4.08, 64.1) = 0.28 0.71
Average movement speed      
Between Stimulation F(2, 27) = 0.41 0.67
Within Set F(2.47, 66.6) = 10.9 <0.001*
    Set*Stimulation F(4.93, 66.6) = 0.28 0.92
Boldface highlights important (in-text) comparisons. * = significant at the α = 0.05 level.
Secondly, perpendicular velocities were analyzed at the moment of maximal 
overcompensation. Like elderly controls, young control subjects developed an 
overcompensation to the force field perturbation around the 55 ms mark of a movement. 
Negative perpendicular velocities during the beginning of a movement were observed in 
all stimulation types as the adaptation set progressed. No difference between stimulation 
types could be detected at 55 ms [F(2, 26.8) = 0.27, p = 0.78]. Here, as well, the magnitude of 
the overcompensation in young controls was comparable to that of healthy elderly controls 
[-0.75 cm/s ± SE 0.14 vs -0.65 cm/s ± SE 0.10 in the final bin of the set, unpaired t-test, t(85) 
= -0.51 p = 0.61].
Next, the development of average aiming errors during the experiment was plotted and 
investigated (Figure 9). Young controls, like healthy elderly controls, learn to adapt to the 
perturbation quickly and exhibit aiming errors at the end of learning with near-zero values. 
Also, like in elderly controls, an aftereffect was observed during the washout phase of the 
experiment (Figure 9). No difference was found between the average of aiming errors of the 
adaptation set between young and elderly controls [unpaired t-test, t(85) = -0.32 p = 0.75].
Importantly, no stimulation effects could be detected in young controls in the baseline set 
[F(2, 27.4) = 0.44, p = 0.65, 95% CIs of difference [-1.95°, 1.31°] for sham vs cathodal and 
[-1.34°, 1.90°] for sham vs anodal], as well as the adaptation set [F(2, 25.7) = 0.10, p = 0.91, 
95% CIs of difference [-3.19°, 4.10°] for sham vs cathodal and [-3.05°, 4.24°] for sham vs 
anodal] and washout set [F(2, 27.1) = 0.03, p = 0.97, 95% CIs of difference [-2.87°, 3.11°] for 
sham vs cathodal and [-2.72°, 3.25°] for sham vs anodal]. Here as well, we were interested 
in how sensitive our experiment was in detecting stimulation effects. Given α = 0.05 and 
1 – β = 0.80, we calculated we could reliably reject the null hypothesis if the true effect size 
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was f = 0.43 or higher (d ≥ 0.86). This meant we could detect a true effect in aiming errors 
of 2.72° or more. Although less sensitive than Experiment 1, we would argue that it is still 
reasonable to expect stimulation effects which are as large or larger than this. 
Lastly, we investigated the effect of stimulation of the cerebellum on the final learning 
index. The final learning index reached values which were on average a little higher than 
the final learning index of elderly controls [0.74 ± SD 0.12, unpaired t-test, t(85) = 2.22, p = 
0.03], indicating young controls achieve slightly higher final learning than elderly controls. 
Importantly, here as well, no effects of stimulation were detected [F(2, 26) = 0.52, p = 0.60]. 
Equivalency between group means could not be established for all of the aforementioned 
measures under the equivalency criteria from Experiment 1. 
Young controls
Figure 9. Mean aiming errors of young controls (n = 30, n =10 for each stimulation type). Mean aiming errors 
(degrees) are shown during baseline (set 1-3), force field adaptation (set 4) and washout (set 5) for sham (black), 
cathodal (red) and anodal (blue) stimulation of the cerebellum. Aiming errors were averaged over bins of 6 
movements. Set 4 and Set 5 were corrected for baseline movement biases. The shaded area represents the sets in 
which tDCS was applied. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. There was no significant difference in 
mean aiming errors of the adaptation set between stimulation types [F(2, 25.7) = 0.10, p = 0.91].
DISCUSSION
As expected, individuals with cerebellar degeneration were slower to adapt to force field-
perturbations and displayed no after-effects in the washout phase. These findings are in 
line with earlier work on motor adaptation in cerebellar patients (Maschke et al., 2004a; 
Tseng et al., 2007). Against our expectations, cerebellar subjects did not benefit from 
transcranial direct current stimulation. Cerebellar subjects did not adapt more quickly to 
force field-perturbations during stimulation of the cerebellum or primary motor cortex 
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when compared to sham stimulation. Similarly, retention in the washout phase did not 
improve after stimulation of the cerebellum or M1 when compared to sham stimulation. No 
effects of transcranial direct current stimulation were observed in the elderly age-matched 
controls as well as young controls. 
In short, we were unable to detect faster learning rates and higher retention after anodal 
stimulation, which is in contrast with previous reports [for review, see Buch et al., 2016]. 
We cannot exclude, however, that tDCS elicits behavioral improvements under different 
task and stimulation parameters, in larger subject populations, or that carryover effects 
have masked potential benefits of tDCS in elderly controls. Nonetheless, our results suggest 
that tDCS of the cerebellum or M1, using currently available stimulation techniques, is 
unlikely to lead to improvements which are clinically relevant for cerebellar patients. When 
stimulation effects cannot be detected in the controlled environment of a laboratory, any 
potential benefits of stimulation are likely going to be small, and stimulation techniques 
should first be further developed before they can be applied in the clinic. Possible reasons 
for the lack of detectable stimulation effects and several limitations of this study are 
discussed below. 
tDCS effects may be highly task-dependent
Studies investigating tDCS effects in reach adaptation in young healthy subjects have 
reported different effects of stimulation depending on the task and the performance 
measures. A recent study demonstrated that anodal stimulation of the cerebellum led to 
quicker overcompensation of a force field perturbation and cathodal stimulation of the 
cerebellum led to slower overcompensation, as evidenced by a significant difference in 
perpendicular velocities between stimulation types (Herzfeld et al., 2014a). We were unable 
to replicate this finding in both of our experiments. In agreement with our results, the 
study by Herzfeld et al. did not find anodal stimulation effects on maximum perpendicular 
displacement, a measure which closely relates to our main performance measure, as well 
as no effects of anodal stimulation of M1. This contrasts with a study by Galea et al. who 
report anodal stimulation effects of M1 in a visuomotor task (Galea et al., 2010a). Moreover, 
the authors found anodal stimulation of the cerebellum sped up adaptation to visuomotor 
perturbations when measuring angular end point error, a measure which closely relates 
to our performance measure. Although the experiments by Herzfeld et al. and Galea et al. 
appear similar to our experiment, there are significant differences in experimental design 
and task parameters. Differences in task parameters include the types of perturbation, the 
amount of movements, the number and direction of target locations, the projection of the 
hand position (horizontal plane or vertical monitor), the inclusion of clamp or catch trials 
and the type and amount of feedback. Since nuances in task parameters have an effect on 
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how the nervous system learns and retains a motor adaptation (Joiner and Smith, 2008; 
Kitago et al., 2013), it is possible that these differences in task parameters explain the 
different stimulation effects. A recent study by Jalali et al. has further established the task-
specificity of stimulation effects in reach adaptation(Jalali et al., 2017), suggesting that the 
parameters of a task influence how tDCS effects performance, and stimulation effects in one 
task and performance measure might not generalize to others. 
tDCS effects on critical areas may have been insufficient
Other factors which could possibly have influenced tDCS efficacy in both our control 
subjects and cerebellar subjects were the stimulation parameters. A recent modelling 
study of the cerebellar electrode placement, demonstrated that the majority of current is 
distributed over the cerebellar hemisphere under the anode (Rampersad et al., 2014). The 
highest electrical field strengths are found on the inferior surface of the cerebellum, below 
the primary fissure. This could indicate that when applying tDCS with an electrode placed 3 
centimeters right from the inion, inferior areas of the cerebellum are mainly stimulated and 
to a lesser extent the anterior cerebellum. Because adaptation to force field-perturbations 
depends on lobule IV and lobule V of the anterior cerebellum (Donchin et al., 2012; Rabe et 
al., 2009), this could possibly explain the lack of cerebellar stimulation effects in our study. 
Due to the anatomical structure of the neck region and cerebellum it is however unlikely 
that alternative cerebellar montages will alter the distribution of current, as variations in 
the cerebellar montage produce only small changes in current distribution (Parazzini et al., 
2014). The same modelling study also revealed that the placement of electrodes during M1 
stimulation in our study might be suboptimal for stimulation of the target area, which could 
have affected tDCS efficacy during M1 stimulation (Rampersad et al., 2014). However, 
as Rampersad et al. point out, several simplifications and assumptions are made when 
modelling tDCS (e.g. in tissue conductivity) and the models still need to be validated in 
animal studies. 
The tDCS montages used in our experiment are the most commonly agreed upon montages 
for stimulation of the cerebellum and primary motor cortex (Nitsche et al., 2008; Woods et 
al., 2015) and the physiological basis for using these stimulation locations is well-established 
[cerebellum: Galea et al. (2009); M1: Stagg and Nitsche (2011)]. Furthermore, several 
studies have found stimulation effects during motor learning utilizing the exact cerebellar 
montage and exact M1 montage used in this experiment [for review, see Buch et al., 2016]. 
It is therefore unlikely that the montage of electrodes was the driving force behind the 
lack of stimulation effects in this experiment, but alternative electrode montages could be 
considered depending on the task parameters and stimulation target.
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tDCS effects may depend on cerebellar integrity 
The specific task- and stimulation-parameters are the most likely candidates for the lack 
of stimulation effects in this experiment, but even when these methodological difficulties 
have been worked out (i.e. tDCS effects can robustly and predictably be elicited across 
healthy subjects and tasks), it could be difficult to elicit behavioral improvements in 
subjects with cerebellar atrophy. When stimulation is applied over an area of the cerebellum 
which is atrophied, the amount of cerebellar neurons left could be too low to institute a 
behavioral change. This can be demonstrated by the absence of cerebellar excitability 
effects on cerebellar-M1 connectivity in hereditary ataxia for instance (Ugawa et al., 1994). 
Furthermore, since internal model formation is impaired in cerebellar patients due to 
degeneration of the cerebellum (Smith and Shadmehr, 2005), it is likely that consolidation 
of an impaired internal model does not lead to functional improvements. The primary 
motor cortex plays a crucial role in the retention of a newly formed motor memory 
(Hadipour-Niktarash et al., 2007) and any potential benefits of anodal stimulation of M1 
in cerebellar patients could thus be masked by impaired internal model formation by the 
cerebellum. Since both cerebellar patients and ageing subjects are affected by cerebellar 
atrophy of the anterior cerebellum (Hulst et al., 2015), the effect of stimulation on behavior 
might be limited. Of course, loss of cerebellar volume cannot have impeded tDCS efficacy 
in our group of young control subjects, and the null results in healthy elderly and cerebellar 
patients are likely independent from cerebellar atrophy, but this caveat should be considered 
when further exploring the clinical potential of tDCS.
Limitations
Several limitations have to be taken into account for the interpretation of the results in 
this study. Since the focus of this experiment was to determine whether tDCS could be 
effective in reducing motor learning deficits of cerebellar patients, we chose to stimulate 
anodally in cerebellar patients exclusively. Cathodal stimulation most commonly impairs 
the ability of healthy subjects to learn and retain a motor adaptation (Herzfeld et al., 2014a; 
Jayaram et al., 2012) likely due to a decrease of cortical and cerebellar excitability (Galea 
et al., 2009; Nitsche et al., 2000), but positive cathodal stimulation effects have also been 
reported (Orban de Xivry et al., 2011; Pope and Miall, 2012). It is therefore still possible 
that cathodal stimulation would have improved the ability of cerebellar patients to adapt to 
force field-perturbations, although we consider this unlikely because of the lack of effects of 
cathodal stimulation in the second experiment. 
Furthermore, we did not assess physiological effects of tDCS. Even when we could not 
establish behavioral effects of tDCS, stimulation of the cerebellum and M1 has likely had 
an effect on neuronal excitability. If physiological effects of cerebellar or M1 stimulation 
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could have been established, but not behavioral effects, it would have further cemented the 
task-dependency of tDCS effects. Moreover, we did not control for BDNF-polymorphisms 
(brain-derived neurotrophic factors), which are known to effect cortical plasticity between 
individuals (Antal et al., 2010; Fritsch et al., 2010), and did not quantify the sensitivity to 
TMS in subjects, which is a promising proxy measure of an individuals’ sensitivity to brain 
stimulation (Labruna et al., 2015). After review of individual behavioral data, however, 
we could not distinguish between responders and non-responders, something one would 
have expected if some of the subjects carried a BNDF-polymorphism or in the case of 
interindividual differences in TMS sensitivity. 
Another difference between our application of tDCS and several aforementioned studies 
is the use of rubber electrodes which are covered in conductive paste instead of covered 
by saline-soaked sponges. Rubber electrodes covered in conductive paste are expected to 
apply current over the scalp more consistently than electrodes covered in saline-soaked 
sponges, for which improper usage can lead to oversaturation and alter the distribution of 
current between subjects and experimental sessions (Woods et al., 2015). While we cannot 
rule out the possibility of different stimulation effects due to the use of different electrode 
configurations, we do not think this has an impact on the interpretation of our findings.
Two additional limitations of our experimental design have to be taken into account. 
Firstly, our learning index required catch trials during adaptation to calculate which can 
cause significant trial-to-trial unlearning. Although unlearning due to catch trials was not 
affected by stimulation type, it would have been desirable to use error-clamp trials instead. 
Error-clamp trials cause unlearning as well, but less than catch trials (Kitago et al., 2013). 
Secondly, Experiment 1 was carried out using a within-subject design, which has the 
advantage of increased power, but comes with the disadvantage of introducing possible 
carryover effects between sessions. Indeed, the healthy elderly control group demonstrated 
a carryover effect between measurement days which might have masked potential 
stimulation effects. However, the carryover effect was only present in the group of healthy 
elderly controls and relatively minor. If doing more learning sessions in healthy elderly is 
more effective than stimulation, it is unlikely that tDCS can affect learning in cerebellar 
patients to a degree which is therapeutically relevant. Furthermore, a second experiment 
was carried out to control for stimulation effects possibly being masked by carryover effects. 
The second experiment also did not detect an effect of tDCS in a between-subject design, 
which makes it more likely that improper task- and stimulation-parameters were at the root 
of our null result. 
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CONCLUSIONS
The present study did not find stimulation effects of tDCS in young control subjects, healthy 
ageing subjects and individuals with cerebellar degeneration during reach adaptation. Not 
fully developed task- and stimulation-parameters may explain the lack of stimulation 
effects. Carryover effects were present in healthy elderly controls and could have masked 
stimulation effects, but carryover effects were not present in the group of cerebellar patients. 
Furthermore, the second experiment, which controlled for carryover effects, was also unable 
to establish a significant relationship between tDCS and behavior. The second experiment 
was performed in a relatively small group of young control subjects and still needs to be 
replicated in a larger group of elderly controls. Despite these limitations, the results of 
our study require a reevaluation of the clinical potential of tDCS in cerebellar patients. 
Currently, this study does not provide evidence that tDCS changes learning or retention 
rates in cerebellar patients. For tDCS to become a valuable tool in the neurorehabilitation 
of cerebellar disease, stimulation effects should be consistent and predictable between 
subjects and tasks, and lead to behavioral improvements in cerebellar patients which are 
large enough to be clinically relevant. 
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ABSTRACT
Background: The control of grip forces when moving a hand held object is impaired in 
patients with cerebellar degeneration. We asked the question whether after-effects of anodal 
transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) applied to the lateral cerebellum or M1 
improved grip force control in cerebellar patients.
Methods: Grip force control while holding an object during cyclic arm movements was 
assessed in patients with pure cerebellar degeneration (n= 14, mean age 50.2 years ± SD 
8.8 years) and age- and sex-matched control participants (n=14, mean age 50.7 years ± SD 
9.8 years). All subjects were tested before and after application of tDCS (2mA, 22 minutes) 
in a within-subject design. Each subject received anodal tDCS applied to the cerebellum, 
anodal tDCS applied to M1 or sham-stimulation with a break of one week between the 
three experimental sessions.
Results: There were no clear after-effects of tDCS on grip force control neither in control 
participants nor in cerebellar patients. Cerebellar patients showed typical impairments with 
higher grip forces, a higher variability of movements. 
Conclusion: In the present study, deficits in grip force control were neither improved by 
tDCS applied over the cerebellum nor M1 in cerebellar degeneration.
Keywords: After effects, Motor Cortex, Cerebellum, Direct current
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INTRODUCTION
While moving hand-held objects, inertial loads arise from the acceleration of the object 
mass and grip forces must prevent slippage of the object despite the destabilizing loads 
(Brandauer et al., 2010). In healthy subjects, grip and load force change in parallel indicating 
that the grip force is adjusted in a predictive way in order to compensate changing load forces 
(Flanagan and Wing, 1990; Flanagan et al., 2006). Apart from load perturbations grip force 
control depends on physical object properties such as weight, shape and surface friction 
(Flanagan and Johansson, 2002; Johansson and Westling, 1988). During free movement 
of a hand held object cerebellar patients typically show slower movements, higher peak 
grip forces and higher movement variability compared to healthy controls (Brandauer et 
al., 2010; Küper et al., 2011a). Less efficient coupling of grip and load forces was reported 
in some studies (Nowak and Hermsdörfer, 2004; Rost et al., 2005) but was not detected in 
others (Brandauer et al., 2010; Küper et al., 2011a). The impaired grip force control found 
in cerebellar patients likely adds to patients´ disability in everyday life. As yet, controlled 
studies are lacking of rehabilitative interventions to improve grip force control in cerebellar 
patients. 
Because of its ability to modify cerebellar excitability and to induce plastic modifications 
without significant side effects, cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) 
may be a powerful tool in the rehabilitation of cerebellar patients (Ferrucci et al., 2016). 
As yet, it is unknown whether tDCS improves deficits of cerebellar patients in grip-force 
control. 
A seminal study conducted by Galea et al. (2010b) demonstrated that anodal cerebellar 
tDCS led to faster visuomotor-adaptation in young and healthy subjects. Galea et al. 
applied anodal stimulation over the right cerebellum during the experimental task (“online 
stimulation”) (Flanagan and Wing, 1990). In a recent sham-controlled study, a single session 
of cerebellar anodal tDCS was followed by significant improvement of ataxia (Benussi et al., 
2015) as assessed by the Scale for the Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA; Schmitz-
Hübsch et al., 2006) and the International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale (ICARS; Trouillas 
et al., 1997). Importantly, there was also a better performance in the 9-hole peg test as a 
marker of upper limb coordination and finger dexterity. These results were replicated in a 
study looking at long-term effects. Anodal tDCS was applied 5 days a week for two weeks. 
Positive effects were still present after 3 months (Benussi et al., 2017). In both studies anodal 
stimulation was applied over the cerebellum bilaterally. Outcome measures were assessed 
after the stimulation (“offline stimulation”).
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TDCS of the motor cortex may also be helpful in treatment of cerebellar disease because 
motor cortex excitability is reduced in patients with cerebellar disease (Liepert et al., 2009; 
Manto and Taib, 2008). Bilateral M1-stimulation was followed by improvement of ataxic 
gait with better symmetry of step execution and reduction of base-width in three patients 
with cerebellar disease (Pozzi et al., 2013) (anodal electrode placed over M1 contralateral 
to the most affected side, offline stimulation). Authors also reported improvements in the 
SARA score for upper limb function. Therefore, M1 stimulation maybe another promising 
approach to improve grip-force modulation in cerebellar patients.
Few studies have assessed the effects of tDCS on the learning and retention of the control 
of grip forces. One study found a better reproduction of an irregular force pattern in 
participants who received five days of anodal tDCS over the contralateral M1 (offline 
stimulation). Consolidation of performance was improved over the night in the tDCS 
group (Reis et al., 2009). Other studies reported heterogeneous findings, such as absent 
effects of anodal tDCS stimulation over contralateral M1 (online and offline stimulation) 
in a grip force tracking task (Minarik et al., 2016) or performance decrements in the form 
of increased variability in an isometric constant grip force task (Parikh and Cole, 2014). 
Investigating the grasping and lifting of objects with different surface material in elderly 
subjects, the authors reported a decrease of the grip force in those subject who practiced a 
different fine motor task during tDCS stimulation of contralateral M1 compared to subjects 
who practiced with sham stimulation (Parikh and Cole, 2015). The effect of stimulation was 
particularly evident with a more slippery surface and less with the rougher surface and the 
timing of the lifting act was not affected. Interestingly, the application of dual hemisphere 
tDCS (online and offline stimulation) in a group of stroke patients resulted in a decrease of 
grip forces and a decreased time to establish the grip during a similar grasping and lifting 
task (Lefebvre et al., 2013a). Heterogeneous effects of tDCS over M1 have been reported in 
healthy subjects, elderly subjects or stroke patients. As yet, effects of tDCS on disordered 
grip force control in cerebellar patients are lacking.
In the present study we assessed the effect of tDCS applied to the cerebellum or M1 on grip-
force modulation during self-generated, sinusoidal up-down movements with a handheld 
object in healthy subjects and patients with cerebellar degeneration. We hypothesized that 
anodal tDCS over the cerebellum or M1 improves grip-force control in cerebellar patients. 
We expected higher movement frequencies, lower grip forces and more precise coupling 
after stimulation in the patient group.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Fourteen individuals with pure cerebellar degeneration (6 females; mean age ± SD of 51.2 ± 
7.6 years) and fourteen age-matched controls without any known neurological diseases (5 
females; mean age ± SD 50.8 ± 10.1 years) participated in this study. All subjects were right-
handed as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). A summary 
of the subjects’ characteristics can be found in Table 1. The severity of cerebellar symptoms 
in cerebellar participants were assessed by two experienced neurologists (DT & MK) based 
on the International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale (ICARS; Trouillas et al., 1997) and the 
Scale for the Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA; Schmitz-Hübsch et al., 2006). Five 
cerebellar participants had a genetically defined spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA6, SCA14). Five 
participants presented with autosomal dominant cerebellar ataxia (ADCA) type III. Three 
cerebellar participants had sporadic adult onset ataxia of unknown etiology (SAOA). One 
cerebellar participant presented with cerebellar degeneration caused by cerebellitis. These 
disorders are known to primarily affect the cerebellum (Gomez et al., 1997; Timmann et al., 
2009). All subjects gave informed oral and written consent. The experiment was approved 
by the ethics committee of the medical faculty of the University of Duisburg-Essen and 
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. This study was conducted as 
part of another study investigating the direct tDCS effects on reach adaptation (Hulst et al., 
2017).
Task
All subjects participated in a task designed to analyze grip force adjustments according to 
movement induced load changes while holding an object. The task has been introduced by 
Flanagan and Wing (Flanagan and Wing, 1990). The set-up in the present study has been 
used by Brandauer et al. in previous studies (Brandauer et al., 2010; Flanagan and Wing, 
1990).
Subjects’ grasped a custom-made instrumented object with their right hand. The object 
had a rectangular form with two grasping surfaces (60 x 60mm) and a width of 26 mm. The 
grasping surfaces were covered with medium grain sandpaper (No. 240).
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Table 1. Overview Cerebellar subjects and Control subjects. Cerebellar subjects were age-matched with the 
control subject on the right side of the table. 
Cerebellar subjects Controls
ID Age Sex Diagnosis
Disease 
duration
ICARS 
(total/100)
ICARS UL 
(total/20) ID Age Sex
P01 30 M SAOA 9 years 38.5 7.5 C01 28 M
P02 47 M ADCA III 12 years 43.5 4.5 C02 33 M
P03 47 M ADCA III 17 years 32.5 4.5 C03 47 M
P04 48 F ADCA III 28 years 19 1 C04 47 M
P05 48 M SCA 14 25 years 20 3 C05 50 F
P06 50 F SCA 14 17 years 17 1 C06 51 F
P07 52 M ADCA III 6 years 19.5 3 C07 52 M
P08 53 M Cerebellitis 10 years 46 5 C08 54 M
P09 54 F SCA 14 25 years 27 3.5 C09 55 M
P10 54 F SAOA 18 years 31 4.5 C10 55 M
P11 55 M SAOA 18 years 48 5 C11 55 F
P12 58 F SCA 6 8 years 43.5 10 C12 57 F
P13 60 F ADCA III 13 years 23 11 C13 63 F
P14 61 M SCA 6 4 years 9 0 C14 65 M
SCA6 = spinocerebellar ataxia type 6; SCA14 = spinocerebellar ataxia type 14; SAOA = sporadic adult onset ataxia; 
ADCA III = autosomal dominant ataxia type III; ICARS = International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale (Trouillas 
et al., 1997). ICARS UL = score of right upper limb in finger-to-nose test, finger-to-finger test, pronation/supination 
and Archimedes spiral drawing. Disease duration is years since presentation of the first symptoms.
The object incorporated sensors to record the grip force on each side (0–100 N, accuracy ± 
0.1 N), the linear vertical and horizontal accelerations tangential to the grasping surfaces (± 
50 m/s2, accuracy ± 0.2 m/s2), and the load force (0–60 N, accuracy ± 0.1 N). 
The grip force of both sensors for each side was averaged. To increase the amplitude of the 
movement-induced sinusoidal load changes, a weight of 300 g was fixed to the object which 
increased the total weight of the object to 500 g. Vertical acceleration (AccZ) was defined 
as pure kinematic acceleration due to movement. The net load force was calculated as the 
vectorial sum of weight (m × g), acting vertically, and the acceleration-dependent inertial 
loads in the vertical and sagittal directions (m × AccZ, m × AccY), acting tangential to the 
grip surfaces 
Subjects’ grasped a custom-made instrumented object with their right hand. The object had a 
rectangular form with two grasping surfaces (60 x 60mm) and a width of 26 mm. The grasping 
surfaces were covered with medium grain sandpaper (No. 240). 
The object incorporated sensors to record the grip force on each side (0–100 N, accuracy ± 0.1 
N), the linear vertical and horizontal a celerations tangential to t e grasping surfaces (± 50 m/s2, 
accuracy  ± 0.2 m/s2), and the load force (0–60 N, accuracy ± 0.1 N).  
The grip force of both sensors for each side was averaged. To increase the amplitude of the 
t-induced sinusoidal oad changes, a weight of 30  g was fixed to the object which 
increased the total weight of the object to 500 g. Vertical acceleration (AccZ) was defined as 
pure kinematic acceleration due to movement. The net load force was calculated as the vectorial 
sum of weight (𝑚𝑚 × 𝑔𝑔), acting vertically, and the acceleration-dependent inertial loads in the 
vertical and sagittal directions (𝑚𝑚 ×	AccZ, 𝑚𝑚 ×	AccY), acting tangential to the grip surfaces 
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝑚𝑚	 ×	à(𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 𝑔𝑔)( + 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑌𝑌( 
Participants were asked to grasp the object and to hold it with the right hand in front of their 
trunk with grip surfaces vertical and parallel to their front. This orientation was kept constant 
during the movement.  It was required to grasp the center of the object with the thumb on one 
side and the index and middle fingers on the opposite side. The three-finger grip was used to 
minimize rotational torques that arise when the object is grasped away from the center of mass.  
After a verbal command subjects had to move the object along a vertical line up and down with 
an amplitude of about 30 cm at a frequency of about 0.8 Hz, which was demonstrated by the 
examiner sitting opposite to the subject by moving the hand up and down. The accurate 
movement execution was visually monitored by the examiner.  
Following one practice trial, five trials of 22 seconds duration were performed successively.  
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Participants were asked to grasp the object and to hold it with the right hand in front of 
their trunk with grip surfaces vertical and parallel to their front. This orientation was kept 
constant during the movement. It was required to grasp the center of the object with the 
thumb on one side and the index and middle fingers on the opposite side. The three-finger 
grip was used to minimize rotational torques that arise when the object is grasped away 
from the center of mass. 
After a verbal command subjects had to move the object along a vertical line up and down 
with an amplitude of about 30 cm at a frequency of about 0.8 Hz, which was demonstrated 
by the examiner sitting opposite to the subject by moving the hand up and down. The 
accurate movement execution was visually monitored by the examiner. 
Following one practice trial, five trials of 22 seconds duration were performed successively. 
Data analysis
As the first step of data analysis, the first two seconds of each trial were discarded and the 
remaining 20 s divided into two 10 s-intervals so that 10 intervals per condition resulted.
The following measures were determined for each intervals:
• Movement frequency and vertical acceleration
• Variation of maximal/minimal acceleration during up/down movements as a measure 
for arm movement variability
• Peak grip force levels
• Coupling of grip and load forces
To quantify the performance in each interval, a computer algorithm first searched for peaks 
(local maxima and minima) in the sinusoidal profile of the vertical acceleration. Positive 
acceleration peaks corresponding to load force peaks occur at the lower turning point of the 
movement, negative accelerations and minimum loads occur at the upper turning point. 
The magnitude of vertical acceleration was calculated as the averaged acceleration range 
between positive and negative acceleration peaks. Variability was calculated as the standard 
deviation of positive and negative acceleration peaks within each interval (averaged for 
positive and negative peaks) related to the vertical acceleration magnitude described above. 
Movement frequency was determined from the power spectra of the acceleration profile.
To quantify the magnitude of the produced grip forces, the grip force peaks were determined 
in a window around each load force peak. In addition, minima of the ratio between grip-
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force and load-force were determined in the windows. Both values were averaged for each 
10 second interval. The force ratio represents a measure of the efficiency of the grip-force 
output related to the load. 
The coupling between the modulation of grip-force and load-force was evaluated by 
calculating the cross-correlation function between both time series. The maximum cross-
correlation coefficient was taken as the indicator of the precision of the coupling. 
The resulting data values were averaged across the intervals of each participant and each 
condition.
tDCS
Participants were invited for three experimental sessions separated by one week. In two 
sessions, subjects received verum tDCS stimulation, in one session sham stimulation. 
Anodal tDCS was performed over M1 and over the cerebellum. Sham tDCS stimulation 
was performed either over M1 or cerebellum. The order of the three sessions was 
counterbalanced between participants.
The grasping task was performed as part of another study (Hulst et al., 2017). In that study 
tDCS was applied during reach adaptation. The grasping task was performed before the 
reach adaptation task (and therefore prior tDCS) and after the reach adaptation task. The 
second testing took place on average 10:52 min (mean, ± 1:34 min SD) after the end of 
tDCS in patients, and 9:52 min (mean, ± 3:55 min SD) in the control group. 
Stimulation parameters were chosen in close accordance with previous studies of Galea et 
al. (Galea et al., 2009, 2010a). Anodal tDCS was delivered through two rubber electrodes (5 
cm x 5 cm; surface area: 25 cm2) covered with conductive paste (Ten20 Conductive; Weaver) 
via a NeuroConn device (DC-Stimulator PLUS; NeuroConn). For cerebellar stimulation 
the anodal electrode was placed over the right cerebellar cortex, with the center of the 
electrode being 3 cm lateral to the inion, and the cathodal electrode was placed on the right 
buccinator muscle. The anodal electrode for M1 stimulation was centered over the area 
of the left primary motor cortex which elicited a response of the first dorsal interosseous 
muscle after single transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) pulses. TMS was delivered by 
a MagPro magnetic stimulator (MagPro; Dantec). The cathodal electrode was placed on the 
skin overlying the contralateral supraorbital region. During each experimental session, the 
electrodes were placed over all four stimulation locations, so participants were blinded for 
stimulation location. 
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In both cerebellar and M1 anodal stimulation, the target stimulation intensity was set at 
2 mA, resulting in a current density of 0.08 mA/cm2. Current was ramped up from 0 mA 
to 2 mA in a period of 30 seconds. At the end of tDCS stimulation, current was ramped 
down from 2 mA to 0 mA in 30 seconds. In sham stimulation current was ramped-up in 30 
seconds, remained at 2 mA for a duration of 60 seconds, after which current was ramped 
down again. 
On average, subjects were stimulated for 25:34 min (mean, ± 6:34 min SD) in the patient 
group and for 21:37 min (mean, ± 2:32 min SD) in the control group.
One experimenter (LJ) ran all the behavioral experiments and used a prepared set of 
stimulation codes in order to remain blinded for stimulation polarity (sham or anodal). An 
experimenter (BB) who was not involved in the collection of behavioral data, deblinded the 
stimulation codes after data collection had ended. 
Statistical analysis
To assess the differences between the single-task conditions, repeated-measures ANOVAs 
were calculated with the between-subject factor “group” (controls, patients) and the within-
subject factors “stimulation” (cerebellum, M1, sham) and “time” (pre stimulation, post 
stimulation). We expected to find differences between patients and control subjects obvious 
as effects (main and interactions) involving the factor “group” for the different measures. 
In addition, we expected that the ANOVA reveals effects of tDCS stimulation obvious as 
interactions between “stimulation” and “time” and also as a three way interaction to indicate 
differences in the effects of stimulation between patients and control subjects. T-tests 
were used for post hoc analyses. An alpha level of 0.05 was chosen to indicate statistical 
significance.
Intervals were excluded from statistical analyses if movements were performed very slowly 
(movement frequency < 0.3 Hz, 0.4% of 10 second intervals) or if values of behavioral 
measures were out of two standard deviations of the mean (14.3% 10 second intervals in 
controls excluded, 12.9% 10 second intervals in patients excluded). The number of excluded 
intervals in each subject and condition never exceeded three, resulting in a minimum of 
seven data values that were averaged for each condition. In one patient, pre-stimulation 
data for the M1 session were missing preventing the inclusion of the subject in the statistical 
analysis. Acceleration data were missing due to technical problems in another patient for 
sham stimulation (pre and post tDCS).
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RESULTS
Performance of single patient 
Figure 1 shows the profiles of the vertical acceleration of the grasped object (AccZ), the 
combined gravitational and inertial load that result from the movements (LF) and the 
produced grip force (GF) in one patient and in one healthy control subject before and after 
the anodal stimulation of the cerebellum. The patient moved faster after the stimulation as 
obvious from higher accelerations. The patient’s grip force profile is clearly more irregular 
than the load force profile indicating decreased precision of the coupling between both 
forces. Nevertheless, most grip force peaks coincide in time roughly with main peaks of 
the load force profiles indicated some preservation of anticipatory control of the grip force. 
In the control subject, the grip force profile is regular and the timing of grip force peaks 
anticipates the loads force peaks. The magnitudes of the grip force peaks are substantially 
higher in the patient compared to the control subject. In general, the individual patient’s 
behavior reflects the performance of the patients’ group. No clear changes of grip force 
control were obvious before and after the stimulations and for the different stimulation 
conditions.
Group data
Subjects produced cyclic movements with frequencies slightly lower than instructed 
(overall data including patients and controls prior and post stimulation: mean 0.73 ± 0.17 
Hz). Movement frequencies were somewhat higher for controls compared to patients 
without statistical significance (patients: 0.69 ± 0.16 Hz, controls: 0.76 ± 0.15 Hz, main 
effect of “group”: P> 0.1). The only significant effect was an increase of frequency after the 
stimulation compared to pre-stimulation values for all participants including patients and 
controls (pre tDCS: 0.72 ± 0.16 Hz, post tDCS: 0.74 ± 0.15 Hz, main effect of “time”: F(1,25) 
= 7.8, P= 0.010). The ANOVA results for the magnitude of arm acceleration reflected the 
findings for the frequency with higher accelerations produced post-stimulation (pre-tDCS: 
11.3± 4.6m/s², post-tDCS: 13.0 ± 4.7 m/s², main effect of “time”: F(1,24)= 42.9, P<0.001) 
regardless from the group and whether cerebellar, M1 or sham stimulation was applied 
(all other main effects and interactions: P> 0.1). Thus, the kinematics of arm movements 
and consequently also the self-generated loads where comparable in magnitude between 
patients and control subjects as intended by the procedure.
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Figure 1. Individual subject data. Vertical acceleration (AccZ), load force (LF) and grip force (GF) during 10 
second intervals of continuous cyclic up-and-down movements of the grasped manipulandum. The first interval 
(2-12 s) of two out of five test trials before and after cerebellar tDCS of one individual patient and one healthy 
control subject is shown.
Variability of arm movements was higher in patients through all conditions compared to 
controls (main effect of “group”: F(1,24) = 6.0, P = 0.022, see Figure 2). Variability was 
lower post-stimulation for both groups (main effect of “time”: F(1,24) = 20.8, P< 0.001) and 
a statistically significant interaction between “time” and ”group” (F(1,24) = 9.9, P = 0.004) 
indicates that the difference between groups was most prominent before the stimulations. 
Indeed the post-hoc test found a difference between patients and control subjects for the 
tests prior to tDCS (t = 2.6, P = 0.016), but not after tDCS (P> 0.1). No significant main 
effect nor any interaction were found for the factor “stimulation” (P> 0.1).
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Figure 2. Group effects. Effects of tDCS on Movement speed (A), variability of movements (B), grip force levels 
(C) and grip force-load force coupling (D). Blue bars = controls, green bars = cerebellar patients.
The average magnitude of peak grip forces exhibited by patients were clearly higher through 
all conditions compared to controls (main effect of “group”: F(1,24) = 11.0, P = 0.003, see 
Figure 2). The analysis for the ratio of grip force to load force confirmed the findings for 
the absolute value for grip force (main effect of “group”: F(1,24) = 8.3, P = 0.008). No other 
factor nor any interaction reached statistical significance (P> 0.1).
The maximum coefficient of cross-correlation that measures the precision of the coupling 
between the grip force and the load force was higher in control subjects than in patients (see 
Figure 2). The main effect of “group” was however not statistically significant (P> 0.1). The 
factor “group” was statistically significant for the interaction with “stimulation” (F(2,50) = 
5.8, P = 0.005). Figure 2 suggests that particularly in the session with cerebellar stimulation, 
patients were less precise than control subjects. Pair-wise post-hoc tests detected a trend for 
this group difference (t = -2.0, P = 0.059), while no differences were obvious in the other 
stimulation conditions (P> 0.1). Furthermore, an interaction of “stimulation” x “time” was 
detected (F(2,50) = 3.3, P = 0.044). Figure 2 suggests that the coupling improved after the 
sham stimulation and deteriorated after cerebellar stimulation. However, pairwise post-
hoc tests failed to prove difference between pre and post stimulation values in any of the 
three stimulation conditions (all P> 0.1). No interaction was found between “group” and 
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“time” nor was the 3-way interaction between all factors significant. Thus, no differential 
effects of stimulation were evident in the patient group. There was no benefit on grip force 
control neither in cerebellar patients nor in controls following anodal tDCS applied over 
the cerebellum or M1.
DISCUSSION
Contrary to our hypothesis, there were no consistent tDCS effects on disordered grip-force 
control in cerebellar patients. Patients with cerebellar degeneration exhibited higher grip-
forces and higher variability of movements, which is in good accordance with previous 
studies (Brandauer et al., 2010; Nowak and Hermsdörfer, 2004). While impaired coupling 
of grip- and load-forces are also often observed in cerebellar patients (Brandauer et al., 
2010; Küper et al., 2011a, 2011b), deficits in this measure were only present at a trend level 
in the current study. An increase in movement speed and acceleration post-stimulation 
was observed in patients and controls and irrespective of the stimulation condition and 
therefore likely attributed to practice effects. A further practice effects was evident for 
movement variability particularly in cerebellar patients. Possible reasons for the lack of 
cerebellar tDCS effects are discussed below.
Firstly, in the current study after-effects of tDCS were investigated. After-effects of tDCS 
have been detected up to 90 min following M1 stimulation based on changes in motor 
evoked potential amplitudes (Nitsche and Paulus, 2001). Most studies examining therapeutic 
effects of tDCS in cerebellar patients, including the studies conducted by Benussi et al. 
(2015, 2017), used off-line stimulation (Dun et al., 2016). The influential studies by Galea et 
al. (2009, 2010b), however, examined direct effects of tDCS, that is they applied an online 
stimulation approach. We cannot exclude that direct tDCS may have stronger effects on 
grip force control in cerebellar patients than tDCS after-effects. 
Secondly, electrode positioning may have been suboptimal for the present task. Benussi 
et al. (2015, 2017), used a location which was centered in the midline, while we used a 
location centered over the right lateral cerebellum. A modelling study using the same 
electrode placement as we did, demonstrated current distribution mainly over the lateral 
posterior cerebellum sparing the vermis and intermediate cerebellum (Rampersad et al., 
2014). Yet, deficits in grip force control in degenerative cerebellar patients were associated 
with atrophy of the intermediate cerebellum (Brandauer et al., 2008). The reach adaptation 
studies of Galea et al. (2009, 2010b), on the other hand, showed clear effects of cerebellar 
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tDCS using a similar electrode location as in the current study. An association of impaired 
prehensile movements has also been demonstrated with more lateral cerebellar areas in 
focal cerebellar patients (Küper et al., 2011a, 2011b).
Thirdly, cerebellar tDCS effects may differ depending on the type of cerebellar degeneration. 
The pattern of cerebellar atrophy differs depending on the type of spinocerebellar ataxia, 
and extra-cerebellar areas are affected to various degrees (Jacobi et al., 2013; Reetz et al., 
2013).
Fourthly, one must also consider variability of performance as a critical factor that could 
obscure intervention effects. While on average we succeeded to standardize the movement 
generated load profiles, individual trials deviated from the indented movement. Movements 
with relatively low frequency may have reduced the benefit of a precise coupling between 
grip force and load in control subjects and may therefore have been responsible for the 
missing group differences in coupling. Variability of the outcome measures may also have 
played a role. For example, it is difficult to reconcile the difference for coupling precision 
between patients and control subjects in the session with cerebellar stimulation compared 
to the other conditions. Since this interaction was independent of the time of testing, also 
the pre-stimulation data supported this effect. Therefore, variability of baseline performance 
in the cerebellar patients may have influenced this finding. Variability was however lower 
for the grip force and not even a tendency supporting any effect of stimulation was obvious. 
It therefore seems improbable that variability alone could explain the missing effects of 
stimulation.
Fifthly, we cannot exclude that the performance of the reach adaption task, which was 
performed during tDCS stimulation, had interfered with tDCS after-effects on grip force 
control. 
Finally, cerebellar tDCS effects may be highly task dependent. Recently, Jalali et al. (2017) 
did not replicate effects on cerebellar tDCS on visuomotor adaptation reported previously 
(Galea et al., 2010a) when a range of task parameter were systematically varied. Besides, 
other studies report that cerebellar tDCS had no effects on motor learning in healthy 
controls and patients with cerebellar degeneration (Hulst et al., 2017; Steiner et al., 2016). 
Due to these inconsistencies it has been questioned whether cerebellar tDCS could become 
a valuable tool in clinical neurorehabilitation (Hulst et al., 2017; Jalali et al., 2017). 
Like cerebellar stimulation, M1-stimulation was not followed by significant effects on grip 
force control. There was a major difference in the setup used in a prior study reporting 
reduction of ataxia (Pozzi et al., 2013). The authors used bilateral M1 stimulation. The 
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anodal electrode was placed on the motor cortex contralateral to the most affected side and 
the cathode stimulation was placed on motor cortex of the less affected side of the body. 
In the present study the cathodal electrode was placed over the contralateral supraorbital 
region. It cannot be excluded that bilateral M1 stimulation leads to changes in grip force 
control. Reminiscent of the above findings, bilateral stimulation of the M1 lead to improved 
control of grip force during grasping and lifting of an object in stroke patients (Lefebvre 
et al., 2013a). In a similar task tested in a sample of elderly subjects, unilateral stimulation 
of M1 also resulted in an increase efficiency of grip force control. However, results were 
not consistent. They were significant only for one of two object surface materials and not 
obvious for a temporal measure (Parikh and Cole, 2015). 
CONCLUSION
No effects of cerebellar or M1 anodal tDCS were observed on grip force control in cerebellar 
patients. Further studies are needed to explore different stimulation parameters including 
online stimulation and/or optimized electrode placements. At present tDCS cannot be 
recommended in the neurorehabilitation of disordered grip force control in cerebellar 
disease.
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ABSTRACT
Previous studies have shown that cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) 
leads to faster adaptation of arm reaching movements to visuomotor rotation and force 
field perturbations in healthy subjects. The first aim of the present study was to confirm a 
stimulation-dependent effect on motor adaptation. Secondly, we investigated whether tDCS 
effects differ depending on onset, that is prior to or at the beginning of the adaptation phase. 
A total of 120 healthy and right-handed subjects (60 females, mean age 23.2 ± 2.7 years, 
range 18-31 years) were tested. Subjects moved a cursor with a manipulandum to one 
of eight targets presented on a vertically orientated screen. Three baseline blocks were 
followed by one adaptation block and three washout blocks. 60 subjects did a force field 
adaptation task (FF), and 60 subjects a visuomotor adaptation task (VM). Equal numbers 
of subjects received anodal, cathodal or sham cerebellar tDCS beginning either in the third 
baseline block or at the start of the adaptation block. In FF and VM, tDCS and the onset 
of tDCS did not show a significant effect on motor adaptation (all p values > 0.05). We 
were unable to support previous findings of modulatory cerebellar tDCS effects in reaching 
adaptation tasks in healthy subjects. Prior possible application in patients with cerebellar 
disease, future experiments are needed to determine which tDCS and task parameters lead 
to robust tDCS effects.
Keywords: tDCS, cerebellum, force field, visuomotor, adaptation
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INTRODUCTION
Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) has been described to improve 
motor learning (Celnik, 2015) and is regarded as a promising tool to treat ataxias (Benussi et 
al., 2015, 2017) and other neurological disorders (Ferrucci et al., 2016). Recently, however, 
there have been multiple studies reporting negative results of direct current stimulation 
(Beyer et al., 2017; Hulst et al., 2017; Jalali et al., 2017; Steiner et al., 2016; van der Vliet et al., 
2017), which contrasts with affirmative findings (Galea et al., 2010a; Herzfeld et al., 2014a; 
Leow et al., 2014). 
For instance, cerebellar direct current stimulation in arm reaching movements has shown 
clear-cut effects on adaptation with anodal stimulation increasing and cathodal stimulation 
reducing error-dependent learning in healthy subjects to visuomotor transformations 
and force field perturbations in two influential studies (Galea et al., 2010 [anodal tDCS]; 
Herzfeld et al., 2014 [anodal and cathodal tDCS]), but much subtler effects of tDCS in 
one recent study (Jalali et al., 2017) and no pronounced effects in another study of tDCS 
during reaching adaptation (Hulst et al., 2017). While the experimental conditions in the 
aforementioned studies were largely similar, subtle differences can be found in the task 
parameters of each study, which may have affected tDCS efficacy. In particular Jalali et 
al. (2017) make a conscientious effort to investigate tDCS effects under different task-
parameters. 
Besides optimizing task parameters, finding the appropriate stimulation parameters might 
also reinforce tDCS effects. That is, stimulation duration and the time point of stimulation 
onset might also influence stimulation effects, e.g. direct current stimulation can be started 
before task onset (i.e. in baseline) (Galea et al., 2010a; Herzfeld et al., 2014a; Hulst et al., 2017) 
and continued throughout the task, or it can be started simultaneously with the beginning 
of the task (Ehsani et al., 2016; Wessel et al., 2016). The majority of previous arm reaching 
adaptation studies (Galea et al., 2010a; Herzfeld et al., 2014a; Hulst et al., 2017; Jalali et al., 
2017) started stimulation in baseline and continued stimulation throughout adaptation. 
Starting tDCS in baseline allows to control for possible tDCS effects on motor performance 
in unperturbed trials. tDCS, however, has both online and offline effects (e.g. Yavari et al. 
2018 for recent review). Online tDCS effects may be hampered by a homeostatic effect 
on plasticity after exposure to electrical stimulation. The response to non-invasive brain 
stimulation seems to depend on the previous state of the neurons (Ridding and Ziemann, 
2010). Abraham and Bear (1996) coined the term “metaplasticity” referring to synaptic 
plasticity that has been modulated by prior synaptic activity. This mechanism seems to 
affect LTP and LTD processes (Abraham and Bear, 1996) which is particularly important for 
our study because especially LTD has been described to be crucial for cerebellar dependent 
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learning (Albus, 1971; Ekerot and Kano, 1985; Ito and Kano, 1982; Ito et al., 1982; Marr, 
1969; Sakurai, 1987). Various non-invasive stimulation methods have been shown to be 
capable of influencing the LTP and LTD response in a metaplastic matter (for a review: 
Ridding and Ziemann, 2010). In terms of tDCS, preconditioning with anodal tDCS led to a 
reduced corticospinal excitability, whereas preconditioning with cathodal tDCS caused an 
increased corticospinal excitability (Lang et al., 2004; Siebner et al., 2004). This is why many 
previous motor sequence learning studies avoid to start in the baseline phase (Prichard et 
al., 2014; Reis and Fritsch, 2011; Reis et al., 2015).
We conducted a force field reaching adaptation experiment and a visuomotor reaching 
adaptation experiment. First, we wanted to confirm previous modulatory effects of 
cerebellar tDCS in a force field and a visuomotor arm reaching adaptation paradigm. Our 
second aim was to test whether these effects differed depending on the onset of stimulation. 
We hypothesized that stimulation starting in baseline would act like a preconditioning 
stimulus leading to homeostatic metaplasticity resulting in reduced effectivity of anodal 
stimulation. Hence, we expected that anodal stimulation starting at the beginning of the 
adaptation phase would cause faster adaptation than in other groups. Furthermore, we 
supposed that stimulation onset in adaptation leads to more robust effects due to a lack of 
homeostatic mechanisms that may take place during baseline stimulation.
METHODS
Subjects
One hundred and twenty right-handed subjects (60 females, mean age 23.2 ± SD 2.7 years) 
participated in this study. None of the subjects presented any abnormalities in a standard 
neurological examination, had a history of neurologic or psychiatric disorders, or was taking 
centrally acting medication. Additional exclusion criteria included: metallic or electronic 
implants, former attendance in a transcranial brain stimulation or motor adaptation study, 
pregnancy or breastfeeding and damaged skin on head and face. The subjects were asked to 
avoid both smoking and consuming drinks containing alcohol and/or caffeine on the day 
of the experiment. The study was approved by the local Ethics Committee. All subjects gave 
their written informed consent.
Experimental set-up and procedure
The subjects were seated in front of a vertical monitor (screen length: 30 cm, screen width: 48 
cm) at a distance of approximately 60 cm grasping the handle of a two-joint manipulandum 
with their dominant right hand (Figure 1A). This set-up was similar to a previous study 
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from our lab (Rabe et al., 2009). The vision of the hand was blocked by a black cloth. 
Subjects’ arm movements were registered by an encoder placed on each of the two motors 
that were connected to the manipulandum using the analog inputs of a motor controller 
card, with a sampling rate of 500 Hz (DMC-1826; Galil Motion Control). The position of 
the handle was represented by a black cursor (diameter: 3 mm) on the white screen. At the 
beginning of each movement a green dot (diameter: 7 mm) appeared in the middle of the 
screen, which represented the starting position. Whenever the cursor passed the starting 
position, a grey target dot (diameter: 7 mm) appeared on one of the eight possible positions. 
The targets were oriented with an angle of 45° to each other and had a distance of 10 cm 
to the starting point. All subjects were told to make a fast ‘shooting’ movement through 
the target without stopping at the end. When the required radius of 10 cm was passed, the 
forces of the manipulandum stopped the movement, similar like hitting against a cushion. 
The manipulandum was then brought back to the starting position by the motors. The 
cursor reappeared when coming within a distance of 2 cm to the starting position. To avoid 
a high variability in velocity and thus performance differences, the subjects got a velocity 
feedback (i.e. change of target color) after passing the radius of 10 cm at the end of each 
movement (blue = too slow, yellow = required velocity, red = too fast). The optimal time 
window for the first trial was between 250 ms and 750 ms. The required time window for 
the subsequent movements was adapted to the subject’s speed. The lower (250 ms) and the 
upper (750 ms) border were reduced by 10% if the movement was within these boundaries 
or were increased by 10% if the movement was too fast or too slow. A rewarding sound was 
played together with a yellow colored feedback when the target was hit with the required 
velocity. We have chosen this range of movement durations (velocity) because two former 
force field studies used the same/a similar range (Herzfeld et al. 2014: 400-500ms; Hulst 
et al. 2017: 250-750ms). Although Galea et al. (2009) applied another range of movement 
durations (275-375 ms) in a visuomotor task, we kept to the same range as in the force 
field task because when thinking of a potential clinical application of tDCS, for example in 
cerebellar patients, one has to take into account that patients might perform an adaptation 
task with lower velocities. Former studies showed slower velocities (Hulst et al., 2017) and 
longer movement times (Rabe et al., 2009) in upper limb tasks in cerebellar patients.
The experiment consisted of three baseline blocks, one adaptation block and three washout 
blocks (Figure 1C). Each baseline block contained 64 trials. The inter-trial-interval was 
set to 500 ms. In the adaptation block, either a force field or a visuomotor perturbation 
was applied to the manipulandum. In this block, 128 trials with an inter-trial-interval of 
1500 ms had to be performed. The experiment was completed with three washout blocks 
of 64 trials respectively and an inter-trial-interval of 500 ms. In washout blocks the 
perturbation was removed. Furthermore, no vision of the cursor was provided during the 
movement. Velocity feedback remained. With the washout phase, we wanted to test the 
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subjects’ retention of the acquired adaptation. To prevent subjects from anticipating where 
the targets should appear, eight sets of eight targets each were pseudorandomized (www.
randomizer.org). For the adaptation block, the eight different target orders were doubled. 
The target order was counterbalanced across the subjects so that half of the subjects had a 
different target order than the other half. 
Figure 1. (A) Experimental set-up. The subject is sitting in front of a monitor holding the handle of a two-joint 
manipulandum with the right hand. Vision of the hand is blocked by a cloth. The active tDCS electrode is centered 
3 cm lateral to the inion on the right. The reference electrode is located on the ipsilateral buccinator muscle. The 
electrodes are connected to the stimulator. (B) Outcome measures. Maximum Error (α) during early adaptation 
and Angular End point Error (β) during late adaptation. (C) Sequence of blocks in each experiment. Each 
experiment consisted of seven blocks, three baseline blocks followed by one adaptation block and three washout 
blocks. TDCS was administered either during baseline 3 and adaptation or only during adaptation. 
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Experiment 1 – Force field task
Sixty subjects performed experiment 1 (30 females, mean age 24.1 ± SD 2.3, range 20-
31). In the force field block, a velocity-dependent clockwise perpendicular force (23 Ns/m) 
was applied to the manipulandum resulting in a clockwise perturbation of participants’ 
movements.
Experiment 2 – Visuomotor task
Sixty subjects participated in experiment 2 (30 females, mean age 22.3 ± SD 3.1, range 
18-31). In the visuomotor task, a 30° clockwise rotation of the cursor was applied. Thus, 
performing a straight hand movement towards the target, the subject would miss the target 
by 30°. 
Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation (cerebellar tDCS)
Cerebellar tDCS was applied using a neuroConn® DC stimulator (model-no: 0021). The 
active electrode was placed 3 cm lateral to the inion with its center on the same level as the 
inion. The return electrode was positioned on the ipsilateral buccinator muscle (Figure 
1A). The placement of the electrodes was based on former force field and visuomotor 
adaptation studies (Galea et al., 2009; Herzfeld et al., 2014a). An important reason for the 
placement of the return electrode, is the avoidance of interference with brachial plexus in 
case of placement on the deltoid muscle (Galea et al., 2009). Additionally, the current flow is 
likely well-adjusted to the cerebellar axis and electrodes can be fixed easily and reliably. We 
used two rubber electrodes (neuroConn®) with a commonly used size of 5x5 cm2 (current 
density: 0.08mA/ cm2) (Galea et al., 2009; Herzfeld et al., 2014a). Electrodes were covered 
with Ten20® conductive paste (Neurodiagnostic Electrode Paste, Weaver and Company, 
USA) to lower impedance and to prevent skin damage. Rubber electrodes were used instead 
of sponge electrodes soaked in saline to avoid differences in the distribution of current 
because of over- or undersaturation of the sponge electrodes (Woods et al., 2015). Current 
strength was set at 2 mA. This intensity has been shown in former studies to be efficient and 
safe (Galea et al., 2009; Herzfeld et al., 2014a). The intensity was reached after a 10-second 
ramp-up period. Ramping up the current was supposed to minimize discomfort and to 
avoid occurrence of phosphenes (Dun et al., 2016; Kessler et al., 2012; Nitsche et al., 2003). 
In the sham mode, the current was also ramped up for ten seconds until 2mA, but it was 
ramped down after 60 seconds of stimulation. The time for ramping down the current was 
set to 10 seconds. The stimulation period of 60 seconds in the sham mode was supposed to 
blind the subject by inducing a tingling sensation. A sham stimulation of only 30 seconds, 
as applied in many other tDCS studies, has been shown to be ineffective for blinding at a 
current intensity of 2 mA (for review: Dun et al., 2016; O’Connell et al., 2012). There were 
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six different stimulation conditions in both experiments respectively (with ten subjects per 
subgroup; see also Table 1). Anodal, cathodal or sham stimulation started either at the 
beginning of the last baseline block or at the beginning of the adaptation block (Figure 
1C). In the force field task, stimulation was applied for 13.81 min ± SD 0.19 when starting 
in the last baseline block and for 10.36 min ± SD 0.12 when starting at the beginning of 
the adaptation block. In the visuomotor task, tDCS was applied for 10.20 min ± SD 0.16 
and 7.61 min ± SD 0.17, respectively. The stimulation was finished when the subject had 
completed the adaptation block. Importantly, each subject was double-blind randomized 
to one of the six stimulation conditions. Blinding and deblinding was conducted by a lab 
member not directly involved in data acquisition.
Table 1. Age and sex ratio of subjects in each of the 12 subgroups tested (ten subjects per subgroup). 
Stimulation onset Stimulation Sex ratio Age (years)
Forcefield experiment
Baseline Anodal 1:1 24.60 ± 2.99
Cathodal 1:1 22.30 ± 1.77
Sham 1:1 24.10 ± 1.60
Adaptation Anodal 1:1 24.50 ± 2.12
Cathodal 1:1 24.60 ± 2.27
Sham 1:1 24.40 ± 2.59
Visuomotor experiment
Baseline Anodal 1:1 23.30 ± 2.83
Cathodal 1:1 22.70 ± 4.24
Sham 1:1 22.40 ± 2.22
Adaptation Anodal 1:1 20.50 ± 1.43
Cathodal 1:1 23.60 ± 4.27
Sham 1:1 21.10 ± 2.03
Age in years ± SD. 
Data analysis and statistics
Data analysis was performed by means of MATLAB with Statistics Toolbox (MATLAB 8.5; 
Mathworks). Movements that did not exceed a velocity of 0.12 m/s were removed from 
further analysis. On basis of this definition, 0.82 (range: 0-6) movements per subject were 
excluded in the in the force field task and 0.68 (range: 0-3) movements per subject in the 
visuomotor task.
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To measure performance of the subjects, the following outcome measures were calculated 
(Figure 1B): the Maximum Error (ME) and the Perpendicular Velocity at 60 ms after 
movement onset (PV) in the in force field experiment, and the Angular End point Error 
(AEE) in the visuomotor experiment. Movement onset was defined as the first time in a 
trial, where hand velocity exceeded 0.05 m/s.
The ME is calculated as the angle between a straight line from the starting position to 
target and a straight line from the starting position to the point of the largest error during 
a movement (Rabe et al., 2009). The AEE represents the error of the hand position at the 
end of a movement, i.e. the angle between a line from the starting position to the target 
and a line from the starting position to the final position of the hand in a movement (Galea 
et al., 2010a; Jalali et al., 2017). Finally, the PV was calculated in force field trials to assess 
the amount of overcompensation early-on in movements. Early overcompensation is an 
effective adaptation method in the force field task because it enables a smooth curved 
movement with minimum effort, as the arm is being moved towards the target by the motors 
of the manipulandum if the size of overcompensation was chosen correctly (Herzfeld et al., 
2014a; Izawa et al., 2008; Joiner and Smith, 2008; Smith et al., 2006). 
A correction for movement biases was made by taking the errors from the second baseline 
block averaged per target direction and subtracting them from the errors in the adaptation 
and the washout block. A moving median with a sliding window of 16 trials was calculated 
and errors exceeding 3 absolute deviations from the median in the sliding window were 
excluded from further analysis. In force field, on average 4.06% of the trials were filtered 
with an interquartile range of 1,86% (Q1: 2.93; Q3: 4.79). In the visuomotor experiment, 
on average 3.98% of the trials were filtered with an interquartile range of 2.05% (Q1: 2.34; 
Q3: 4.39).
To evaluate the extent of learning, we performed two-way ANOVAs (IBM SPSS Statistics 
23) to analyze group effects and interactions (Galea et al., 2010a). Averaged ME, AEE 
and PV were calculated by first binning eight consecutive trials. Secondly, in baseline and 
washout blocks bin 2-6 and in adaptation block bin 2-11 were averaged. For each block, a 
two-way ANOVA was performed with mean ME, AEE and PV as dependent variable and 
stimulation (i.e. anodal, cathodal or sham) and onset of stimulation (i.e. onset in baseline or 
adaptation) as factors. Mean PV was compared in the adaptation block only. For post-hoc 
testing, we conducted a Tukey test if indicated.
Null results were analyzed with the TOST-procedure to test for equivalence (Schuirmann, 
1987). To verify that we could detect practically relevant effects of tDCS given the 
experimental design, we conducted sensitivity analyses in G*Power (Faul et al., 2007). 
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To evaluate the learning rate, we performed a permutation test, in which we first fitted an 
exponential to the mean aiming errors of the anodal, cathodal and sham groups in the force 
field condition. Note, in the visuomotor task we converted the reaching directions to aiming 
errors (reaching direction + perturbation) to enable fitting of the data. The exponential was 
of the form y = aebx and fitted using the fit function of the curve fitting toolbox in MATLAB 
(MATLAB 8.5; Mathworks). Next, we permuted the original dataset 10.000 times and fitted 
an exponential to each permutation to generate a null distribution of learning rates. The 
learning rates of the anodal, cathodal and sham groups appeared not to be different from this 
null distribution. To determine whether there was a difference in learning rates between the 
stimulation conditions and the generated null distribution, we calculated the root-mean-
square error (RMSE = √(∑(ri - ṝ)2) where r is the learning rate − 1−b) for the permutations 
and stimulation conditions. A p-value was determined by calculating the proportion of 
RMSE’s of the null distribution larger than the RMSE of the stimulation conditions. To 
asses equivalency between the groups, we bootstrapped the original data 10.000 times (i.e. 
each group was resampled with replacement 10.000 times) and fitted an exponential to 
each stimulation condition in the bootstrapped dataset. Then, the difference in learning 
rate between stimulation conditions was calculated. This resulted in three distributions 
of differences in learning rates: anodal – cathodal, anodal – sham and cathodal – sham. 
Next, we used the two one-sided tests procedure (TOST) to test for equivalence between 
stimulation conditions. We calculated the proportion of the bootstrapped distribution 
outside the smallest effect size of interest (SESOI). The SESOI was set at a difference of 10 
trials in average learning rate and the maximum of the proportion to the left and right of 
the SESOI was taken. 
RESULTS
Demographics, movement time, movement velocity and reaction 
time
Age did not differ significantly between the subgroups in both experiments (all: p < 0.05). 
Additionally, the sex ratio was 1:1 in all subgroups (see Table 1). In the force field task, 
average movement times (anodal: 243.84 ms ± SD 63.82 ms, cathodal: 261.95 ms ± SD 
86.37 ms, sham: 222.31 ms ± SD 51.34 ms) and average movement velocities (anodal: 0.45 
m/s ± SD 0.11 m/s, cathodal: 0.43 m/s ± SD 0.12 m/s, sham: 0.47 m/s ± SD 0.08 m/s) were 
not significantly different between stimulation groups. Likewise, there was no significant 
difference considering the visuomotor task (average movement time: anodal: 266.23 ms 
± SD 42.90 ms, cathodal: 248.95 ms ± SD 60.97 ms, sham: 248.67 ms ± SD 56.42 ms; 
movement velocity: anodal: 0.42 m/s ± SD 0.07 m/s, cathodal: 0.47 m/s ± SD 0.13 m/s, 
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sham: 0.46 m/s ± SD 0.09 m/s). In both tasks, average movement time and velocity did not 
show a significant difference between subgroups (all p values > 0.05). Reaction times are 
presented in Table 2. Stimulation did not show a significant effect on reaction time (all p 
values > 0.05).
Table 2. Mean reaction times in the baseline, adaptation, washout phase in the force field and visuomotor 
experiments. 
Experiment Blocks Reaction time (ms)
Force field Baseline 303.60 ± 40.30
Adaptation 355.01 ± 54.81
Washout 310.62 ± 47.43
Visuomotor Baseline 285.92 ± 51.76
Adaptation 359.88 ± 74.86
Washout 275.25 ± 60.48
Reaction times in milliseconds ± SD. 
Experiment 1 – Force field task
Hand paths of a single subject during adaptation are depicted in Figure 2A. An unexpected 
velocity-dependent clockwise perpendicular force led to a high maximum error at the 
beginning of the adaptation block. The initial trajectories show an online correction late in 
the movement so that the Angular End point Error would be lower than the Maximum Error 
and which could mask the adaptation process. Therefore, Maximum Error was analyzed 
in the force field experiment. In the course of the adaptation block, subjects learned to 
efficiently compensate for the force by overcompensating early in the movement. This early 
overcompensation enables a smooth movement without online correction.
Maximum Error – extent of learning
Mean group Maximum Error (ME) is shown over the course of the experiment in Figure 
3A. In baseline, subjects had initially a counterclockwise movement bias. The ME in the 
first bin was -8.01° +/- SD 4.07°. Throughout the baseline phase, the ME decreased until it 
reached -1.19° +/- SD 2.37° at the end of baseline. At the beginning of the adaptation block, 
movements had a high ME (23.24° +/- SD 4.45 in the first bin). But all subjects learned to 
compensate the perturbing force so that the mean ME across all groups reached 2.15° +/- 
SD 4.83. In the washout block, negative values for ME represent a deviation to the opposite 
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direction than the force that used to be applied in the adaptation block indicating a subject’s 
retention. In the course of the washout phase, ME decreased from -12.64° +/- SD 2.60° in 
the first bin to -1.12 +/- SD 5.10° at the last bin. 
A
B
Figure 2. Single subject trajectories during the adaptation block. Movements were performed from the center 
point to one of the eight targets. The dashed lines show hypothetical straight movements. (A) In the experiment 1 
(force field adaptation task), movements show a late compensation for the applied forces early in the block (blue) 
and an early overcompensation late in the block (red). (B) During experiment 2 (visuomotor adaptation task), 
movements show only a small deviation indicating an insufficient adaptation to the 30° clockwise rotation of the 
cursor early in the block (blue) and a counterclockwise compensation late in the block (red).
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Figure 3. Mean Maximum Error (+/- SEM) in each stimulation group during baseline (Block1-3), adaptation 
(Block 4) and washout (Block 5-7) of experiment 1 (force field task) (A-C). The ME was calculated as the angle 
between a straight line from the starting position to target and a straight line from the starting position to the point 
of the largest error during a movement (Rabe et al., 2009). There were no significant differences between groups 
(all p values > 0.05). (A) Group data irrespective of stimulation onset. Light shading represents stimulation onset 
in baseline, dark shading stimulation onset in adaptation. (B) Stimulation onset in baseline. Shading shows the 
blocks with stimulation. (C) Stimulation onset in adaptation. Shading shows the block with stimulation. 
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In the baseline blocks, the adaptation block as well as in the first and third washout blocks, 
there were no significant effects of the factors stimulation and stimulation onset and no 
significant stimulation x stimulation onset interaction (all p > 0.05, Table 3). 
Table 3. Statistical results of the force field task. 
Maximum error F Statistics P Value
Baseline 1 Stimulation F(2,54) = 0.75 0.48
Stimulation Onset F(1,54) = 1.14 0.29
Stimulation x Stimulation Onset F(2,54) = 1.30 0.28
Baseline 2 Stimulation F(2,54) = 0.08 0.93
Stimulation Onset F(1,54) = 0.01 0.92
Stimulation x Stimulation Onset F(2,54) = 0.15 0.86
Baseline 3 Stimulation F(2,54) = 0.24 0.76
Stimulation Onset F(1,54) = 0.81 0.37
Stimulation x Stimulation Onset F(2,54) = 0.20 0.82
Adaptation Stimulation F(2,54) = 0.70 0.50
Stimulation Onset F(1,54) = 0.32 0.58
Stimulation x Stimulation Onset F(2,54) = 0.12 0.89
Washout 1 Stimulation F(2,54) = 0.67 0.51
Stimulation Onset F(1,54) = 1.02 0.32
Stimulation x Stimulation Onset F(2,54) = 1.94 0.15
Washout 2 Stimulation F(2,54) = 3.24 0.047
Stimulation Onset F(1,54) = 2.76 0.10
Stimulation x Stimulation Onset F(2,54) = 2.04 0.14
Washout 3 Stimulation F(2,54) = 0.15 0.86
Stimulation Onset F(1,54) = 0.50 0.49
Stimulation x Stimulation Onset F(2,54) = 0.66 0.53
Perpendicular velocity at 60 ms
Adaptation Stimulation F(2,54) = 0.49 0.61
Stimulation Onset F(1,54) = 0.01 0.92
Stimulation x Stimulation Onset F(2,54) = 0.71 0.50
When comparing each bin of different stimulation groups in the adaptation block, cathodal 
stimulation tended to show higher ME towards the end of adaptation especially with 
stimulation onset in adaptation block. These differences, however, were not significant (see 
p values of t-tests in Table 4). 
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In the second washout block, stimulation showed a significant effect on mean ME (F2,54 = 
3.24; p = 0.047) with no significant effect of stimulation onset (F2,54 = 2.75; p = 0.10) and no 
significant stimulation x stimulation onset interaction (F2,54 = 2.04; p = 0.15). The post-hoc 
test (Tukey-Test) of the second washout block revealed a significant lower value of mean 
ME in the cathodal stimulation group in comparison to the sham stimulation group (in 
the second washout block). Because there was neither a difference in the first nor in the 
third washout block, this finding may be false positive and needs to be confirmed in future 
studies.
When carefully looking at hand paths of a single subject during adaptation in Figure 2A, 
deviations of movements and adaptation seem to be less pronounced for targets in the 
x-axis (i.e. 0° and 180°). We looked at mean errors of all subjects in the course of adaptation 
for each target separately and saw the same trend. This may be caused by the inertial matrix 
of the limb. Therefore, we additionally analyzed averaged mean error in the adaptation 
block without those two targets mentioned above. Again, there was no significant effect 
neither of the factor stimulation nor of stimulation onset nor a significant stimulation x 
stimulation onset (all p > 0.05).
Maximum Error – rate of learning
The mean learning rate (- 1−b) was 44.6 trials 95% CI(36.6, 57.2) for the anodal, 52.8 trials 95% 
CI(43.8, 66.6) for the cathodal and 38 trials 95% CI(31.5, 47.8) for the sham group. To assess 
goodness of fit, we calculated R2 for each of the fits. R2 for the anodal, cathodal and sham 
group was 0.51, 0.50 and 0.57 respectively. There was no significant difference between 
the null distribution and the stimulation conditions (p = 0.30). All differences in learning 
rates were not equivalent (anodal – cathodal, p = 0.44, anodal – sham, p = 0.28, cathodal – 
sham p = 0.66). Thus, while we did not find evidence for a difference between stimulation 
conditions, the learning rates between stimulation conditions cannot be considered as 
equivalent. 
Perpendicular Velocity at 60 ms
The PV was calculated for the adaptation block only. PV has been used to analyze 
overcompensation early in the movement, which has been described to be typical of force 
field learning (Herzfeld et al., 2014a; Izawa et al., 2008; Joiner and Smith, 2008; Smith 
et al., 2006). We analyzed PV at 60 ms after movement onset because of a pronounced 
overcompensation at this point of time (Figure 4). 
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A
B
C
Figure 4. Mean Perpendicular Velocity (+/- SEM) in the first bin (A), the eighth bin (B) and the last bin (C) of the 
adaptation block in experiment 1 (force field task). Clockwise deviation, i.e. the direction of the force applied by the 
robot motors, results in positive values. Counterclockwise deviation, i.e. overcompensation to the force, results in 
negative values. At the beginning of adaptation, there is a strong clockwise deviation and a late overcompensation 
during a movement. At the end of adaptation, an early overcompensation with its maximum at about 60 ms is 
followed by a late clockwise deviation during a movement.
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Positive values represent a clockwise deviation, negative values an overcompensation. 
Figure 4A shows the mean Perpendicular Velocity in the first bin of the adaptation block. 
After an early clockwise deviation corresponding to the direction of the force generated by 
the robot motors, the subjects corrected for the error by performing a late online correction. 
In the course of the adaptation block, subjects showed earlier overcompensation (Figure 
4B). In Figure 4C, the PV at the end of the adaptation block is depicted. Here, an early 
overcompensation at about 60 ms after movement onset is followed by a later clockwise 
deviation resulting in a smooth s-shaped curve. This kind of adaptation is consistent with 
force field learning reported in previous studies (Herzfeld et al., 2014a; Izawa et al., 2008; 
Joiner and Smith, 2008; Smith et al., 2006). During adaptation, stimulation (F2,54 = 0.49; p 
= 0.61) and stimulation onset (F2,54 = 0.01; p = 0.92) did not have a significant influence 
on averaged PV. Furthermore, there was no significant stimulation x stimulation onset 
interaction (F2,54 = 0.71; p = 0.50; Figure 5, Table 3) 
Experiment 2 – Visuomotor task
Figure 2B shows the hand paths during the adaptation phase. At the beginning of the block, 
the trajectory is directed towards the target indicating a lack of compensation for the 30° 
clockwise rotation of the cursor. By the end of adaptation, the trajectories show a clear 
counterclockwise deviation indicating a good compensation for the clockwise rotation of 
the cursor.
Angular End point Error – extent of learning
The development of AEE during the experiment is depicted in Figure 6. At the beginning 
of the baseline phase, subjects tended to move with a counterclockwise movement bias. 
The AEE in the first bin was -2.14° +/- SD 3.26° and decreased throughout the baseline to 
-0.10° +/- SD 1.61°. At the beginning of the adaptation block, the subjects showed only a 
small correction for the 30° clockwise rotation of the cursor. The AEE was -4.11° +/- SD 
3.87 in the first bin. In the course of the block, all subjects showed learning. At the end of 
adaptation, the AEE reached -25.29° +/- SD 2.61 so that the hand movement has almost 
equalized the 30° cursor rotation. In the washout block, a good retention was represented 
by high negative values of AEE. In the course of the washout phase, AEE changed from 
-19.45° +/- SD 2.83° in the first bin to -12.69 +/- SD 6.04° in the last bin. 
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Figure 5. Perpendicular Velocity at 60 ms (+/- SEM) in each stimulation group during baseline, adaptation and 
washout in experiment 1 (force field task). There were no significant differences between groups (p > 0.05). (A) 
Stimulation onset in baseline and adaptation is shown together. (B) Stimulation onset in baseline. (C) Stimulation 
onset in adaptation. 
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Figure 6. Angular End point Error (+/- SEM) in each stimulation group during baseline (Block 1-3), adaptation 
(Block 4) and washout (Block 5-7) in experiment 2 (visuomotor task). The AEE represents the error of the hand 
position at the end of a movement, i.e. the angle between a line from the starting position to the target and a 
line from the starting position to the final position of the hand in a movement (Jalali et al., 2017). There were 
no significant differences between groups (all p values > 0.05). (A) Stimulation onset in baseline and adaptation 
is shown together. Light shading represents stimulation onset in baseline, dark shading stimulation onset in 
adaptation. (B) Stimulation onset in baseline. Shading shows the blocks with stimulation. (C) Stimulation onset in 
adaptation. Shading shows the block with stimulation.
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In all blocks of experiment 2, there was no significant effect of the factors stimulation 
and stimulation onset and no significant stimulation x stimulation onset interaction (all 
p > 0.05, Table 5). Also, when comparing each bin of different stimulation groups in the 
adaptation block, no significant differences could be detected (Table 4).
Table 5. Statistical results of the visuomotor task.
Angular end point errors F Statistics P Value
Baseline 1 Stimulation F(2,54) = 0.25 0.78
Stimulation Onset F(1,54) = 0.01 0.92
Stimulation x Stimulation Onset F(2,54) = 1.17 0.32
Baseline 2 Stimulation F(2,54) = 0.88 0.42
Stimulation Onset F(1,54) = 0.02 0.87
Stimulation x Stimulation Onset F(2,54) = 0.93 0.40
Baseline 3 Stimulation F(2,54) = 0.93 0.40
Stimulation Onset F(1,54) = 0.01 0.93
Stimulation x Stimulation Onset F(2,54) = 0.12 0.88
Adaptation Stimulation F(2,54) = 0.22 0.81
Stimulation Onset F(1,54) = 0.09 0.76
Stimulation x Stimulation Onset F(2,54) = 0.97 0.38
Washout 1 Stimulation F(2,54) = 0.11 0.89
Stimulation Onset F(1,54) = 0.21 0.65
Stimulation x Stimulation Onset F(2,54) = 0.47 0.63
Washout 2 Stimulation F(2,54) = 2.53 0.09
Stimulation Onset F(1,54) = 0.07 0.79
Stimulation x Stimulation Onset F(2,54) = 0.48 0.62
Washout 3 Stimulation F(2,54) = 1.42 0.25
Stimulation Onset F(1,54) = 0.09 0.76
Stimulation x Stimulation Onset F(2,54) = 0.75 0.48
AEE = Angular End point Error
Angular End point Error – rate of learning
The mean learning rate (- 1−b) was 54.9 trials 95% CI(49.5, 61.8) for the anodal, 52.1 trials 
95% CI(46.8, 58.6) for the cathodal and 61.6 trials 95% CI(55.3, 69.5) for the sham group. 
R2 for the anodal, cathodal and sham group was 0.51, 0.50 and 0.74 respectively. There was 
no significant difference between the null distribution and the stimulation conditions (p 
= 0.42). All differences in learning rates were not equivalent (anodal – cathodal, p = 0.16, 
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anodal – sham, p = 0.32, cathodal – sham p = 0.45). Thus, similar to the force field task, 
while we did not find evidence for a difference between stimulation conditions, the learning 
rates between stimulation conditions cannot be considered as equivalent. 
Power analysis
To test whether non-significant effects were due to a lack in statistical power, we estimated 
the minimum detectable effect size for stimulation type and separately for stimulation 
onset. With three groups of 20 subjects (anodal/cathodal/sham, total n = 60), α = 0.05 and 
1 – β = 0.80, we could reliably reject the null hypothesis if the true effect size of stimulation 
was f ≥ 0.30 (d ≥ 0.6). This means that, given a pooled standard deviation of approximately 
3.1° (in force field and visuomotor perturbations), we could reliably reject differences in 
aiming errors of 1.9° and larger. For stimulation onset, with six groups of ten subjects (total 
n = 60), α = 0.05 and 1 – β = 0.80, we could reliably reject the null hypothesis with true 
effect sizes of f ≥ 0.35 (d ≥ 0.7) or aiming errors of 2.2° and larger. Recent studies suggest 
a true effect size of tDCS around d = 0.5, depending on the task (Hashemirad et al., 2016; 
Minarik et al., 2016). Jalali et al. (2017) report an effect size of d = 0.7 (2.6° in aiming errors) 
of pooled experimental data in a similar task, while Galea et al. (2010) report an effect of 
approximately 5 degrees between sham and anodal stimulation in a visuomotor task. Thus, 
we conclude our experiments were powerful enough to detect practically relevant effects of 
stimulation type and stimulation onset. 
Equivalency test – forcefield task
During baseline, we could establish equivalency between stimulation types with the smallest 
effect size of interest (SESOI) set at -1 and +1 degrees, for both anodal vs sham stimulation 
(p = 0.02) and cathodal vs sham stimulation (p = 0.01). Furthermore, we calculated the 
mean group differences (MD) and the 95% Confidence Interval (CI) with a Bonferroni 
adjustment for multiple comparisons. There was no significant difference between sham 
and anodal stimulation (p = 1.00; mean difference 0.17, 95%-CI[-0.74, 1.08]), no significant 
difference between sham and cathodal stimulation (p = 1.00); MD 0.16, 95%-CI[-0.76, 
1.07]) and no significant difference between anodal and cathodal stimulation (p = 1.00; 
MD -0.01, 95%-CI[-0.93, 0.90]).
In the adaptation block, there was no significant difference between the sham and the anodal 
group (p = 1.00; MD -0.69, 95%-CI[-3.51, 2.14]), no significant difference between the 
sham and the cathodal group (p = 0.52; MD -1.58, 95%-CI[-4.40, 1.25]) and no significant 
difference between the anodal and the cathodal group (p = 1.00; MD -0.89, 95%-CI[-3.72, 
1.94]). Equivalency between anodal vs sham stimulation and cathodal vs sham stimulation 
could not be established during adaptation (p = 0.35 and p = 0.67 respectively). The mean 
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maximum aiming error of sham stimulation (6.85° ± SE 0.81°) was on average slightly lower 
than of anodal stimulation (7.53° ± SE 0.81°) which is against the prediction of improved 
learning with anodal tDCS. The mean maximum aiming error of the cathodal group was 
on average slightly higher than the sham group (8.42° ± SE 0.81°), but, as mentioned before, 
failed to reach significance. 
In washout, equivalency between anodal vs sham stimulation (p = 0.28) and cathodal vs 
sham stimulation, could not be established (p = 0.57). There was no significant difference 
between the sham and the anodal group (p = 1.00; MD -0.61, 95%-CI[-2.33, 1.11]), no 
significant difference between the sham and the cathodal group (p = 0.34; MD -1.12, 95%-
CI[-2.84, 0.60]) and no significant difference between the anodal and the cathodal group (p 
= 1.00; MD -0.51, 95%-CI[-2.23, 1.21]). 
Equivalency test – visuomotor task
During baseline, we could establish equivalency between stimulation types with the 
smallest effect size of interest (SESOI) set at -1 and +1 degrees, for both anodal vs sham 
stimulation (p < 0.001) and cathodal vs sham stimulation (p < 0.001). The comparison 
of the mean group differences (MD) and the 95% Confidence Interval (CI) delivered no 
significant differences between sham and anodal stimulation (p = 1.00; MD -0.02, 95%-CI[-
0.43, 0.39]) between sham and cathodal stimulation (p = 1.00; MD -0.15, 95%-CI[-0.55, 
0.26]) as well as anodal and cathodal stimulation (p = 1.00; MD -0.13, 95%-CI[-0.54, 0.28]).
In the adaptation block, there was no significant difference between the sham and the anodal 
group (p = 1.00; MD -0.14, 95%-CI[-2.23, 1.95]), no significant difference between the 
sham and the cathodal group (p = 1.00; MD 0.38, 95%-CI[-1.72, 2.47]) and no significant 
difference between the anodal and the cathodal group (p = 1.00; MD 0.52, 95%-CI[-1.58, 
2.61]). Equivalency between anodal vs sham stimulation and cathodal vs sham stimulation 
could not be established during adaptation (p = 0.18 and p = 0.20 respectively). The mean 
aiming error of sham stimulation (-20.77° ± SE 0.60°) was on average slightly more negative 
than of anodal stimulation (-20.63° ± SE 0.60°) which is against the prediction of improved 
learning with anodal tDCS. The mean aiming error of the cathodal group was on average 
even more negative than of the sham group (-21.14° ± SE 0.60°), but, as mentioned before, 
failed to reach significance.
In washout, equivalency between anodal vs sham stimulation (p = 0.72) and cathodal vs 
sham stimulation, could not be established (p = 0.71). There was no significant difference 
between the sham and the anodal group (p = 0.38; MD -1.65, 95%-CI[-4.28, 0.98]), no 
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significant difference between the sham and the cathodal group (p =0.43; MD -1.58, 95%-
CI[-4.20, 1.05]) and no significant difference between the anodal and the cathodal group (p 
= 1.00; MD 0.07, 95%-CI[-2.56, 2.70]).
DISCUSSION
In the present study, no significant stimulation effects of cerebellar tDCS were observed 
in reaching adaptation neither during force field nor during visuomotor perturbations. 
Furthermore, the onset of tDCS had no effect on adaptation. 
Inconsistent effects of cerebellar tDCS
We could not confirm previous findings of effects of cerebellar tDCS on visuomotor 
adaptation (Galea et al., 2010a; Jalali et al., 2017). As Jalali et al. (2017) already highlighted, 
differences in task parameters are important which can lead to a lack of replication even for 
slight changes in paradigm (cf. lack of replication of Galea et al. (2010) in Jalali et al. (2017)). 
Jalali et al. (2017) tested the effect of cerebellar tDCS (anodal vs. sham) on visuomotor 
adaptation with various parameters. Only under the condition where subjects were sitting 
in front of a vertically oriented screen and were performing goal directed movements with 
their right index finger they did see a better adaptation in the anodal group. This contrasts 
with the study by (Galea et al., 2010a) where subjects moved a digitizing pen. However, 
when Jalali et al. (2017) tried an even closer replication of the study by (Galea et al., 2010a), 
by having the subjects move a pen-shaped tool, they failed to show any effects of cerebellar 
tDCS. Neither were there effects when cerebellar tDCS was applied offline, when the visual 
rotation was applied stepwise or gradually, nor when a horizontally oriented screen was 
used. Importantly, the only experiment where tDCS effects were observed could not be 
replicated in a further experiment in the same study (Jalali et al., 2017). In our study, 
subjects were sitting in front of a vertically oriented screen and were moving the handle of 
a manipulandum. Although the parameters were close to those in the study by (Galea et al., 
2010a)and the tool-use experiment in the study by Jalali et al. (2017), the tool used to move 
the cursor on the screen was not the same (manipulandum vs. digitizing pen). Another 
possible reason of inconsistent tDCS effects in visuomotor reach adaptation studies might 
be the lack of dissociation of implicit and explicit processes during adaptation. Leow et 
al. (2014) showed that visuomotor adaptation is influenced by anodal tDCS when explicit 
re-aiming is suppressed. They used different preparation times (presentation of target 
before movement) in their paradigm (i.e. 250 or 1000 ms). Stimulation effects could only be 
detected in the short preparation time group representing implicit processes. In our study, 
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subjects were told to initiate the movement immediately after target presentation. So, we 
think that our paradigm mainly represents implicit processes and that the findings by Leow 
et al. (2014) cannot explain our negative results.
In force field adaptation, we could not confirm previous findings of stimulation effects 
on adaptation either (Herzfeld et al., 2014a). Again, one reason may be the differences in 
task parameters (point-to-point reaching movements, number of targets, less trials, error 
clamps, horizontal screen, different type of manipulandum used in the Herzfeld study). 
A previous study of our group did not reveal any stimulation effects on force field reach 
adaptation in cerebellar patients and in healthy subjects as well (Hulst et al., 2017). In 
that study we applied anodal tDCS either over the cerebellum or over M1 or sham tDCS. 
None of the conditions led to improvements in adaptation or retention. As in the study by 
Herzfeld et al. (2014), stimulation started in baseline and continued throughout adaptation 
and the targets were presented on a horizontally oriented screen (Hulst et al., 2017). 
It is possible that tDCS studies require much higher group sizes because the effects are 
smaller than previously assumed (Hulst et al., 2017; Jalali et al., 2017). In the aforementioned 
studies, group sizes of eight to thirty subjects were used (Herzfeld et al., 2014a; Hulst et al., 
2017; Jalali et al., 2017, 2017). Thus, the group sizes of our study, ten subjects per group 
with consideration of movement onset or twenty subjects per group without consideration 
of movement onset, correspond to the number of subjects previously used in comparable 
studies. A post-hoc power analysis also revealed that our experiments were sufficiently 
powered, based on the effect sizes of tDCS previously reported. We could not, however, 
establish equivalency between sham stimulation and anodal or cathodal stimulation. Both 
in the force field and in the visuomotor experiment, equivalency was not established during 
adaptation or washout. 
The difficulty in replicating previous tDCS experiments should be considered when planning 
future experiments. Ideally, future studies should use much higher sample sizes as the real 
tDCS effect is possibly smaller than previously assumed, but, this could lead to problems in 
planning tDCS studies in patients with a rare disease like cerebellar degeneration where it 
is difficult to recruit enough subjects for a sufficiently powered study. Another approach to 
combat publication bias could be preregistration of experimental studies, but this approach 
has not permeated to the domain of neurosciences yet. 
When we shift our focus to other experimental paradigms, we also find that tDCS effects 
are often difficult to replicate. For example, in eyeblink conditioning, a simple motor 
learning task that is driven by the cerebellum, (Zuchowski et al. (2014) demonstrated 
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anodal cerebellar tDCS to enhance the acquisition of the conditioned eyeblink response 
and cathodal cerebellar tDCS to inhibit this process, but a following study of our lab could 
not replicate these findings (Beyer et al., 2017).
Also outside of the cerebellum, difficulties replicating tDCS results are present. Lefebvre et 
al. (2013, 2015) applied dual-tDCS bilaterally over the primary motor cortices in chronic 
stroke patients while they performed a motor skill learning task. Patients receiving tDCS 
showed enhanced learning compared to sham. This work could not be replicated by van der 
Vliet et al. (2017) who used an identical design of the motor skill learning task.
It is possible that the lack of replication originates from a high individual variability in 
response to tDCS. Several studies have shown large inter- as well as intra-individual 
variability in response to tDCS (López-Alonso et al., 2014; Wiethoff et al., 2014). Similar 
results have also been observed for other non-invasive brain stimulation techniques as 
theta burst stimulation (Hamada et al., 2013), repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation 
(Maeda et al., 2000) and paired associative stimulation (Müller-Dahlhaus et al., 2008). 
An explanation for the individual variability in response to non-invasive brain stimulation 
could lie in anatomical differences among subjects (Datta et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2014a; 
Opitz et al., 2015; Parazzini et al., 2015; Russell et al., 2013). Furthermore, it has been 
shown that the orientation of the neurons relative to the current flow is crucial (Chan and 
Nicholson, 1986; Chan et al., 1988; Rahman et al., 2013, 2014). Current flow along the 
somato-dendritic axis of a neuron leads to a depolarization of membrane compartments 
near the cathode, whereas compartments near the anode are being hyperpolarized (Rahman 
et al., 2013, 2014). Since the cerebellar cortex is highly convoluted, different polarization 
profiles can result along the cerebellar gyri (Rahman et al., 2014). Considering the complex 
cerebellar architecture, its multitude of afferents and efferents and likely differences in 
learning mechanisms used by zebrin positive and negative zones, further analysis is needed 
to better predict the functional effects of cerebellar tDCS (Rahman et al., 2014). 
Besides the anatomical level, former studies showed tDCS to alter the concentration of 
certain neurotransmitters measured by magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS). Stagg et 
al. (2011) demonstrated a positive correlation between the anodal tDCS-induced GABA 
decrease in M1 and the degree of motor learning. In a force field reach task, similar to the 
first experiment of the present study, Kim et al. (2014) demonstrated that faster adaptation 
and a longer retention were associated with a large decrease in GABA after anodal tDCS over 
M1. Regarding cerebellar tDCS and its influence on the concentration of neurotransmitters, 
a recent visuomotor adaptation study by Jalali et al. (2018) demonstrated that anodal 
cerebellar tDCS resulted in an increased motor memory retention which was strongly 
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correlated with a decrease in cerebellar glutamate levels. Interestingly, Galea et al. (2010) 
showed in a previous visuomotor adaptation study that tDCS over M1, but not cerebellar 
tDCS, improved retention. Conversely, anodal cerebellar tDCS led to faster adaptation 
(Galea et al., 2010a). Comparing the change of neurotransmitter levels caused by tDCS with 
the performance in a certain task is a promising tool to get a better understanding under 
which conditions subjects can benefit from a tDCS application.
Stimulation onset of tDCS
We supposed that a possible reason for the inconsistent results could be that stimulation 
effects differ depending on the onset of stimulation. TDCS studies, mostly targeting the 
motor cortex, but also the cerebellum have shown that stimulation effects are related to 
the time course of stimulation (Cabral et al., 2015; Fricke et al., 2011; Prichard et al., 2014; 
Sriraman et al., 2014; Stagg et al., 2011b). Galea et al. (2010) as well as Herzfeld et al. (2014) 
started tDCS before adaptation and continued throughout the adaptation phase. So did Jalali 
et al. (2017) as well as Hulst et al. (2017). However, they could not replicate previous results. 
Several studies reported that tDCS has mainly online effects (Ehsani et al., 2016; Galea et 
al., 2010a; Prichard et al., 2014). Stagg et al. (2011) demonstrated that anodal tDCS applied 
before the task may even inverse the effects compared to an application during the task. 
Hence, our hypothesis was that stimulation starting in baseline could lead to homeostatic 
mechanisms resulting in altered tDCS effects like a reduced effectivity of anodal stimulation. 
At the same time, we thought that stimulation starting with the adaptation phase would 
result in more robust effects. Due to a lack of tDCS effects in general this hypothesis could 
not be confirmed.
Limitations
We did not assess the fluctuations of the intra-individual performance level concerning 
motor adaptation and we did not evaluate the individual response to tDCS. TDCS effects 
could have been masked by a large inter-individual variability in personal adaptation skills. 
Thus, we suggest a cross-over design for future studies that allows an analysis of both inter-
individual and intra-individual differences in (motor) performance on the one hand and 
of tDCS response on the other hand. A drawback of cross-over designed studies, however, 
are carry-over effects. Taking individual predispositions into account, it may imply that 
tDCS parameters should be adjusted on individual basis, which in turn requires specific 
biomarkers that are supposed to show what tDCS parameter is appropriate for what subject. 
Similar to primary motor cortex tDCS effects, which have been found to correlate with the 
sensitivity to TMS effects (Jamil et al., 2017; Labruna et al., 2016), sensitivity to cerebellar 
brain inhibition (CBI) may be a useful tool to predict effects of cerebellar tDCS effects in 
individual subjects.
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Furthermore, it cannot be excluded that the change of ITI between the habituation and 
acquisition phase could have had an effect on the results. We used an ITI of 500 ms in the 
habituation phase and an ITI of 1500 ms in the acquisition phase. Cerebellar tDCS effects 
may be more obvious using shorter ITIs because trial-over-trial learning effects are more 
prominent (Yang and Lisberger, 2014). 
Finally, in the first baseline block in force field adaptation, there was an initial movement 
bias of up to about 10 degrees, which was in the opposite direction to the force applied in 
the adaptation block. Adaptation to this initial “perturbation” could have lowered learning 
in the adaptation block (Sing and Smith, 2010). This interference may have reduced possible 
tDCS effects.
CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, we did not find cerebellar tDCS effects in two different cerebellar-
dependent learning tasks independently of the polarity and onset of stimulation. In the 
context of heterogeneous findings in former studies, a great variability in anatomy, inner- 
and inter-individual performance with various cofactors like the concentration of certain 
neurotransmitters, especially GABA and glutamate as well as various task and set-up specific 
parameters, seem to affect the outcome of cerebellar tDCS. Prior to a possible clinical 
application, tDCS parameters that lead to robust stimulation effects have to be identified.
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ABSTRACT
Previous studies on sensorimotor adaptation revealed no awareness of the nature of the 
perturbation after adaptation to an abrupt 30° rotation of visual feedback or after adaptation 
to gradually introduced perturbations. Whether the degree of awareness depends on 
the magnitude of the perturbation, though, has as yet not been tested. Instead of using 
questionnaires, as was often done in previous work, the present study used a process 
dissociation procedure to measure awareness and unawareness. A naïve, implicit group and 
a group of subjects using explicit strategies adapted to 20°, 40° and 60° cursor rotations 
in different adaptation blocks that were each followed by determination of awareness and 
unawareness indices. The awareness index differed between groups and increased from 20° 
to 60° adaptation. In contrast, there was no group difference for the unawareness index, but 
it also depended on the size of the rotation. Early adaptation varied between groups and 
correlated with awareness: The more awareness a participant had developed the more the 
person adapted in the beginning of the adaptation block. In addition, there was a significant 
group difference for savings but it did not correlate with awareness. Our findings suggest 
that awareness depends on perturbation size and that aware and strategic processes are 
differentially involved during adaptation and savings. Moreover, the use of the process 
dissociation procedure opens the opportunity to determine awareness and unawareness 
indices in future sensorimotor adaptation research. 
Keywords: Sensorimotor adaptation, Motor learning, Awareness, Process dissociation 
procedure
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INTRODUCTION
The involvement of cognitive components such as explicit strategies and explicit knowledge, 
i.e. awareness, in motor learning has been intensively investigated since their manipulation 
is thought to lead to beneficial effects on various types of motor learning (Benson et al., 
2011; Taylor et al., 2011; Willingham et al., 2002), and could thus be used in rehabilitation 
programs or athletes training schedules. In sensorimotor adaptation, learning was found to 
be increased in participants with explicit knowledge compared to those without (Hwang et 
al., 2006). In that study, participants performed reaching movements to visual targets while 
either adapting to a clockwise (CW) or a counter-clockwise (CCW) force field acting on the 
moving arm. Those participants, who were aware of the specific pattern of perturbation, 
showed a larger learning index. However, the calculation of this learning index did not allow 
a distinction between improvements during adaptation phase and adaptive recalibration of 
the sensorimotor system, which is commonly measured by reaches made without visual 
feedback during (catch trials) or after training (aftereffects) (Benson et al., 2011; Bock 
and Girgenrath, 2005). More specifically, explicit knowledge has a positive effect on the 
adaptation phase but not on recalibration, as indicated by the transfer to a new motor task 
in a further study (Werner and Bock, 2007). In addition, numerous studies showed an age-
related impairment of sensorimotor adaptation during adaptation phase but not during 
aftereffect tests (Bock, 2005; Bock and Girgenrath, 2005; Buch et al., 2003; Fernández-Ruiz 
et al., 2000; McNay and Willingham, 1998) and this impairment of adaptation correlated 
with age-related reduction of explicit knowledge (Bock, 2005; Hegele and Heuer, 2010; 
Heuer and Hegele, 2008). To sum up, these results indicate a beneficial effect of explicit 
knowledge on performance during adaptation phase, but not on recalibration.
In the aforementioned studies, sensorimotor perturbations were induced suddenly 
leading to large movement errors at the beginning of adaptation. When perturbations are 
introduced gradually in a stepwise fashion, only small movement errors occur. Compared 
to sudden adaptation, performance in aftereffect tests was improved after gradual prism 
(Michel et al., 2007) and saccade adaptation (Wong and Shelhamer, 2011), after gradual 
adaptation to a visual gain (Ingram et al., 2000) and to a 90° rotation (Kagerer et al., 1997). 
Adaptation to smaller visual rotations (30° and 60°), however, did not lead to a difference 
of aftereffects between sudden or gradual adaptation (Klassen et al., 2005; Werner et al., 
2014). The difference of recalibration between both conditions is usually associated with a 
difference in awareness of the knowledge acquired through adaptation (Benson et al., 2011; 
Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2010; Galea et al., 2010b; Ingram et al., 2000; Taylor and 
Ivry, 2011). 
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Thus, there is a contradiction between studies showing enhanced explicit knowledge not 
effecting recalibration as shown in the first section and others claiming that unawareness, 
i.e. absent explicit knowledge, results in an increase of recalibration as shown in the second 
section. One explanation of this inconsistency could be an intermingling effect of explicit 
strategies, which might have been applied independently by some participants. Explanations 
of the nature of the perturbation or strategies like deliberate past pointing were shown to 
lead to a faster reduction of errors (Benson et al., 2011; Mazzoni, 2006; Sülzenbrück and 
Heuer, 2009; Taylor and Ivry, 2011), but also to lessened aftereffects (Benson et al., 2011; 
Mazzoni, 2006) compared to adaptation without explicit knowledge. Another explanation 
could be the dependence of explicit knowledge on the size of the perturbation, as previous 
results suggest: Hegele and Heuer showed that elderly participants made less use of explicit 
instructions than younger participants during adaptation to a large visual rotation of 75° 
(Hegele and Heuer, 2013), whereas cerebellar patients were able to successfully apply an 
explicit strategy of reaching to aiming targets, which counteracted a smaller visual rotation 
of 45° (Taylor et al., 2010). While cerebellar patients clearly suffer from cerebellar atrophy, 
anatomical evidence also reveals an age-related atrophy of the cerebellum (Andersen et al., 
2003; Dimitrova et al., 2008; Torvik et al., 1986; Woodruff-Pak et al., 2001). The different 
results could, thus, be related to a difference of affected anatomical regions, but also to 
a difference of rotation sizes. Furthermore, different generalization patterns to untrained 
targets were found after adaptation to a 75° (Heuer and Hegele, 2008, 2011) and to a 30° 
rotation (Krakauer et al., 2000). To our knowledge, awareness has as yet not been measured 
after different perturbation sizes. 
Two further drawbacks of previous research on awareness or explicit knowledge during 
motor adaptation can be identified. The first drawback is the irregular use of the term 
awareness. Some authors refer to awareness of a perturbation, i.e. the notion that something 
has changed (Galea et al., 2010b; Taylor and Ivry, 2011). Others more specifically mean the 
awareness of the nature of the perturbation (Benson et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011), as we 
relate to in the present study. The second drawback is the widespread use of questionnaires 
as a means of measuring awareness (Benson et al., 2011; Hwang et al., 2006; Slachevsky et 
al., 2001; Werner and Bock, 2007). In some studies using the gradual adaptation paradigm, 
even a formal questionnaire was not used. As discussed below, these methodologies have 
several disadvantages.
The domain of cognitive psychology has a strong tradition of analyzing awareness and 
there is an enduring debate about the acquisition of knowledge and whether or not it is 
available to conscious access (Cleeremans, 1993; Destrebecqz and Peigneux, 2005; Fu et 
al., 2008; Reingold and Merikle, 1990; Shanks and St. John, 1994). Questionnaires were 
soon the target of criticism in this field since verbal responses may fail to exhaustively 
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reveal all of a subjects’ unconscious knowledge because the knowledge is weak or held with 
low confidence, on the one hand, or because of the sharp difference of retrieval contexts 
(motor response vs. verbal response), on the other hand (Eriksen, 1960; Nisbett and 
Wilson, 1977; Reingold and Merikle, 1990; Shanks and St. John, 1994; Shanks et al., 2005). 
Alternative methods largely abandoned in cognitive research are prediction tasks during 
which participants are asked to make predictions during the same sort of task, to generate 
the same task freely or to recognize the trained task after an adaptation phase (Frensch et 
al., 1994; Reber and Squire, 1994; Willingham et al., 1989). Those methods have recently 
been implemented in sensorimotor adaptation research (Hegele and Heuer, 2010; Heuer 
and Hegele, 2008; Heuer and Rapp, 2011; Taylor and Ivry, 2011) but they suffer from the 
disadvantage that performance might be based on feelings of familiarity (Jacoby, 1991; 
Jiménez et al., 1996; Johnston et al., 1991; Mandler, 1980) and might, therefore, lead to an 
overestimation of awareness (Cleeremans, 1993; Shanks and St. John, 1994). Consequently, 
cognitive psychologists developed a method called the process dissociation procedure 
(PDP). First used by Jacoby (1991), PDP is widely accepted and used today in the cognitive 
domain (Bergerbest and Goshen-Gottstein, 2002; Destrebecqz et al., 2003; Fu et al., 2008; 
Kane et al., 2000; Karabanov and Ullen, 2008; Norman et al., 2006; Wilkinson and Shanks, 
2004). Based on the assumption that conscious knowledge is controllable, aware and 
unaware learning can be estimated by comparing performance when subjects attempt to 
either express or repress the learned behavior. 
The present project pursued the idea of incorporating the current best methodology 
for measuring awareness and unawareness into the study of sensorimotor adaptation. 
We decided to test whether the degree of awareness depends on the magnitude of the 
perturbation applied to the subjects´ movements and whether it can be manipulated by 
providing the participants with an explicit strategy before adaptation. 
METHODS
Participants
Twenty-four right-handed subjects participated in the study in exchange for course credit 
and were randomly assigned to an implicit (n=16; age: 20.2 ± 3.4; 14 female) or an explicit 
group (n=8; age 21.0 ± 3.2; 8 female). Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 32 years, thus all 
reaching majority in the country of testing. The participants of the first group were told that 
there would be a perturbation, but remained uninformed about its nature. The participants 
of the latter group, however, received detailed explanations with the help of a clock face as 
in Benson et al. (2011). None of the subjects had any experience in visuomotor adaptation 
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research or exhibited overt sensorimotor deficits besides corrected vision. The experimental 
protocol was pre-approved by the Erasmus MC Medical Ethical committee, was conducted 
according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki, and all subjects gave 
written informed consent. 
Task
Participants watched a horizontal screen and held the handle of a robot that was placed 
underneath the screen, while a cloth prevented the sight of their arm (Figure 1A). The 
position of the robot-handle was registered with a sampling frequency of 200 Hz and 
a resolution of 0.3 x 10-3 degrees on each joint of the shoulder which translates into a 
resolution in Cartesian coordinates of less than 0.2 mm. The registered signal was used to 
display a green cursor (diameter 6 mm) representing the handle position onto the screen 
with the help of a projector. Furthermore, a black origin and one of three possible red targets 
were alternately projected. The origin was positioned approximately 45 cm away from the 
eyes of the participant and the targets were positioned 10 cm away from the origin, either 
straight ahead or 45° to the left or the right. The origin as well as the targets had a diameter 
of 14 mm and the cursor one of 6 mm. The subjects were instructed to move the cursor 
accurately and quickly from the origin to the target and back. To control for the speed of 
the movements target color changed to green for actual trail times of 850 ms ± 100 ms and 
turned to blue or yellow when movements were too slow (>950 ms) or too fast (> 750 ms), 
respectively. Intertrial intervals lasted for 1500 ms.
Figure 1. Scheme of experimental apparatus (A). Shown are robot, display screen and projector. Measuring 
awareness and unawareness (B). Exemplary adaptation, inclusion and exclusion movement directions indicating 
fully aware or unaware behavior. Schematic and simplified presentation of awareness and unawareness. Note that 
for calculation of an awareness and unawareness index normalized mean movement directions of inclusion and 
exclusion were used in order to allow comparison between rotation angles (see Methods). Movement directions 
were levelled between baseline direction -10% and size of perturbation +10% as indicated by the arrows.
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After familiarization with veridical and baseline without visual feedback, i.e. no cursor 
visible, all participants conducted six sets, each containing a baseline/washout block with 
veridical visual feedback, an adaptation block with rotated visual feedback (20° CW, 40° 
CW or 60° CW) and an inclusion and exclusion block without feedback. During each 
adaptation block, six clamp trials were inserted to test for the progression of recalibration 
(trial number 6, 19, 30, 39, 47 and 58). In those trials a perfect movement of the cursor from 
the starting to the target dot was displayed independent of the subjects´ movement. Each 
participant performed two consecutive sets for each rotation size with alternating order of 
inclusion and exclusion blocks. Before inclusion subjects were instructed to ‘use what was 
learned during adaptation’ and before exclusion subjects were asked to ‘refrain from using 
what was learned, perform movements as during baseline’. This order as well as rotation size 
order was randomized between participants. Between the third and fourth set there was a 
rest break of 5 min. Table 1 shows an overview of the experimental protocol.
After completion of the experiment all participants filled out a questionnaire as in Benson et 
al. (2011). Those participants who characterized the perturbation as a rotation or reported 
the use of a rotational strategy were considered to be explicitly aware of the distortion.
Table 1. Experimental protocol. 
Block name # of Trials Visual FB
Intro Familiarization 6 0°
Baseline no FB 6 -
Set 20 Baseline/Washout 60 0°
Adaptation 60 -20°
Exclusion/Inclusion 9 -
Inclusion/Exclusion 9 -
Set 40 Baseline/Washout 60 0°
Adaptation 60 -40°
Exclusion/Inclusion 9 -
Inclusion/Exclusion 9 -
Set 60 Baseline/Washout 60 0°
Adaptation 60 -60°
Exclusion/Inclusion 9 -
Inclusion/Exclusion 9 -
Visual feedback (FB) was either not present (-), veridical (0°) or rotated (20°, 40° or 60°). Each set was performed 
twice with alternating order of exclusion and inclusion.
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Data processing
After the conclusion of the experiment, movement direction (MD) was determined as the 
angle between a line connecting starting and target dot and a line between movement onset 
and movement position at 150 ms after movement onset. Movement onset was defined as 
the movement position at which velocity exceeded 0.03 mm/ms for the first time. The trial 
was omitted if the distance between movement onset and movement position at 150 ms 
after movement onset was smaller than 10 mm; 4.59% of trials were thus excluded.
From the movement directions of each subject and in order to compare the three rotation 
sizes, we calculated normalized indices for the different parameters. Adaptation index (AI) 
and the clamp trial index (CI) were determined as:
From the movement directions of each subject and in order to compare the three rotation sizes, 
we calculated normalized indices for the different parameters. Adaptation index (AI) and the 
clamp trial index (CI) were determined as: 
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 =
ëíkxk_lklqvì	lpqkrsVëíîkswrqìw	lpqkrs
ïñóòó&ñO	ô&ö,Vëíîkswrqìw	lpqkrs
 (Eq. 1) 
and 
𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 =
ëímrkú_	lpqkrsVëíîkswrqìw	lpqkrs
ïñóòó&ñO	ô&ö,Vëíîkswrqìw	lpqkrs
 (Eq. 2) 
Where 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀.üò†U	ó°&òüô and 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ò¢òUóòó&ñO	ó°&òüô were calculated as the mean of the MD for the 
trials in a specific bin of trials. We used bins of 9 trials for adaptation trials and bins of 3 trials 
for clamp trials. We calculated 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀åòô,ü&O,	ó°&òüô as the mean MD of all baseline trails. Both 
indices range from -1 to 1 with 1 indicating full adaptation and 0 (or a negative number) 
indicating no adaptation. If a subject produced an AI of ≤ 0.2 during the last two bins of an 
adaptation block, data for that set was dropped from further analysis. Thus, for each rotation size 
the data of three participants was excluded (20°: two implicit subjects and one explicit; 40° and 
60°: three implicit subjects each). This resulted in a total amount of 12 implicit and 7 explicit 
subjects. 
During the inclusion condition awareness and unawareness both contribute to performance. In 
the exclusion condition, however, aware and unaware learning are set in opposition. If all 
knowledge acquired through adaptation is conscious, i.e. a person is fully aware, performance 
during the exclusion task (E) should not be different from performance during baseline (B). Or, 
inversely, E > B can be seen as evidence for unaware knowledge. If, in addition, performance 
during the inclusion task equals that during exclusion, the person is fully unaware (Figure 1B). 
Within the PDP, an estimate of awareness can therefore be derived from the difference between 
exclusion and inclusion performance and an estimate of unawareness can be obtained from the 
 (Eq. 1)
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data of three participants was excluded (20°: two implicit subjects and one explicit; 40° and 
60°: three implicit subjects each). This resulted in a total amount of 12 implicit and 7 explicit 
subjects.
During the inclusio  condition awareness and unawareness both contribute to performance. 
In the exclusion condition, however, aware and unaware learning are set in opposition. 
If all kno ledge acquired through adaptation is conscious, i.e. a person is fully aware, 
performance during the exclusion task (E) should not be different from performance 
during baseline (B). Or, inversely, E > B can be seen as evidence for unaware knowledge. If, 
in addition, performance during the inclusion task equals that during exclusion, the person 
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is fully unaware (Figure 1B). Within the PDP, an estimate of awareness can therefore be 
derived from the difference between exclusion and inclusion performance and an estimate 
of unawareness can be obtained from the difference between exclusion performance and 
baseline as shown schematically in Figure 1B (Destrebecqz and Peigneux, 2005). Thus, we 
first calculated exclusion and inclusion indices (EI and II) as:
difference between exclusion performance and baseline as shown schematically in Figure 1B 
(Destrebecqz and Peigneux, 2005). Thus, we first calculated exclusion and inclusion indices (EI 
and II) as: 
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =
ëíw£mr§sqvì	lpqkrsVëíîkswrqìw	ìv	u•	lpqkrs
ëírksl	kxk_lklqvì	lpqkrsVëíîkswrqìw	lpqkrs
 (Eq. 3) 
and 
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =
ëíqìmr§sqvì	lpqkrsVëíîkswrqìw	ìv	u•	lpqkrs
ëírksl	kxk_lklqvì	lpqkrsVëíîkswrqìw	lpqkrs
 (Eq. 4) 
Again, we chose a bin size of nine consecutive trials for exclusion, inclusion and the last 
adaptation trials and mean values of all trials were used for both baseline blocks. In the original 
publication introducing the PDP the inclusion and exclusion tests asked for a classification of 
words into ‘new’ or ‘old’ depending on its appearance in previous phases of reading,  hearing or 
solving of anagrams of words (Mandler, 1980). Thus, answers were dichotomous. In contrast, the 
present inclusion and exclusion conditions allow for an answer, i.e. movement direction, 
continuously ranging from reproducing the learned movement to reproducing baseline 
movements. And, because of the circular nature of possible movement directions, even 
movement directions beyond the learned movement direction or beyond baseline direction could 
occur. In order to retain as much information as possible without allowing outliner movements to 
weight results, we decided to level all movement directions of exclusion and inclusion blocks 
between the rotation size of the previous adaptation block plus 10% and mean baseline 
movement direction minus 10% (Figure 1B). For example, movement directions in an exclusion 
or inclusion block that followed adaptation to 20° CW rotation should ideally range from -20° to 
0°. During levelling all smaller or larger movement directions (cut off value 180°) were levelled 
to -22° or 2°, respectively. Finally, awareness and unawareness were calculated from EI and II 
with the awareness index equaling II minus EI and the unawareness index equaling EI. 
 (Eq. 3)
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Again, we chose a bin size of nine consecutive trials for exclusion, inclusion and the last 
a a tatio  trials and mean values of all trials were used for both baseline blocks. In the 
original publicatio  i troducing the PDP the inclusion and exclusion tests asked for a 
classification of words into ‘new’ or ‘old’ depending on its appearance in previous phases 
of reading, hearing or solving of anagrams of words (Mandler, 1980). Thus, answers 
were dichotomous. In contrast, the present inclusion and exclusion conditions allow for 
an answer, i.e. movement direction, continuously ranging from reproducing the learned 
movement to reproducing baseline movements. And, because of the circular nature of 
possible movement directions, even movement directions beyond the learned movement 
direction or beyond baseline direction could occur. In order to retain as much information 
as possible without allowing outliner movements to weight results, we decided to level all 
movement directions of exclusion and inclusion blocks between the rotation size of the 
previous adaptation block plus 10% and mean baseline movement direction minus 10% 
(Fig re 1B). For ex mple, movement directions in an exclusio  or inclusion block that 
followed adaptation to 20° CW rotation should ideally range from -20° to 0°. During 
levelling all smaller or larger ove ent directions (cut off value 180°) were levelled to -22° 
or 2°, respectively. Finally, awareness and unawareness were calculated from EI and II with 
the awareness index equaling II minus EI and the unawareness index equaling EI.
For statistical analysis we submitted the different indices to several analyses of variance 
(ANOVAs) with the between-factor G oup (implicit, explicit) and the within-factors 
Rotation Size (20°, 40°, 60°), Block Order f incl sion and exclusion (first, second) and Bin. 
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Type III sums of squares were used in all analyses unless stated otherwise. Normality within 
each Bin, Rotation Size and Block Order in each group separately was explored by Shapiro-
Wilk test and variance stability of the pairs of levels across the factor Group was explored 
by Levene´s test. In case of violation, a Kruskal-Wallis-Test with the factor Group (explicit, 
implicit) was performed with the respective data point. Greenhouse-Geisser-adjustments 
were applied when necessary to compensate for heterogeneity of variances and significant 
effects were further explored with Turkeys HSD post-hoc tests for unequal sample sizes. 
Furthermore, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients (PCC) between awareness 
and adaptation indices were calculated in case of normality and variance stability of the 
respective data. Otherwise Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients (SCC) were used. All 
analyses were done with STATISTICA 7.1.
RESULTS
Figure 2 depicts the mean movement directions of all trials of the implicit and explicit 
group. Note that the shown order of 20°, 40°, and 60° is only exemplary, since rotation 
size order was randomized between participants. Due to randomizations of inclusion and 
exclusion block order each rotation size was consecutively performed twice. Clearly from 
this presentation, the performance of both groups was very similar during all baseline 
phases. Absolute movement direction angles gradually increased during each adaptation 
block with larger movement direction angles at the end of adaptation to 40° than to 20° 
rotation and during adaptation to 60° rotation movement direction angles were larger 
still. This was consistent across groups. During the beginning of each adaptation phase, 
however, the figure shows slightly larger movement direction angles for the explicit group. 
Movement directions of exclusion blocks abruptly return close to baseline level in both 
groups, whereas during inclusion blocks movement directions approach adaptation level 
more so in the explicit group.
The above observations of behavior during adaptation blocks are confirmed by statistical 
analysis of the adaptation index AI, which is shown in Figure 3A. An ANOVA with the 
factors Group (explicit, implicit), Rotation Size (20, 40, 60), Bin (1:6) and Block Order (I, 
II) yielded several significant effects. The adaptation index of the explicit group was larger 
than that of the implicit group (effect of Group [F(1,16) = 11.58; p < 0.01)] and it increased 
during the course of adaptation (effect of Bin [Fcorrected(3,43) = 32.52; p < 0.001)]. We further 
found effects of Block Order [F(1,16) = 4.73; p < 0.05], Bin × Group [Fcorrected(3,43) = 12.81; p < 
0.001] and Bin × Block Order [Fcorrected(4,60) = 3.80; p < 0.01]. Post-hoc decomposition of Bin 
× Group showed no significant difference of AI between both groups for each respective 
bin. However, AI of the first bin of the implicit group is different from all following bins of 
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both groups and the second bin is different from the last three bins, whereas in the explicit 
group the first bin is only different from the second and third bin of this group. Hence, 
there was a larger AI during the beginning of adaptation in the explicit group (Figure 3A). 
In addition, post-hoc analyses of Bin × Block Order revealed that AI of the first bin is 
significantly different between the first and second run. Due to the counterbalanced order 
of inclusion and exclusion blocks this savings effect should have no effect on the analysis of 
those blocks. Seven data points out of 72 did not show a normal distribution (6x p < 0.05, 
1x p < 0.01). Levene´s test revealed no homogeneity of variance for six out of 36 data points 
(5x p < 0.05, 1x p < 0.001). For all those data points we performed Kruskal-Wallis-Tests 
with the factor Group (explicit, implicit) and 7 out of 13 revealed a significant difference 
between the implicit and explicit group according to the results of the analysis of variances 
(3x p < 0.05, 4x p < 0.01).
Figure 2. Movement directions of all trials. Shown are movement directions with respect to target direction of 
implicit (blue) and explicit (red) participants for all experimental phases. Symbols indicate across-subject means, 
and the shaded area display standard errors. Note that rotation size order was randomized between participants.
Figure 3B shows the mean group values of all clamp trial indices. An analysis of variances 
of the clamp trial index with bin size 3 yielded a significant effect of Group [F(1,17) = 6.42; p < 
0.05] with a higher clamp trial index in the explicit than the implicit group. It also revealed 
significant effects of Block Order [F(1,17) = 5.75; p < 0.05], Bin [F(1,17) = 15.38; p < 0.01] and 
Bin × Group [F(1,17) = 8.82; p < 0.01] with a significant difference between first and second 
bin in the implicit but not in the explicit group. Levene´s test revealed no homogeneity of 
variance for two out of twelve data points (both p < 0.05). Kruskal-Wallis-Tests with the 
factor Group (explicit, implicit) confirmed a significant difference between groups for one 
of the two data points (p < 0.01). 
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Figure 3. Mean adaptation (A) and clamp trial indices (B) of implicit (blue) and explicit (red) participants. The 
shaded area indicates standard errors. Note that a bin size of nine trials was used for calculation of the adaptation 
index. For the clamp trial index bin size of one trial was used in this figure for illustrative purposes, but bin size of 
three trials was used for statistical analysis. For the adaptation index statistical analysis revealed significant effects 
of Group (p < 0.01), Bin (p < 0.001), Block Order (p < 0.05), Bin × Group (p < 0.001) and Bin × Block Order (p 
< 0.01). For the clamp trial index the analysis yielded significant effects of Group (p < 0.05), Bin (p < 0.01), Block 
Order (p < 0.05) and Bin × Group (p < 0.01). Both analyses revealed no significant effects of Rotation Size or any 
other interaction (all p > 0.05).
Figure 4 illustrates the inclusion and exclusion indices of both groups. The first and second 
block of each rotation size and group are shown for both conditions. Note that the first block 
directly succeeded an adaptation block but could be second in the order of the experimental 
protocol due to randomization of inclusion and exclusion blocks. While inclusion and 
exclusion indices show similar extents in the implicit group, a clear dissociation can be 
observed in the explicit group. Figure 4 further shows a decrease of the exclusion index 
from 20° to 40° to 60° adaptation. In addition, the inclusion index tended to be larger during 
the second block than during the first one, however, this was not consistent over rotation 
sizes or groups. Statistical analysis for the inclusion index revealed a significant effect of 
Group [F(1,17) = 6.35; p < 0.05], whereas the analysis of the exclusion index only yielded an 
effect of Rotation Size [F(2,34) = 19.30; p < 0.001]. Here the exclusion index after adaptation to 
20° rotation differed significantly from that after 40° and 60°, but there was no difference of 
the exclusion indices after 40° and 60° adaptation. No block order effects were revealed for 
both conditions supporting our earlier visual observation. The mean values of both blocks 
are thus used in the following analyses.
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statistical analysis yielded a significant effect of Group (p < 0.05), but no effects of Rotation Size, Block Order or 
any interaction (all p > 0.05). For the exclusion index the analysis revealed a significant effect of Rotation Size (p < 
0.001). No significant effects of Group, Block Order or any interaction was found here (all p > 0.05).
The main results of the present study are shown in Figure 5. Awareness index is very low 
within the implicit group with only some awareness after adaptation to a 60° rotation. 
In the explicit group, however, Figure 5 reveals an increase of the awareness index with 
increasing rotation size and with an equal amount of awareness and unawareness index 
after adaptation to a 40° rotation. We performed two ANOVAs for aware and unaware each 
with the factors Group (explicit, implicit) and Rotation Size (20, 40, 60). The analysis of the 
awareness index revealed significant effects of Group [F(1,17) = 8.66; p < 0.01] and Rotation 
Size [Fcorrected(1,24) = 6.20; p < 0.05] with a difference of awareness of adaptation to 20° and 
60°. The mean awareness index after 20° and 60° adaptation increased from 0.02 to 0.13 
in the implicit and from 0.23 to 0.56 in the explicit group. Even though this increase was 
larger in the explicit group, we found no significant interaction of Group × Rotation Size. 
The unawareness index did not differ between both groups, but also did depend on the size 
of the rotation (Rotation Size: [F(2,34) = 19.30; p < 0.001]) with post-hoc tests revealing a 
significant difference between 20° and both 40° and 60° but not between 40° and 60°.
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Figure 5. Mean awareness (red) and unawareness (blue) indices for all three perturbation sizes (20°, 40° and 
60°) separately for the implicit (A) and explicit (B) group. For the awareness index statistical analysis revealed 
significant effects of Group (p < 0.01) and Rotation Size (p < 0.05), but no significant interaction (p > 0.05). For the 
unawareness index the analysis yielded a significant effect of Rotation Size (p < 0.001), but no significant effects of 
Group or Group × Rotation Size (both p > 0.05).
It is possible that awareness could benefit from previous training with another rotation. 
Therefore, the analysis of the awareness index was repeated with the additional factor 
Rotation Size Order (20-40-60, 20-60-40, 40-60-20, 40-20-60, 60-20-40, 60-40-20). Type 
VI or Effective Hypothesis sums of squares were used in this ANOVA since not all individual 
groups were included due to missing data. We found no significant effects either of Rotation 
Size Order or of any interaction including this factor (all p > 0.05). However, groups were 
not all normally distributed and group sizes were very small. To increase group sizes, 
we, thus, omitted the factor Group and calculated another analysis using only the factors 
Rotation Size and Rotation Size Order. This analysis also did not reveal a significant effect 
of Rotation Size Order or its interaction with Rotation Size (both p > 0.05). Since two data 
points out of 18 did not show a normal distribution we calculated a Kruskal-Wallis-Test for 
each rotation size using the factor Rotation Size Order. None of them revealed a significant 
effect (all p > 0.05).
To compare the extent of awareness to the amount of adaptation for the different rotation 
sizes, we first calculated correlations between the awareness index and the mean adaptation 
and clamp trial index of the first bin of both blocks, respectively (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Correlations between the awareness indices for each rotation size and the respective adaptation (A) 
or clamp trial index (B). Red dots indicate explicit and blue ones implicit participants. Larger awareness of the 
learned perturbation was related to larger adaptation and clamp trial indices of the first bin. Second, we calculated 
correlations between the awareness index and the mean adaptation index of the last bin of both blocks. Here, we 
found a significant correlation for 40° rotation only. All results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients of the correlations between awareness and adaptation 
(first and last bin) or clamp trial indices (first bin) are shown, respectively. 
   
Awareness index
20° 40° 60°
Adaptation index first bin 0.76*** 0.73*** 0.51*
  last bin 0.32 0.60** 0.3
Clamp trial index first bin 0.51* 0.70*** 0.59**
Symbols ***, **, and * indicate p<0.001, p<0.01, and p<0.05, respectively, and the absence of a symbol indicates 
p>0.05.
Measuring savings, i.e. faster relearning during a second exposure to the same perturbation, 
is a tool for determining whether a long-term memory of the adaptation has been established. 
We calculated savings as the initial learning difference score that is the difference of the 
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adaptation index of the first bin of the first and the second block of adaptation to the same 
rotation size (Morehead et al., 2015). For both groups there were almost no savings in the 
20° rotation and up to about 20% savings in the 40° and 60° rotation condition as shown 
in Figure 7A. ANOVA with the factors Group (explicit, implicit) and Rotation Size (20, 
40, 60) further revealed no significant effects but a trend in Rotation Size (p = 0.06). Two 
data points out of six did not show a normal distribution (1x p < 0.05, 1x p < 0.01) and 
we, therefore, performed Kruskal-Wallis-Tests with the factor Group (explicit, implicit). 
According to the results of the analysis of variances no group effect was revealed (both p 
> 0.05). We further found no correlation between the savings and awareness indices (20°: 
PCC = -0.22, p > 0.05; 40°: PCC = 0.02, p > 0.05; 60°: PCC = 0.39, p > 0.05).
We were further interested whether savings also transferred across rotation sizes. Hence, 
naïve savings was determined using only the first rotation size of the experimental protocol 
and experienced savings was additionally calculated using the second and third rotation 
sizes. Note that this differed between participants; the first rotation size was 20°, 40° or 
60° for eight participants each. While naïve savings was larger in the explicit than in the 
implicit group the reverse holds for experienced savings as can be observed in Figure 7B. 
The statistical analysis with the factors Group (explicit, implicit) and Condition (naïve, 
experienced) yielded significant effects of Group [F(1,17) = 4.79; p < 0.05], Condition [F(1,17) 
= 8.23; p < 0.05] and Group × Condition [F(1,17) = 9.14; p < 0.01]. Here, naïve savings of the 
explicit group was different from all other savings values as confirmed by post hoc analysis 
of the interaction. A normal distribution was not given for naïve savings of the implicit 
group (p < 0.05). Kruskal-Wallis-Tests with the factor Group (explicit, implicit) confirmed 
the difference of naïve savings between groups (p < 0.05). No Spearman correlations were 
found between naïve or experienced savings on the one hand and awareness indices of 
respective rotation sizes on the other (naïve: SCC = 0.24, p > 0.05; experienced: SCC = 
-0.33, p > 0.05).
Finally, we compared the present measurement of awareness by the PDP to that of 
a questionnaire. Therefore, the results of the verbal assessment were used to classify all 
subjects into aware or unaware according to the approach used by Benson et al. (2011). 
Within this procedure explicit awareness was attributed to those participants who described 
the feedback or disturbance as rotated or claimed the application of a rotational strategy. 
Nine out of 16 subjects in the implicit group were considered not to have awareness, and, 
interestingly, two out of eight explicitly instructed subjects were also classified as unaware. 
For the statistical analyses we used the same data as for the correlations, i.e. the first bin 
of the mean adaptation and clamp trail indices of both blocks and entered them into two 
ANOVAS with the factors Group (aware, unaware) and Rotation Size (20, 40, 60). Neither 
the analysis of adaptation index (effect of Group: p = 0.32) nor that of clamp trial index 
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(effect of Group: p = 0.59) yielded any significant effects, showing that awareness measured 
by means of a questionnaire, in contrast to that measured by PDP, was not related to 
adaptation.
Figure 7. Mean savings for the implicit (blue) and explicit (red) group for all three perturbation sizes (20°, 40° and 
60°) (A) as well as for naïve adaptation, i.e. the first rotation size of the experimental protocol, and experienced 
adaptation, i.e. the second and third rotation sizes (B). For the three rotation sizes statistical analysis revealed no 
significant effects (all p > 0.05). An analysis of the naïve and experienced condition yielded significant effects of 
Group (p < 0.05), Condition (p < 0.05) and Group × Condition (p < 0.01).
DISCUSSION
The aim of the present study was to find out whether the degree of awareness of the nature of 
the perturbation depends on its magnitude. An implicit group and a group of subjects using 
explicit strategies adapted to 20°, 40° and 60° cursor rotations, and we measured awareness 
and unawareness indices after each adaptation block with a process dissociation procedure. 
The analyses revealed a larger awareness index in the explicit than in the implicit group 
and a larger awareness index after adaptation to 60° than to 20° rotation for both groups. 
This did not depend on the order in which rotation sizes were presented to the subjects. 
Adaptation and clamp trial indices were also larger in the explicit than in the implicit group. 
Furthermore, initial adaptation measures – adaptation and clamp trial indices of the first 
bin – correlated to the size of awareness indices. Savings did not differ between groups and 
only showed a trend of being larger for larger rotation sizes. The explicit but not the implicit 
participants transferred savings from the first to the following rotation sizes. Finally, the 
analyses revealed that awareness measured by means of a questionnaire, in contrast to that 
measured by PDP, was not related to adaptation.
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Awareness
The degree of awareness of the nature of the perturbation did clearly depend on the 
perturbations´ magnitude in both groups. Naïve participants developed a negligible 
awareness index of 0.02 after adaptation to 20° and 40° and an awareness index of 0.13 
after 60° rotation of visual feedback. This result is consistent with previous work showing 
awareness only in three out of 27 participants when a 30° rotation was introduced (Benson 
et al., 2011). We can further conclude that awareness does not arise when visual rotations 
are introduced gradually in steps of 0.25° to 10° (Galea et al., 2010b; Kagerer et al., 1997; 
Klassen et al., 2005; Werner et al., 2014). Our results more generally suggest that the 
development of awareness depends on the size of target error, i.e. the perceived error 
between cursor and target. Since in gradual adaptation paradigms the size of perturbation 
steps are deliberately chosen to induce only small target errors, there should also be no 
awareness after gradual adaptation to optical shifts using prisms (Hatada et al., 2005; 
Jakobson and Goodale, 1989; Michel et al., 2007), to visuomotor gains (Ingram et al., 2000), 
viscous force-fields (Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2010; Klassen et al., 2005; Malfait and 
Ostry, 2004; Orban de Xivry et al., 2010), or after gradual saccade adaptation (Wong and 
Shelhamer, 2011). The present findings thus confirm the notion that participants adapting 
to gradually introduced perturbations with very small increases of perturbation size are 
usually not aware (Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2010).
Moreover, the outcome of the present study can help explaining the actual disagreement 
on whether the gradual adaptation paradigm can improve the amount of recalibration 
(Wong and Shelhamer, 2011) as shown in several studies (Huang and Shadmehr, 2009; 
Ingram et al., 2000; Kagerer et al., 1997; Michel et al., 2007; Wong and Shelhamer, 2011), 
but not in others (Hussain and Morton, 2014; Klassen et al., 2005; Werner et al., 2014). 
Also, intermanual transfer was revealed after sudden but not after gradual adaptation by 
Malfait and Ostry (2004), whereas this difference was not reported in other studies (Taylor 
et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011). This could be due to the chosen perturbation size that left 
participants adapting to the sudden introduced distortion equally unaware as the ones in 
the gradual group. For example, rotation sizes of 22.5° to 32° were used in those studies that 
did not find a difference in retention or intermanual transfer (Klassen et al., 2005; Taylor 
et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011). To finally solve this disagreement, further studies should 
be performed that identify the actual size of perturbation leading to awareness on the one 
hand and test awareness and retention or intermanual transfer at the same time on the other 
hand. Of course, gradual and sudden adaptation differ not only with respect to awareness 
and have consequently been shown to be based on distinct neural correlates (Orban de 
Xivry et al., 2010; Venkatakrishnan et al., 2011; Werner et al., 2014).
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It can be argued, that the group difference in awareness is due to the group difference of 
the inclusion index, that is the lack of the implicit group of reproducing what was learned 
compared to the explicit group. However, underestimation of awareness in the implicit 
group is unlikely, because those factors that might have contributed to the increased loss 
between the end of adaptation and inclusion are rather implicit or unaware: the passage of 
time, reaching without visual feedback or the observed decrease of errors during ongoing 
reaching during no feedback trials (Hinder et al., 2008; Kitago and Krakauer, 2013; Peled 
and Karniel, 2012; Shabbott and Sainburg, 2010).
We found no effect of the order of rotation sizes on the amount of awareness. However, we 
cannot rule out that a possible beneficial effect of previous adaptation to different rotation 
sizes was cancelled out by a detrimental effect due to fatigue or to forgetting the instructions 
in the explicit group. Future studies should be conducted with a between-subject design in 
which each group gets exposed to a single rotation size only.
Unawareness
As expected the unawareness index was smaller in the explicit compared to the implicit 
group but with mean indices of approx. 0.55, 0.4 and 0.3 after adaptation to 20°, 40° and 60°, 
respectively, unawareness was still surprisingly large in explicitly instructed participants. 
On the one hand, this large proportion of unawareness might be consistent with the results 
of a study by Mazzoni (2006) in which participants used an explicit strategy to quickly 
reduce errors during adaptation to a visual rotation. Later on during learning, reaching 
errors increased again, representing a simultaneous implicit adaptation process driven by 
sensory prediction errors. Our unawareness index could reflect this implicit process. On 
the other hand, we could also be seeing a modulation of strategies over the time course of 
adaptation with different strategies being differently accessible to consciousness as has been 
suggested earlier (Taylor and Ivry, 2014). 
Explicit and implicit group
Comparison of adaptation of both groups revealed a larger initial adaptation index in 
the explicitly instructed group. The magnitude of early adaptation clearly correlated to 
awareness across groups and for all rotation sizes, whereas we found no correlation between 
late adaptation and awareness for 20° and 60° rotations. This pattern of findings is in line 
with the results of a previous study showing explicit instructions leading to increased 
early but not late adaptation (Benson et al., 2011). Since the explicit group in the present 
study was a priori instructed and, thus, aware of the nature of the perturbation it can be 
assumed that awareness leads to increased initial adaptation and not vice versa increased 
initial adaptation leads to awareness. It should be noted that the increased AI of the first 
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bin could be due to a greater reduction of errors during those first nine trials or to a larger 
initial AI as a result of instructions or savings. We do not have sufficient data to distinguish 
these possibilities. Contrary to our findings of increased clamp trial indices in explicitly 
instructed participants, reduced catch trial performance in an explicit compared to an 
implicit group was reported earlier (Benson et al., 2011). While the explicit subjects were 
instructed to turn off their strategy during catch trials in that study, our clamp trials came 
without notice or instructions and, therefore, we probably measured the sum of multiple 
learning mechanisms. Instead of isolating recalibration, the same processes as during 
perturbed trials might have been present in the explicit group. Hence, it is not surprising 
that clamp trial indices, equivalent to adaptation indices, correlated to awareness for all 
rotation sizes.
Even though we found no significant effects of savings, there was a marked increase from 
almost no savings in the 20° adaptation to savings in 40° and 60° adaptation. This is in line 
with previous work showing savings after 45° but not after 30° rotation of visual feedback 
(Morehead et al., 2015). In the current study, explicitly instructed participants further 
transferred savings from the first to the following rotation sizes in contrast to the implicit 
group. To our knowledge, no study has yet tested savings after participants had used an 
explicit strategy. But the result of the implicit group is in agreement with uninformed 
subjects showing faster relearning of an unexperienced perturbation only when rotation 
sizes differed by 75° and not 45° (Morehead et al., 2015) or when they differed in essence 
like the difference from left-right reversal to a 180° rotation (Bock et al., 2001). Interestingly, 
awareness did not correlate with any of our savings measures.
Multiple learning processes have been suggested to facilitate motor behavior during 
adaptation. A distinction has been drawn between slow and fast adaptation (Smith et al., 
2006), error-based and reinforcement learning (Izawa and Shadmehr, 2011) or implicit and 
explicit processes (Heuer and Hegele, 2011; Sülzenbrück and Heuer, 2009; Taylor and Ivry, 
2011, 2014). The present data does not allow any judgement on the overlap of different 
theoretical frameworks. But it can help disentangling awareness and explicit strategies, 
which have both been attributed to explicit processes (Heuer and Hegele, 2011). Awareness 
or explicit knowledge of the nature of the perturbation is thought to be a prerequisite 
for explicit strategies (Hegele and Heuer, 2010; Heuer and Hegele, 2011; Schween et al., 
2014). The latter can either be evoked by instructions (Benson et al., 2011; Mazzoni, 
2006; Sülzenbrück and Heuer, 2009; Taylor and Ivry, 2011; Taylor et al., 2010) or by color 
cueing (Morehead et al., 2015). Explicitly instructed participants showed increased initial 
adaptation and increased savings compared to the implicit group in the present study. But 
awareness only correlated to adaptation and not to measures of savings. This dissociation of 
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results is supported by the notion that savings are reflected by model-free reinforcement of 
previously successful behavior (Huang and Shadmehr, 2009) and are thus linked to action 
selection or re-aiming strategies (Morehead et al., 2015; Taylor and Ivry, 2014).
Measuring awareness
The possibility to measure awareness as well as unawareness as an index is an evident 
advantage of using PDP over the use of a questionnaire that only allows the classification 
of aware or unaware. Moreover, questionnaires may underestimate awareness due to the 
difference of retrieval contexts or because knowledge is held with low confidence (Eriksen, 
1960; Nisbett and Wilson, 1977; Reingold and Merikle, 1990; Shanks and St. John, 1994; 
Shanks et al., 2005). Unlike the awareness index measured by PDP, the results of the 
questionnaire in the present study were neither related to adaptation nor to clamp trial 
behavior. These results suggest that awareness of the nature of the perturbation can be more 
closely captured using PDP.
Heuer and Hegele measured explicit knowledge by providing the participants with a line 
which they moved through verbally instructing the experimenter until they found it to 
match the direction of a successful hand movement (Hegele and Heuer, 2010; Heuer and 
Hegele, 2008; Heuer and Rapp, 2011). Yet another task was used by Taylor et al. (2014) 
to measure explicit learning. Here, participants reported their aiming direction with the 
help of a circular array of landmarks encircling the target. Both methods use predictions 
during the same sort of task and might therefore, as outlined in the introduction, be 
based on feelings of familiarity (Jacoby, 1991) and lead to an overestimation of awareness 
(Cleeremans, 2007). Further research is required to compare the results of those prediction 
task methods to those of the PDP. 
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that the development of awareness of the 
nature of the perturbation depends on its size and confirm the idea that participants adapting 
to gradually introduced perturbations are usually not aware. Moreover, our findings can 
help explain the disagreement regarding the effects of the gradual adaptation paradigm by 
proposing that some studies chose perturbation sizes which left participants adapting to the 
suddenly introduced distortion just as unaware as those in the gradual group. Furthermore, 
the present results emphasize the importance of controlling or monitoring awareness in 
future studies comparing gradual and sudden adaptation. The awareness index of the 
current study measured by PDP correlated to the size of early adaptation, whereas the results 
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of a questionnaire were not related to adaptation. To sum up, our results can thus explain 
the contradiction of previous studies analyzing the effect of cognitive components such as 
explicit strategies and explicit knowledge, i.e. awareness, on sensorimotor adaptation.
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DISCUSSION
This thesis investigated the effects of cerebellar disease on cerebellar integrity, the 
relationship between cerebellar integrity and motor learning deficits, and two promising 
types of intervention to alleviate motor learning deficits of individuals with cerebellar 
disease. The main findings of this thesis are summarized and critically appraised below. 
Several directions for future research are suggested at the end of this discussion. 
Cerebellar integrity in health and disease
That cerebellar disease affected cerebellar integrity which could be illustrated by 
neuroimaging was already well-known before this thesis (Bürk et al., 1996; Klockgether 
et al., 1990; Wüllner et al., 1993). Additionally, effects of ageing on cerebellar integrity 
have been described before (Hoogendam et al., 2012; Jernigan et al., 2001). However, the 
exact localization and extent of grey matter degeneration was unknown. Chapter 2 of this 
thesis revealed the patterns of cerebellar degeneration during both healthy ageing as well 
as cerebellar disease. The pattern of cerebellar degeneration was largely analogous between 
healthy ageing subjects and cerebellar patients, though cerebellar patients were affected more 
severely. Both healthy ageing and cerebellar disease result in degeneration of the anterior 
lobe of the cerebellum (lobules I-V). Similarly, lobule VI and the posterior hand region 
(lobule VIIIb) were affected in both groups. However, large parts of the posterior lobe of the 
cerebellum, in particular Crus I-II and lobule VIIb, were only affected by cerebellar disease 
and not by healthy ageing. The patterns of degeneration fit with the specific symptomology 
associated with healthy ageing and cerebellar disease. That is, degeneration of the anterior 
cerebellum fits with impairments of motor function in both healthy ageing (Bernard and 
Seidler, 2013) and cerebellar disease (Donchin et al., 2012; Rabe et al., 2009), while the 
posterior shift of degeneration fits with impairments of higher (more abstract and complex) 
motor function and cognitive function in cerebellar patients (Schmahmann and Sherman, 
1998; Taig et al., 2012). Thus, Chapter 2 implicitly suggests that healthy ageing could be 
used as a proxy for cerebellar disease in certain motor learning experiments. 
However, the methods and results of Chapter 2 were limited to structural imaging of the 
cerebellar cortex, as the deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN) were not imaged in the datasets. This 
is particularly relevant, since cerebellar disease is known to affect DCN volume (Stefanescu 
et al., 2015), while less is known about the effect of ageing on the DCN (Höpker, 1951). 
Furthermore, increasing amounts of evidence suggest that the DCN is important in various 
motor learning behaviors (Habas, 2010). Therefore, Chapter 3 explored the effects of healthy 
ageing and cerebellar disease on integrity of the deep cerebellar nuclei. The deep cerebellar 
nuclei in this study were imaged using quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) at clinical 
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field strengths of 3 Tesla. The volume of the DCN was not affected by healthy ageing, while 
iron load of the DCN increased with age. In cerebellar patients, the volume of the DCN was 
reduced, which we suggest is a result of a reduction in iron-containing glial cells. Being able 
to accurately and non-invasively map the deep cerebellar nuclei at clinical field strengths 
opens up the possibility to include this type of analysis in routine imaging protocols. 
Additionally, the results of Chapter 3 suggest that using healthy ageing as a model system 
of cerebellar disease might not be appropriate, since the DCN are differentially affected by 
healthy ageing and cerebellar disease. Still, understanding the effect of ageing on cerebellar 
integrity is valuable as it provides a reference point against which cerebellar disease can be 
contrasted. 
Motor learning deficits and cerebellar integrity 
Motor learning deficits as a result of cerebellar degeneration are well-documented (Maschke 
et al., 2004a; Sanes et al., 1990; Tseng et al., 2007). Indeed, in this work as well, widespread 
motor learning deficits were observed in cerebellar patients with reduced cerebellar 
integrity (Chapters 5 – 7 and Chapter 9). This thesis further extends this knowledge by 
also providing evidence for a link between cerebellar integrity and motor learning deficits 
in children with autism spectrum disorder (Chapter 4). While children with ASD are not 
slower to adapt to visuomotor or forcefield perturbations than typically developed children 
per se (Gidley Larson et al., 2008), we found that error sensitivity to visual errors was 
reduced in children with ASD. Interestingly, in line with previous work (Haswell et al., 
2009), sensitivity to proprioceptive errors was higher in children with ASD than typically 
developed children. As such, during motor learning, children with ASD rely more on 
proprioceptive errors and less on visual errors than typically developed children. Using the 
methods developed in Chapter 2, the abnormal pattern of motor learning in children with 
ASD was linked to a reduction in volume of the sensorimotor areas of the cerebellum. Thus, 
reduced cerebellar integrity is linked to abnormal motor learning in ASD as well, a disease 
not classically associated with the cerebellum. 
tDCS and neurorehabilitation
As stated in the introduction, the initial studies using tDCS in healthy control subjects 
looked promising for the development of tDCS as a tool in neurorehabilitation. The 
idea being that tDCS might be able to speed up motor adaptation and increase motor 
retention in cerebellar patients compensating for cerebellar motor learning deficits. Pilot 
studies provided early evidence that neuromodulation was indeed beneficial for cerebellar 
patients, but additional research was required to establish this potential. So, in Chapter 
5, we investigated the ability of tDCS to speed up motor adaptation and increase motor 
retention in a group of cerebellar patients and healthy age-matched controls. TDCS was 
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applied during a forcefield perturbation task (i.e. online stimulation) and subjects were 
stimulated anodally over the cerebellum or primary motor cortex over the course of 
three sessions (including one sham session). Unfortunately, no stimulation effects were 
observed in cerebellar patients. Surprisingly, stimulation effects in healthy controls were 
also absent. In Chapter 5 we suggest several reasons for the lack of stimulation effects and 
the failure to reproduce earlier (positive) tDCS findings. For example, tDCS effects during 
motor adaptation may depend on cerebellar integrity which, as we have seen in Chapter 
2, are reduced both in cerebellar patients as well as healthy age-matched controls. To make 
sure the lack of observed stimulation effects was not due to reduced cerebellar integrity, 
we conducted a control experiment in Chapter 5 as well. Thirty young control subjects 
participated in the same forcefield task and stimulation parameters. In this between-subject 
experiment, no stimulation effects were observed as well, suggesting the negative results in 
healthy ageing subjects and cerebellar patients were not just the result of reduced cerebellar 
integrity, but could also be due to not fully developed task and stimulation parameters and/
or inter- and intra-subject variability. 
A different experimental task with alternative stimulation parameters was tested in 
Chapter 6. As part of the study in Chapter 5, cerebellar subjects and healthy age-matched 
controls participated in a grip force experiment conducted on the same day as the reaching 
experiment. Measurements of grip force were compared between a session prior to tDCS 
stimulation (before the reaching experiment) and after tDCS stimulation (after the reaching 
experiment), thus tDCS stimulation was applied offline (not during the task), as opposed 
to the online stimulation in Chapter 5. In the grip force experiment as well, no stimulation 
effects were observed in both groups. Finally, in Chapter 7, we attempted to reproduce 
earlier tDCS results in a large group of young and healthy subjects and investigated whether 
stimulation onset (during baseline or during adaptation) resulted in differential stimulation 
effects. The subjects took part in a reaching experiment with visuomotor or forcefield 
perturbations, and anodal, cathodal or sham cerebellar stimulation. Again, no stimulation 
effects were found under any of the task and stimulation parameters. 
Taken together, the initial hopeful expectations of a clinical application of tDCS in 
neurorehabilitation should be tempered. Several parameters of stimulation effects should 
first be understood before pursuing further clinical application of tDCS. Firstly, tDCS 
effects are possibly highly task parameter specific. For example, Jalali et al. (2017) were 
unable to elicit consistent stimulation effects across a range of varying task parameters 
and experimental paradigms. As our group was unable to reproduce earlier tDCS work 
(including work of Jalali and colleagues) in Chapter 5, we contacted Jalali and colleagues 
who suggested our screen orientation might have reduced tDCS efficacy. In the experiments 
of Chapter 7 we made sure to use the same screen orientation and reproduce earlier 
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experiments as closely as possible, but we were still unable to replicate stimulation effects. 
Possibly there were other unaddressed differences in task parameters, but it remains to be 
seen whether a technique that is only effective under a very small subset of task parameters 
can have clinical relevance. 
Secondly, stimulation parameters are still insufficiently fleshed out and understood. For 
instance, the effect of stimulation polarity (cathodal or anodal) is unpredictably heterogenous 
(Jacobson et al., 2012), stimulation during baseline (sometimes) has different behavioral 
effects than stimulation during learning (Stagg et al., 2011b), and neural excitability 
differences between offline and online stimulation are still incompletely explored (Das et al., 
2016). Furthermore, electrode placement is highly variable between studies and the most 
commonly used electrode placements are possibly not optimally exciting the targeted brain 
areas (Parazzini et al., 2014; Rampersad et al., 2014). Thus, optimal stimulation parameters 
should first be established before tDCS is ready for clinical application.
Thirdly, intra- and inter-individual variability in stimulation efficacy is still insufficiently 
understood (Horvath et al., 2014b; Ridding and Ziemann, 2010). That is, tDCS effects can 
differ within the same subject between two identical stimulation sessions, and identical 
stimulation parameters can elicit different excitability effects between subjects. Several 
causes for these intra- and inter-individual differences have been suggested, like state 
dependency to explain intra-individual variability (Silvanto et al., 2008), and brain-derived 
neurotropic factor (BDNF) polymorphisms to explain inter-individual variability (Antal 
et al., 2010), but the exact causes still need to be elucidated. It should be noted that these 
caveats not only apply to tDCS research in healthy subjects, but especially to tDCS research 
in cerebellar patients. Consistent and predictable stimulation effects in cerebellar patients 
are likely even more difficult to elicit due to reduced cerebellar integrity.
Finally, several metascientific complexities affect the field of tDCS research. That is, the field 
likely suffers from a file drawer problem (publication bias) and (too) many researcher degrees 
of freedom, resulting in inflated statistical and practical significance and underpowered 
studies. For example, a recent analysis of the reported p-values of tDCS research in cognition 
and working memory revealed little to no evidential value of tDCS studies (Medina and 
Cason, 2017) and private discussions with fellow researchers lead us to believe this is no 
different for motor learning tDCS research. Furthermore, the current publication model 
places a lot of value on novel and positive findings, and possibly too little value on negative 
findings and replication work. The problems of publication bias and researcher degrees of 
freedom are larger than just the tDCS field and motor learning, and addressing it in more 
detail is outside scope of this thesis, but (peer-reviewed) preregistration and data sharing 
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could be a first important step. Although preregistration and data sharing of course come 
with their own set of problems and are certainly no magic bullets (Claesen et al., 2019; 
Gelman and Loken, 2013), it is a direction the field should consider. 
To summarize, it remains to be seen whether arguably limited stimulation effects on the 
speed of motor adaptation or amount of motor retention will translate to actual clinical 
improvements in cerebellar patients and a critical reevaluation of tDCS and its clinical 
potential is demanded. Stimulation effects should be consistent and predictable between 
subjects and tasks, and should lead to behavioral improvements which are large enough to 
be clinically relevant, before tDCS can become a tool in the neurorehabilitation of cerebellar 
disease. 
Training-related interventions and neurorehabilitation 
The final part of this thesis focused on training-related interventions. Chapter 8 investigated 
awareness and unawareness of motor learning in an implicit learning group and explicit 
learning group using a method called the process dissociation procedure (PDP). Awareness 
and unawareness of motor learning was measured in both groups under different 
visuomotor perturbation sizes (20°, 40° and 60°). As expected, the explicit group was more 
aware of sensorimotor learning than the implicit group as measured by the awareness 
index. Furthermore, both groups were more aware of larger visuomotor perturbations than 
smaller visuomotor perturbations. We did not directly test a training-related intervention 
in Chapter 8, but the results of our experiment indicate that the PDP could be used to 
measure awareness and unawareness in future studies testing training-related interventions 
based on implicit and explicit learning processes. 
The final chapter, Chapter 9, investigated whether training paradigms that emphasize 
so-called slow learning could alleviate motor learning deficits of cerebellar patients. 
The experiment revealed that extended training enhances motor memory retention in 
cerebellar patients as well as healthy age-matched controls. However, motor memory 
retention in cerebellar patients was not enhanced to the level of control subjects. In healthy 
control subjects we suggest that enhanced retention was the result of two processes: use-
dependent plasticity and increased memory resilience. Modelling work suggested that 
memory resilience was reduced in cerebellar patients. To our knowledge, this is the first 
time this specific motor learning deficit has been described in cerebellar patients. Possibly, 
use-dependent plasticity is spared in cerebellar patients, as this is hypothesized to be an 
extra-cerebellar process, while reduced memory resilience might be the result of reduced 
DCN integrity. 
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The fact that motor memory retention is still elevated by extended training in cerebellar 
patients could be helpful for the development of therapeutic strategies. Furthermore, 
the experiment in Chapter 9 provides a possible mechanistic explanation why massed 
physiotherapy sessions are more effective in reducing ataxic symptoms than a regular 
therapy schedule (Ilg et al., 2009; Miyai et al., 2012). Future work can explore whether 
memory resilience predicts therapy response and whether massed training will improve 
the efficacy of other types of supportive therapy as well. Finally, quantitative susceptibility 
mapping (Chapter 3) should be used to provide more conclusive evidence that memory 
resilience is associated with DCN integrity.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Taken together, several recommendations and future research directions follow from this 
thesis. Firstly, researchers should start with routinely imaging the DCN in future motor 
learning research. Until now, structural imaging of the cerebellum in motor learning 
experiments was usually limited to the cerebellar cortex due to methodological difficulties of 
DCN imaging. The development of a QSM protocol at relatively low field strengths (Chapter 
3) opens the way to routine inclusion of DCN imaging in motor learning experiments. 
Because the effects of cerebellar disease are usually not isolated to the cerebellar cortex, 
even in so-called “pure” cerebellar disorders, important information is missing when the 
DCN are not imaged. For example, our work on memory resilience would have benefitted 
from DCN imaging to solidify the relationship between memory resilience and integrity of 
the DCN (Chapter 9). Furthermore, future lesion-symptom mapping of the DCN in stroke 
or postoperative cerebellar patients could be used to establish deficits of DCN damage 
isolated from cerebellar cortical damage. Additionally, the work of Chapter 3 should be 
extended to include other cerebellar diseases as well. Reduced iron content due to reduced 
glial cells could be unique for certain types of cerebellar disease (like SCA6), while other 
cerebellar disease might result in reduced volume due to lower neuronal cell counts, but not 
reduced glial cells. 
Secondly, researchers should carefully consider whether to spend resources on the study 
of tDCS in cerebellar patients until the working of tDCS is further elucidated by animal 
and control studies. Unfortunately, we were unable to find any beneficial effects of tDCS 
for cerebellar patients in our experiments (Chapters 5 and 6). As discussed earlier in this 
thesis, there could be several reasons for our negative results, but it is clear that additional 
research is required before tDCS is ready for neurorehabilitation of cerebellar patients (if 
ever). 
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Thirdly, training-related interventions should be developed further. Extended training 
improved one component of motor learning behavior, but a lot is still unknown and other 
training-related interventions (based on reinforcement learning or strategic processes) 
should be further developed as well. However, from this thesis it does appear that training-
related interventions are more effective in improving motor learning than neuromodulation. 
Thus, as of right now, resources are probably better spent on further developing training-
related interventions for cerebellar patients than on neuromodulation in cerebellar patients. 
Lastly, current research practices can be and should be improved. This is not limited to 
tDCS research or cerebellar research in general, but applies to many scientific endeavors. 
Current research incentives should be critically evaluated and open science initiatives like 
preregistration and data sharing should be considered to become the norm. Furthermore, 
scientists should be aware of the opportunity costs of their research. Any resources spend 
on one particular research project cannot be spend on another, thus problems of publication 
bias and researcher degrees of freedom not only affect our current understanding of natural 
processes, but also shape future research directions and scientific discoveries.
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Movement allows us to interact with our direct environment, manipulate objects and 
communicate with each other. Moreover, we can adjust our movements to fit a remarkable 
range of situations and circumstances. The ability to adjust movements in response to 
changes in the environment and task demands is referred to as motor learning. The 
cerebellum is a key neural structure for motor learning. As such, disease of the cerebellum, 
in addition to the clinical symptom of ataxia, results in various motor learning deficits. There 
is a consensus that supportive therapy (e.g. physiotherapy, occupational therapy or speech 
therapy) can reduce ataxia symptoms of cerebellar patients, but little is known about the 
mechanisms underlying the improvements, and how patients can benefit most. Additionally, 
motor learning deficits are associated with reduced efficacy of supportive therapy. With the 
work described in this thesis, we sought to unravel the structural components of cerebellar 
disease and the relationship between cerebellar integrity and motor learning. Furthermore, 
we investigated whether motor learning deficits in cerebellar patients could be ameliorated 
with neuromodulation or training-related interventions, under experimental conditions, 
hoping to support the development of interventions relevant for application in a clinical 
setting.
Chapter 2 describes the pattern of cortical cerebellar degeneration due to healthy ageing 
and cerebellar disease. The pattern of degeneration was found to be largely analogous 
between healthy ageing and cerebellar disease. However, the most strongly degenerated 
regions in cerebellar disease were shifted posteriorly compared to healthy ageing. As such, 
the degeneration patterns fit with the specific symptomology associated with healthy 
ageing and cerebellar disease. The work in this chapter provides new insights in the specific 
localization and extent of cortical cerebellar degeneration in healthy ageing and cerebellar 
disease, and suggests a possible role for healthy ageing as a model system for cerebellar 
disease. 
Chapter 3 further explores the degenerative effects of a healthy ageing and cerebellar disease, 
but focuses on the deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN) instead of the cerebellar cortex. Using a 
method called quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM), we were able to image the DCN 
at clinical field strengths (3 Tesla). We found that the volume of the DCN was not affected 
by healthy ageing, but was reduced as a result of cerebellar disease. Being able to accurately 
and non-invasively map the deep cerebellar nuclei at clinical field strengths opens up the 
possibility to include this type of analysis in routine imaging protocols. Additionally, the 
results of Chapter 3 suggest that the DCN are affected differentially by healthy ageing and 
cerebellar disease, which might limit the viability of using healthy ageing as a model system 
for cerebellar disease. 
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Chapter 4 employed the imaging method developed in Chapter 2 to study motor learning 
deficits in children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). In Chapter 4, children with ASD 
were found to rely more on proprioceptive errors and less on visual errors than typically 
developed children. The abnormal pattern of motor learning in children with ASD was 
linked to a reduction in volume of the sensorimotor areas of the cerebellum. 
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 investigated the effects of transcranial direct current stimulation 
(tDCS), a type of neuromodulation, on motor learning in cerebellar patients and control 
subjects. We were unable to elicit any behavioral effects of tDCS in cerebellar patients 
and control subjects under any of the task and stimulation parameters described. Several 
possible reasons for the lack of effects are given in Chapters 5 – 7, but our results indicate 
that additional research is required before tDCS is ready for the neurorehabilitation of 
cerebellar patients.
Chapter 8 investigated awareness and unawareness of motor learning in an implicit learning 
group and explicit learning group using a method called the process dissociation procedure 
(PDP). The results of this chapter indicate that the PDP could be used to measure awareness 
and unawareness in future studies testing training-related interventions based on implicit 
and explicit learning processes. 
Finally, in Chapter 9, we investigated whether training-related interventions could alleviate 
motor learning deficits of cerebellar patients. We found that extended training enhances 
motor memory retention in cerebellar patients as well as healthy age-matched controls. 
However, motor memory retention in cerebellar patients was not enhanced to the level 
of control subjects. In healthy control subjects we suggest that enhanced retention was 
the result of two processes: use-dependent plasticity and increased memory resilience. 
Modelling work suggested that memory resilience was reduced in cerebellar patients. To 
our knowledge, this is the first time this specific motor learning deficit has been described 
in cerebellar patients. The fact that motor memory retention is still elevated by extended 
training in cerebellar patients could be helpful for the development of therapeutic strategies. 
Taken together, this thesis has further unraveled the structural components of cerebellar 
disease and the relationship between cerebellar integrity and motor learning. The work 
in this thesis also suggests that tDCS is not ready for application in a clinical setting, at 
least until the working of tDCS is further elucidated by animal and control studies. As 
of right now, resources are probably better spent on further developing training-related 
interventions for cerebellar patients than on neuromodulation in cerebellar patients. 
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Door te bewegen kunnen wij objecten verplaatsen, onze directe omgeving manipuleren 
en met elkaar communiceren. Wij zijn ook in staat onze bewegingen aan te passen naar 
gelang de situatie en omstandigheden. Het vermogen om onze bewegingen aan te passen als 
reactie op veranderingen wordt ook wel motorisch leren genoemd. Het cerebellum is een 
belangrijke neurale structuur voor motorisch leren. Daarom zorgt ziekte van het cerebellum, 
naast het klinisch symptoom ataxie, ook voor diverse deficiënties in het motorisch leren. 
Ondersteunende therapie (bijvoorbeeld fysiotherapie, ergotherapie of spraaktherapie) kan 
ataxie symptomen verminderen in cerebellaire patiënten, maar men weet nog niet hoe deze 
verbeteringen tot stand komen, of hoe patiënten het meest voordeel kunnen doen met 
therapie. Daarnaast zijn deficiënties in het motorisch leren geassocieerd met verminderde 
effectiviteit van ondersteunende therapie. Met het werk beschreven in dit proefschrift 
hebben wij getracht de onderliggende structuren van cerebellaire ziekte verder te ontrafelen, 
alsmede de verbinding tussen cerebellaire integriteit en motorisch leren. Verder hebben wij 
onderzocht of deficiënties in het motorisch leren van cerebellaire patiënten kunnen worden 
verminderd, onder experimentele omstandigheden, met behulp van neuromodulatie dan 
wel training-gerelateerde interventies hopende dat dit kan bijdragen aan de ontwikkeling 
van interventies relevant voor de kliniek.
In Hoofdstuk 2 worden de patronen van corticale cerebellaire degeneratie beschreven 
als gevolg van veroudering en ziekte van het cerebellum. Het degeneratie patroon blijkt 
grotendeels gelijkwaardig tussen veroudering en cerebellaire ziekte. Echter, de sterkst 
gedegenereerde gebieden in cerebellaire ziekte zijn meer naar de achterzijde van het 
cerebellum verplaatst vergeleken met veroudering. De symptomen geassocieerd met 
veroudering en cerebellaire ziekte passen dus bij het specifieke patroon van cerebellaire 
degeneratie. Het werk beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2 biedt nieuwe inzichten over de specifieke 
lokalisatie en sterkte van corticale cerebellaire degeneratie als gevolg van veroudering en 
cerebellaire ziekte, en geeft aan dat er een mogelijke rol is weggelegd voor veroudering als 
een modelsystem van cerebellaire ziekte. 
In Hoofdstuk 3 zijn de degeneratieve effecten van veroudering en cerebellaire ziekte verder 
onderzocht, maar met een focus op de diepe cerebellaire kernen in plaats van de cerebellaire 
cortex. Door gebruik te maken van “quantitative susceptibility mapping” (QSM), waren wij 
in staat om de diepe kernen in beeld te brengen onder klinische veldsterktes (3 Tesla). Het 
volume van de diepe kernen blijkt niet te veranderen door veroudering, maar verminderd 
wel als gevolg van cerebellaire ziekte. Het feit dat wij de diepe kernen accuraat en non-
invasief kunnen opmeten onder klinische veldsterktes geeft aan dat deze techniek mogelijk 
kan worden gebruikt als onderdeel van routine beeldvorming. Bovendien geven de resultaten 
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van Hoofdstuk 3 aan dat de diepe kernen anders zijn aangedaan door veroudering dan door 
cerebellaire ziekte, wat de mogelijkheid om veroudering als modelsysteem van cerebellaire 
ziekte te gebruiken beperkt. 
In Hoofdstuk 4 is gebruik gemaakt van de methode ontwikkeld in Hoofdstuk 2 om motorisch 
leren deficiënties van kinderen met autisme spectrum stoornis (ASS) te onderzoeken. 
Uit dit hoofdstuk blijkt dat kinderen met ASS meer leren van proprioceptieve fouten en 
minder van visuele fouten dan typisch ontwikkelde kinderen. Het atypisch motorisch leren 
in kinderen met ASS is geassocieerd met het volume van de sensomotorische gebieden van 
het cerebellum. 
In Hoofdstuk 5, 6 en 7 zijn de effecten van “transcranial direct current stimulation” (tDCS), 
een vorm van neuromodulatie, onderzocht op het motorisch leren van cerebellaire patiënten 
en gezonde proefpersonen. Wij hebben geen gedragseffecten door tDCS kunnen opwekken 
in cerebellaire patiënten en gezonde proefpersonen onder alle verschillende stimulatie- en 
taakparameters beschreven. Verschillende redenen voor het gebrek aan gedragseffecten 
worden gegeven in Hoofdstukken 5 – 7, maar onze resultaten geven in ieder geval aan dat 
aanvullend onderzoek nodig is voordat tDCS kan worden toegepast in de neurorehabilitatie 
van cerebellaire patiënten.
In Hoofdstuk 8 is bewust en onbewust motorisch leren onderzocht in een impliciete 
leergroep en een expliciete leergroep, gebruikmakende van de “process dissociation 
procedure” (PDP). De resultaten van dit hoofdstuk suggereren dat de PDP gebruikt kan 
worden om bewust en onbewust motorisch leren te meten in toekomstige studies met 
training-gerelateerde interventies gebaseerd op impliciete en expliciete leer processen.
Afsluitend is in Hoofdstuk 9 onderzocht of training-gerelateerde interventies de motorisch 
leren deficiënties van cerebellaire patiënten kunnen verminderen. Onze resultaten geven 
aan dat verlengd trainen het vermogen tot onthouden van motorisch leren verbeterd in 
cerebellaire patiënten en gezonde proefpersonen van dezelfde leeftijd. Echter, retentie 
van het motorisch leren was niet verbeterd tot hetzelfde niveau in cerebellaire patiënten 
vergeleken met gezonde proefpersonen. Wij veronderstellen dat verhoogde retentie het 
gevolg is van twee processen in gezonde proefpersonen: gebruiksafhankelijke plasticiteit 
en zogenaamde “geheugentaaiheid”. Modelwerk suggereert dat de geheugentaaiheid in 
verminderd in cerebellaire patiënten. Voor zover wij weten is dit de eerste keer dat deze 
specifieke motorisch leren deficiëntie is beschreven in cerebellaire patiënten. Het feit dat 
retentie van motorisch leren nog steeds verhoogd wordt in cerebellaire patiënten door 
verlengd trainen kan behulpzaam zijn voor het ontwikkelen van therapeutische strategieën. 
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Tezamen heeft dit proefschrift de structurele componenten van cerebellaire ziekte en de 
associatie tussen cerebellaire integriteit en motorisch leren verder ontrafelt. Het werk 
beschreven in dit proefschrift geeft ook aan dat tDCS als techniek nog niet klaar is voor 
toepassing in een klinische omgeving, in ieder geval tot de werking van tDCS beter begrepen 
is met behulp van diermodellen of controle studies. Op dit moment is het waarschijnlijk 
beter om middelen in te zetten om training-gerelateerde interventies door te ontwikkelen, 
dan voor neuromodulatie in cerebellaire patiënten. 
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